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Introduction

Quite a few years ago, as a student of economics, several great lectures have drawn my interest

for microeconomic theory. I was fascinated by the idea of creating an image of reality, impose

simplifying assumptions to ensure tractability and then answer economically relevant questions

within a theoretical framework. At the same time, however, I found myself unsatisfied with

the following statement that was frequently made in these lectures: “Regarding the economic

agent, we impose the assumption [. . .], which seems somehow unrealistic, but is necessary to

be able to solve the model.” Among others, the key assumptions imposed on the economic

agent are that he is rational, purely selfish and, hence, motivated solely by expected material

utility maximization. A large body of empirical evidence exists documenting observed human

behavior that is hard to reconcile with the assumptions stated above.1 I began to worry about

the missing congruence with reality of these assumptions and, more importantly, the corre-

sponding theories’ low explanatory power and predictive inaccuracy. At this point behavioral

and experimental economics come into play. Experimental economics pursues the goals of (i)

achieving a better understanding of the foundations of human decision-making, and (ii) testing

the validity of economic theories. Behavioral Economics aims at increasing the explanatory

power of economics by augmenting the standard model with insights from psychological and

experimental research. Hence, the empirical validity of microeconomic theories is tested in

controlled laboratory experiments. Behavioral economics, in turn, incorporates insights from

experiments into microeconomic theories to increase the degree of realism in these models. The

underlying motive is that, ceteris paribus, the higher the degree of realism, the more accurate

theoretical insights should be, leading to better predictions and better policy recommendations.

It becomes apparent that behavioral and experimental economics are not two distinct areas of

research but are very closely related and complement each other. This dissertation employs the

methods from experimental and behavioral economics to tackle the following questions in four

1For a good survey on the empirical evidence see, among others, DellaVigna (2009).
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self-contained chapters: First, how does consumers’ limited attention regarding add-on prices

affect firms’ ability to engage in collusive behavior? Do firms have an incentive to educate con-

sumers and bring add-on prices into focus? Second, do females and males systematically differ

in their willingness to sabotage the opponent in a rank-order tournament? Do sabotage choice

and performance in a tournament differ with respect to the gender of the opponent? Third,

in very general settings of strategic interaction as well as in a specific application, how is the

behavior of players and equilibrium outcome shaped by expectation-based loss aversion?

Chapter 1 is joint work with Carsten Dahremöller. We analyze the impact of consumer my-

opia on competition and firm behavior. In our model, firms repeatedly sell a primary good and

a respective add-on. The population of consumers contains a fraction of myopic consumers

that do not take into account the price of the add-on when deciding whether or not to purchase

the good. Hence, myopic consumers underestimate the total price of the bundle and are more

likely to buy the good compared to sophisticated consumers. Every firm may educate myopic

consumers and turn them into sophisticated consumers by unshrouding the add-on. We study

what impact consumer myopia in the add-on market has on pricing behavior and on the ability

of firms to engage in collusion. Our main result is that the existence of myopic consumers facil-

itates collusion. This result is driven by the finding that a deviation from collusive play is less

rewarding if some consumers are myopic. To provide an intuition for this result, recall that, in

the absence of consumer myopia, a deviating firm is able to attract all consumers and obtains

the whole collusive profit by slightly undercutting the collusive price. If some consumers are

myopic, however, first note that colluding firms will sell the base-good for the lowest possible

price in order to trick myopic consumers into buying. A deviating firm is then able to undercut

only in the add-on dimension and needs to decide whether or not to unshroud the add-on. If

she decides not to unshroud the add-on, she attracts only the sophisticated consumers since my-

opes do not recognize the prize cut. By unshrouding, she educates all myopics to sophisticated

consumers such that all consumers recognize the price cut of the deviating firm. At the same

time, however, unshrouding crowds formerly myopic consumers out of the market since they

realize that the total price is higher than anticipated and therefore abstain from buying. Either

way, a deviating firm is not able to obtain the whole collusive profit. Therefore, consumer my-

opia makes a deviation from collusive play is less rewarding and, hence, facilitates collusion.

Moreover, consumer myopia leads to higher collusive profits. Firms therefore have a strong

incentive to leave the add-on market shrouded: Shrouding might be a requirement for collu-

sion in the first place. Moreover, even if collusion is already stable, a shrouded market leads

to higher collusive as well as individual profits. These results yield important implications for

governmental policies and regulatory interventions. First, a shrouded market in which no firm

educates consumers is a sign for cartelization. Hence, the observed obfuscation in a market can

serve as a proxy signal for illegal industry agreements. Second, a regulatory intervention with
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the aim to unshroud the add-on is increasing total welfare if it can lower the fraction of myopic

consumers sufficiently.

Chapter 2 is joint work with Petra Nieken. We study the differences in behavior of males and

females in a two-player tournament with sabotage in a controlled lab experiment. Each contes-

tant produces output by carrying out a real-effort task. In addition, each contestant is given the

opportunity to engage in a costly sabotage activity. Sabotage partially destroys the opponent’s

output and, hence, increases the own winning probability. The contestant with the higher final

output then receives the winner prize. We additionally implemented a principal who is paid

based on the agent’s output. Hence, sabotaging the opponent imposes a negative externality on

the principal’s payoff. We find that males and females do not differ in their achievements in

the real effort task but in their choice of sabotage. Regarding sabotage decisions, however, we

find a strong gender gap. On average, males select twice a much sabotage than females. This

gender gap in sabotage is highly significant. Given that females and males perform on the same

level, the gender gap implies that males win the tournament more often than females. It turns

out that profits of females and males do not differ significantly from each other since sabotage

is costly. The same gender gap that we find in actual sabotage choices is as well present in the

beliefs about the opponent’s sabotage decision. Males not only sabotage their opponent more

strongly, they also expect to be sabotaged by the opponent to a higher degree than females do.

We conducted a control treatment where contestants were able to cheat by adding extra points

on their own output instead of destroying the opponent’s output via sabotage. By replacing the

sabotage activity with a cheating activity, the positive effect on the own winning probability re-

mains unchanged, but the negative externality on the principal’s payoff is turned into a positive

externality. Nevertheless, males again choose significantly higher cheating levels than females,

which suggests that the gender gap in sabotage is not driven by differences in social preferences

towards the principal. In the gender treatment, we revealed the gender of the opponent before

the tournament starts. The gender gap in sabotage is persistent and, in addition, males now

perform significantly better than females. Compared to the other treatments, females perform

on the same level but males increase their performance compared to the other treatments. This

effect is especially pronounced if the opponent is female. We discuss possible explanations for

our findings and their implications.

Both the third and the fourth chapter are joint work with Andreas Grunewald and Daniel

Müller. Both papers analyze the behavior of expectation-based loss averse individuals in set-

tings of strategic interaction. Next to Expected Utility Theory, Prospect Theory with the core

features of reference dependence and loss aversion has become the most widely applied ap-

proach for modeling risk preferences. One drawback of Prospect Theory is that it remains

completely agnostic about how the reference point is formed. Kőszegi and Rabin (2006, 2007)

fill this gap by proposing a framework of how the reference point is endogenously determined
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by rational expectations. They define two different solution concepts, personal equilibrium (PE)

and choice-acclimating personal equilibrium (CPE). PE is the appropriate solution concept in a

situation where the decision maker has formed fixed expectations about what to do some time

before actually reaching a decision, whereas CPE applies to a situation in which the decision

maker is confronted with the decision rather unexpectedly.

Chapter 3 provides a comprehensive analysis regarding strategic interaction under expectation-

based loss-aversion. First, we develop a coherent framework for the analysis by extending the

equilibrium concepts of Kőszegi and Rabin (2006, 2007) to strategic interaction and demon-

strate how to derive equilibria. Second, we delineate how expectation-based loss-averse players

differ in their strategic behavior from their counterparts with standard expected-utility prefer-

ences. In particular, we derive three behavioral features of expectation-based loss averse players

which qualitatively differ from the strategic behavior of players with standard preferences. Re-

call that a player with standard expected utility preferences is willing to play any mixture over

a set of pure strategies if she is indifferent between these pure strategies. After a slight change

in the opponents’ strategies, however, she will not be indifferent between these strategies which

completely wipes out the willingness to play a mixture over this set of pure strategies. For fixed

expectations, expectation-based loss averse players are adaptive in the sense that they are poten-

tially willing to play a mixture over a set of pure strategies for a nontrivial range of opponents’

strategies. Moreover, expectation-based loss averse players exhibit the behavioral feature of

decisiveness, according to which, for given strategies of the other players, they are willing to

play at most one mixture over a given set of strategies. Finally, under choice-acclimating ex-

pectations, players are reluctant to play a mixed strategy irrespective of the game and the other

players’ strategies. Third, we analyze equilibrium play under expectation-based loss aversion

and comment on the existence of equilibria.

In chapter 4, we apply the solution concept defined in the previous chapter to rank-order

tournaments and comment on the work of Gill and Stone (2010). Many insights regarding

rank-order tournaments rest upon contestants’ behavior in symmetric equilibria. As shown

by Gill and Stone (2010), however, a symmetric equilibrium may not exist if contestants are

expectation-based loss averse. We complement this important finding by delineating the cir-

cumstances under which a focus on symmetric equilibria is nevertheless justifiable. First, the

existence of a symmetric equilibrium is guaranteed if the contestants’ concern for psychologi-

cal utility does not outweigh their concern for material utility and minimal effort comes without

costs. Second, if contestants enter the tournament with lagged fixed expectations rather than

choice-acclimating expectations, symmetric equilibria exist irrespective of the contestants’ de-

gree of loss aversion.



1. Collusive Shrouding and Cartelization

1.1. Introduction

In many markets product information is not easily available and consumers have difficulties

when trying to collect the information that is relevant for their shopping decisions. In the

terminology of the literature, building on the seminal paper of Gabaix and Laibson (2006),

these are termed shrouded markets. Firms that participate in these markets can either foster

or alleviate the degree of obfuscation. In the economic literature there is ongoing debate about

what firms should do in such a situation. Gabaix and Laibson (2006) argue in a model of add-on

markets that firms will not reveal add-on prices if there are enough myopic consumers, i.e. if

there are enough consumers that do not incorporate all information that is available to them. If

any firm unshrouds, some of the myopic consumers get educated and add-on prices get revealed.

However, it turns out that the education of consumers does not have any strategic effect in their

model since it happens so late that it does not have any impact on the game and on the incentives

of the competing firms. Dahremöller (2013) picks up this point and shows that, if the education

of consumers has strategic implications for the game, the result that firms have an incentive to

shroud the add-on breaks down.

We further expand this framework by designing an infinitely repeated game in which con-

sumer education is a strategic variable in the sense that it has an effect on the payoffs and

strategies of firms. We show that the natural equilibrium1 of the game is one in which firms

set competitive prices and unshroud the add-on. However, for sufficiently high discount factors

there also exists an equilibrium in which firms collude on monopoly pricing.2 In particular, if

all consumers are sophisticated and if the discount factor is high enough, firms can collude on

monopoly pricing.

1The term ’natural equilibrium’ refers to an equilibrium in which firms play the equilibrium strategy of a respec-

tive one-shot game in each period of the game.
2As Fudenberg and Maskin (1986) and many others have shown, infinitely repeated games give rise to a plethora

of equilibria besides the natural equilibrium.
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One of our central findings is that the existence of myopic consumers makes the collusive

equilibrium more stable in the sense of lowering the critical discount factor for which collusion

is sustainable. In terms of the model this implies that, dependent on the market constellation,

firms have an incentive not to unshroud the add-on in order to keep the fraction of myopic

consumers high enough for collusion to be stable. In addition, even if collusion is already

stable with only sophisticated consumers, shrouding increases monopoly profits.

The fact that shrouding makes collusion more stable and, in many cases, is even a prereq-

uisite for collusion has strong implications for competition analysis and antitrust regulations.

First, since, dependent on parameter constellations, shrouding is a requirement for collusion,

the regulator might intervene in order to decrease market obfuscation in order to destabilize

collusion. Second, since again shrouding might be a requirement for collusion, the degree of

obfuscation in a market might be a proxy signal for ongoing collusion in the market. Hence,

since it is usually difficult to detect agreements on collusive pricing, it might be helpful for the

regulator to consider the degree of obfuscation as an additional indicator for collusion.

One example of firms coordinating on intransparency with regard to their products was the

Lombard Club, which was a cartel of Austrian banks that was detected by the European Com-

mision (see European Commission (2004)). For example, at a meeting of the involved banks

in 1994 “everyone agreed that, if questioned by the press or by the Association for Consumer

Information for rate comparison purposes, they should in future stick to communicating only

the (official) rates posted at the counter and not answer any further questions.” In another agree-

ment in 1996, the involved banks coordinated on valuing and pricing their portfolio lists only in

Austrian Schilling while dropping any reference to the Euro. It is documented that the involved

banks agreed that valuing and pricing in both Euro and Austrian Schilling would be more trans-

parent to consumers, but they deemed that competition in this dimension should be avoided. In

1999 the involved banks agreed not to publisize a comparison of their savings products since

this would open a way to “fresh competition.”

More evidence for the connection between shrouding and collusive profits is presented by

Brandenburger and Nalebuff (1998) for the U.S. airlines industry. In 1992, from an initial

situation in which all pricing schemes in the industry were rather opaque and intransparent,

American Airlines started a new pricing scheme “which emphasizes simplicity and equity and

value.” Its competitor United Airlines responded within forty-eight hours and in the following

all other major competitors also quickly adopted simplified pricing schemes. Just three days

later, another competitor, Trans World Airlines, revised its pricing schedule and severely under-

cut industry prices, which was again followed by quick price cuts of all major competitors. This

example indicates that there might be a tight relationship between the increase of transparency

by the first firm and the following cascade of increased transparency and price cuts by the other

firms in the market. This linkage between obfuscation and pricing will also be present in our
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results.

In our model, we analyze markets for goods whose total price consists of more than one

element, for example markets for a base good and an add-on. If both the base good and the

add-on are consumed, the effective total price of the product bundle is the sum of both prices.

For instance, if a consumer considers buying a printer, she will not only have to pay the imme-

diate price for the printer, but most likely have future expenses for compatible refill cartridges.

Another application for our framework are goods that trigger future payments, for example

subscriptions for which the total price is the (discounted) sum of all payments.

If a consumer wants to correctly calculate the effective total price of the product bundle, she

needs to possess all relevant information and therefore a high degree of consumer attention. If

the attention of the consumer is limited though, she possibly does not fully recognize the ef-

fective total price. Consumers that exhibit this bias are called myopic consumers. As a result

of their myopia, they may not be able to make rational consumption decisions. For example,

Cruickshank (2000) reports that users of a current account seldomly fully understand all de-

tails of the contract and in most cases pay only little attention to add-on fees or other contract

specifications. In line with these findings are the results from a survey considering consumer

empowerment in the European Union which was conducted by TNS (2011). Addressing the

question whether European citizens are sufficiently empowered as consumers, it is reported that

almost six out of ten interviewees did not fully read the terms and conditions of the latest service

contract that they signed (including contracts for gas, electricity, mobile phones, bank accounts,

or insurances). Building on these results we assume that the consumer population contains a

positive fraction of myopic consumers.

Considering such markets, it seems reasonable to assume that firms can exert some influence

on the degree of obfuscation. Note here that in many markets there is little scope for obfuscation

in the base good market since transparency in this dimension is necessary to attract consumers

to the market. This is different for add-on markets which usually offer greater possibilities

for firms to shroud information and prices. One example for such a market would be monthly

subscriptions. For example, firms can either employ a transparent flat fee or they can employ

a payment structure that is increasing over time without prominently mentioning it in their

marketing material, which may mislead consumers to anticipate a lower price than they end up

paying. In terms of the model this means that firms can either shroud or unshroud the add-on. If

all firms shroud the add-on, a fraction of α ∈ (0, 1] consumers is myopic and does not consider

the add-on price. If any firm unshrouds the add-on, all myopic consumers get educated and

behave like the sophisticated consumers for the current and all future rounds of the game.3 In

3Note here that we abstract from the possibility that firms can actively increase the fraction of myopic consumers

α. In reality it seems reasonable that firms can somehow increase α. While we do not explicitly model this

possibility, it will turn out that if a shrouding equilibrium exists, firms will have an incentive to increase α.
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contrast to Gabaix and Laibson (2006) and Dahremöller (2013) we assume that the total demand

for the product bundle is not fixed. Instead, consumers have a personal valuation for the product

bundle, which is heterogeneous over the consumer population. If the valuation of a consumer

is lower than the anticipated price of the product bundle, she will prefer not to buy. Note here

that for given prices the total demand is higher if there are myopic consumers than if there are

only sophisticated consumers. This is because myopic consumers underestimate the total price

of the product bundle and hence are more likely to participate in the market.

Our main finding is that the existence of myopic consumers facilitates collusion. In terms of

the model this implies that the critical discount factor for which collusion is stable is decreasing

in the fraction of myopic consumers. The main driver of this finding is the fact that a devia-

tion from collusion is less rewarding if many consumers are myopic. To get an intuition for

this result consider a situation in which firms collude on monopoly pricing. In a model with

only sophisticated consumers a firm that deviates and undercuts the collusive price attracts all

consumers in the market and earns the entire monopoly profits. This is different if some con-

sumers are myopic. Suppose first that a firm deviates by only lowering its price. Then myopic

consumers do not perceive the change in the price and therefore will not switch to the deviating

firm. Suppose second that a firm deviates by lowering its price and by unshrouding the add-on.

Such a deviation would attract all consumers that still participate in the market, but would lower

the total demand since some myopes realize that prices are higher than they anticipated. Both

these effects make a deviation from collusion less rewarding and hence collusion is more stable.

In other words, the existence of myopic consumers facilitates collusion.

In addition, even if collusion is already stable for a given population composition, firms have

an incentive to continue increasing the fraction of myopic consumers. Since myopic consumers

underestimate the total price of the product bundle, shrouding may trick these consumers into

consumption. Hence, the total demand for the product bundle and the profits of the firms are

rising with the fraction of myopic consumers.

Our analysis also yield several insights on welfare. If the consumers valuation for the product

bundle is too low, a decision to buy the product bundle is inefficient and will be regretted by

the consumer ex post. Therefore we find that shrouding has a negative impact on consumer

welfare. This result has implications when applying our results to a regulatory perspective.

We find that a regulatory intervention with the aim to unshroud the add-on is increasing total

welfare if it can lower the fraction of myopic consumers α sufficiently. This finding is in line

with Kosfeld and Schüwer (2011) who analyze the framework of Gabaix and Laibson (2006)

from a regulatory perspective and show that in their framework a regulatory consumer education

can have positive as well as negative effects on welfare. In addition, we find that a regulation to

unshroud the add-on is always increasing the consumer surplus.

When considered from a regulatory perspective, our results suggest that regulatory tools with
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the aim to unshroud the add-on can also impede collusion. If a regulatory intervention can

decrease the fraction of myopic consumers α sufficiently, collusion can potentially be prevented

or destabilized. Examples for such intervention would be informational campaigns to increase

consumer sophistication or regulations that enhance market transparency. Even if such efforts

to unshroud cannot decrease the fraction of myopic consumers α sufficiently in order to prevent

collusion, they still increase consumer welfare as they either prevent consumers from making

irrational choices or decrease the prices that consumers pay for the product bundle.

In addition to suggesting tools to impede collusion, our results also suggest new tools to

detect collusion. We find that in many parameter constellations shrouding is necessary for

collusion to be stable. Hence, a shrouded market is a potential indicator for illegal indus-

try agreements. These markets then are candidates for increased scrutiny and inspections by

governmental trustbusters. Traditional antitrust provisions like unannounced inspections or le-

niency policies were used in order to detect, prove, and prevent collusive industry behavior.

However, historic evidence suggests that these tools were only partly successful in preventing

collusion and cartelization. In particular, unannounced inspections and leniency policies were

mostly targeted at disintegrating existing cartels. Our results suggest a new approach to detect

active and intact cartels and prevent future cartel formation.

The remainder of this paper will proceed as follows. In section 1.2 we give a short overview

over the related literature. In section 1.3 we present the main analysis and results. Section 1.4

will conclude.

1.2. Review of the Literature

The economic discourse on information disclosure by competitive firms was started by Gross-

man (1981) and Milgrom (1981). In their works rational consumers are imperfectly informed

about product attributes and firms can credibly reveal the missing information. Within this

framework, the authors show that competitive firms indeed have an incentive to reveal the miss-

ing information since this has a positive effect on their demands and profits.

One of the first works on obfuscation in add-on markets is provided by Shapiro (1995). He

argues that there does not exist an equilibrium in which firms shroud the add-on. Shapiro argues

verbally that there is a customer winning effect of unshrouding, which implies that a shrouding

equilibrium is not stable.

Gabaix and Laibson (2006) were the first to question that view. Building on the work of

Shapiro (1995), they use a model of add-on markets and assume that a given fraction of myopic

consumers does not consider the add-on price in their purchase decisions. However, each firm

can educate the myopic consumers and thereby help them to make more sophisticated decisions.

The authors show that if the fraction of myopic consumers is large enough, there exists an
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equilibrium in which no firm has an incentive to educate consumers and all firms shroud the

add-on.

This point is picked up by Dahremöller (2013) who shows that the results of Gabaix and

Laibson (2006) are strongly based on their modeling of unshrouding. In particular, Gabaix and

Laibson (2006) use a single-period model in which firms can unshroud only in the last stage of

the game. This implies that if any firm unshrouds the add-on, the other firms cannot react to this

deviation. Also, unshrouding has no impact on any future payoffs since the game ends at this

point. In terms of the model this implies that the education of consumers has no consequence

for the play of the game and for the strategies of firms.4 Examining these effects, Dahremöller

(2013) shows that if the education of consumers is modeled to have strategic implications for

the game, a shrouding equilibrium no longer exists.

If one would transfer the framework of Gabaix and Laibson (2006) to a repeated game, un-

shrouding would have only short-term effects, while any long-term effects would be neglected.

However, in our model we will follow Dahremöller (2013) by assuming that unshrouding has

long-term implications. Examples for long-term effects of consumer education include that

firms condition their behavior on the play of the previous rounds and include that unshrouding

permanently alters the consumer structure in future periods.

1.3. The Model

1.3.1. Model Setup

We model an infinitely repeated game. In each period n ≥ 3 symmetric firms produce a base

good and an add-on at zero costs. Each firm i sets a base-good price pi and an add-on price

p̂i. The common discount factor of firms is δ ∈ [0, 1]. The consumer population has mass 1

and consists of α ∈ (0, 1] myopic consumers and 1 − α sophisticated consumers. The fraction

of myopic consumers only considers the base good prices pi and neglects the add-on prices p̂i.

The remaining fraction of sophisticated consumers is fully informed, rational, and considers

both the base good prices pi and the add-on prices p̂i. We assume that there exists a maximum

price p̄ for the add-on which can be interpreted as the cost of a last minute substitution or a

regulatory usury ceiling.

As outlined before, we assume that in each period each firm can unshroud the add-on. If one

firm does so, the myopic consumers get educated, which means that they behave like sophisti-

cated consumers for the current round and all remaining rounds of the game. Consumers derive

4In essence, Gabaix and Laibson (2006) show that firms potentially do not have an incentive to reveal their add-on

prices. This result holds irrespective of whether this revelation of add-on prices is linked with an education of

the consumer population.
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utility v from consuming one unit of the base good and the respective add-on in a given period.

If a consumer abstains from buying the product bundle, she gets zero utility. Each consumer

buys at most one unit of the base good and one unit of the add-on. The ’realized’ utility of

consumers is U = v − pi − p̂i. However, myopic consumers mistakenly anticipate to get a

utility from buying at firm i of Um = v − pi. Hence, the myopic consumers do not anticipate

their future need for the add-on or, equivalently, anticipate that the add-on price is zero. In

contrast, sophisticated consumers correctly anticipate that their utility from buying at firm i is

U s = v − pi − p̂i. The consumption utility v of each consumer is stochastic with v ∼ U [0, v].

The cdf of v then takes the following form:

F (z) =


0 if z ≤ 0,

z
v

if 0 < z < v,

1 if v ≤ z.

Since firms compete via Bertrand competition, a consumer buys the bundle at the firm that yields

her the highest anticipated utility. If there are several firms that yield the highest anticipated

utility, the consumer will choose any one of them with equal probability. In addition, if no firm

yields positive anticipated utility, the consumer abstains from buying. The well known result

of a one-period game with Bertrand competition is that firms earn zero profits. However, the

infinite repetition of a game usually allows for a plethora of equilibria and firm strategies5 and

there exists no general mechanism for equilibrium selection. However, in the following, we

assume that if firms collude on pricing or shrouding, they will coordinate on the equilibrium

that yields the highest profit per firm.6 In particular, since firms are symmetric, we focus on

equilibria that yield the highest aggregate firm profit.

One implication of the existence of myopic consumers is that firms have an incentive to set

high add-on prices along with low base good prices. Now recall the utility functions Um and U s.

For given prices pi and p̂i, a firm can always increase the attractiveness of its product bundle for

myopics while leaving the attractiveness of the bundle for sophisticates unchanged. The firm

can achieve this by lowering the base good price pi by a small amount and increasing the add-on

price p̂i by the same small amount.

However, this logic of lowering base good prices and raising add-on prices is potentially

limited. The reason is that there are several arguments that lead to a lower bound for base

good prices. For example, in real-world markets, prices cannot be negative due to possible

arbitrage opportunities. If consumers receive money for the purchase of a good, they will buy

as many units of the good as they can, creating unlimited profits for themselves and a loss

5See, for example, Fudenberg and Maskin (1986).
6We will later argue that an equilibrium with less-than-optimal profits would not be more stable in terms of

collusion. Hence, there is no obvious reason for firms to collude on less-than-optimal profits.
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for the firm that sells the good. In addition to the condition that prices must be non-negative,

there potentially also exist reasons for positive lower price limits. One reason for a lower price

bound is the possibility to resell parts of the base good. For instance, if consumers could buy a

printer at zero costs and sell the copper wires or other parts of the printer for a profit, they might

exploit this as an arbitrage opportunity. Another argument for price boundaries in the base good

dimension is brought forward by Miao (2010) who argues that if the base good and the add-on

are substitutes, there will be a lower limit for the base good price. Printers, for example, are sold

with a starting cartridge. If a cartridge runs low, the consumer has the choice between buying a

new cartridge or buying a new printer that is already equipped with a new starting cartridge. If

the printer is very cheap compared to the refill cartridge, firms will not be able to sell their high

priced refills. Miao (2010) shows that this creates a lower limit for the base good price.

Following the above argumentation, we impose a lower bound for the base good price. For

simplicity we set this limit to 0. We will later show that this lower bound for the base good is

reached if the following condition holds:

Assumption 1.1. v ≤ p̄.

We will assume this condition to hold for the remainder of the paper. Note that the assumption

of a lower bound for the base good price creates results that stand in contrast to the traditional

Chicago school argument on add-on pricing. Formalized, for example, by Lal and Matutes

(1994) and Gabaix and Laibson (2006), the Chicago school argument reckons that high profits

in the add-on dimension are fully competed away in the base good dimension. So suppose that,

in a market with only a base good, firms would charge an equilibrium price of p†. Now suppose

that an add-on is introduced, yielding an equilibrium add-on price of p̂†. Then the Chicago

school argument predicts that the new base good price will simply be the old base good price

minus the new add-on price, i.e. p† − p̂†. In other words, the Chicago school argument predicts

that the base good fully subsidizes the add-on. Obviously, such a cross-product subsidization is

not always possible if a lower boundary for the base good price exists.

1.3.2. Analysis

To determine the effect of the existence of myopic consumers we now want to compare a sit-

uation in which all consumers are sophisticated to a situation in which a fraction of α > 0

consumers is myopic. We will then show that equilibria exist in which firms collude on shroud-

ing. In particular, there exist constellations in which shrouding is necessary to allow firms to

cartelize and thereby to jointly earn monopoly profits.7

7Note here that the main focus of our model is to test whether market obfuscation facilitates collusion. It may

be the case that there exist other equilibria, which are not considered in our model, in which firms do not

coordinate on prices but still shroud the add-on.
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Only sophisticated consumers

First suppose that all consumers are sophisticated. Sophisticates take both the price for the base

good and the price for the add-on into account. We now want to determine for which parameter

constellations firms can cartelize. If firms can coordinate on monopoly pricing, they will set

monopoly prices pM and p̂M and earn aggregate monopoly profits πM . The profits πM are split

up equally between the firms such that each firm earns a profit of 1
n
πM . If a firm expects to

earn 1
n
πM for all future periods, the present value of these cash flows is πM

n(1−δ) . If any firm

deviates from monopoly behavior and undercuts marginally, it will attract all consumers and

make a deviation profit of πdev. Since the deviating firm can undercut the monopoly prices

only marginally and thereby attract all consumers, it would earn a deviation profit of the entire

monopoly profits πdev = πM . This deviation will trigger a grim-trigger punishment by the

other firms.8 Hence, after such a deviation collusion breaks down and from that point onwards

firms will compete via Bertrand competition and make zero equilibrium profits πNC = 0 for

all following periods (NC=non-collusive). The present value of the cash flows after deviation

hence is πdev + δπNC

1−δ . Now we want to determine the critical discount factor, which is the

discount factor for which firms are indifferent between sticking to collusion and deviating from

collusion. Applying our results, the critical discount factor is given by the solution of the

following equation:
πM

n

1− δ
= πdev +

δπNC

1− δ
(1.1)

⇒ δ∗ =
n− πM

πdev

n
=
n− 1

n
.

Thus, for all discount factors δ ≥ δ∗ collusion is sustainable.9

The impact of myopic consumers

Now suppose that a fraction of α > 0 consumers is myopic. Recall that, in contrast to sophisti-

cated consumers, myopes do not consider the add-on prices p̂i. If all firms cooperate and charge

prices p and p̂, their aggregate profit is given by:

πM(p, p̂) = [α (1− F (p)) + (1− α)(1− F (p+ p̂))](p+ p̂).

It follows that if firms collude, they will set the base good price equal to its lower bound:

8See, for example, Mailath and Samuelson (2006) for a detailed discussion of grim-trigger strategies.
9Note here that a cooperation would not be more stable if firms would coordinate on profits that are lower

than the monopoly profits. A deviating firm can always earn the aggregate collusion profit by undercutting

marginally. Examining condition (1.1), there exists no coordination on lower-than-optimal profits that makes a

deviation less rewarding relative to the collusion profits. Furthermore, coordinating on higher prices than in the

monopoly case does not help either since this would destabilize collusion as a deviating firm could undercut

and set monopoly prices, thereby earning higher than collusive profits.
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Lemma 1.1. Suppose v ≤ p̄ holds. Then colluding firms will set their base good price at its

lower bound, i.e. pM = 0.

The proof is contained in the Appendix. The intuition for this result is as follows. Suppose

that firms set prices such that some sophisticates still participate in the market (p+ p̂ < v). Then

for every base good price p > 0, the firms have an incentive to lower the base good price p and

to increase the add-on price p̂. This would leave the total bundle price and the demand from

sophisticates unchanged, but would increase the demand from myopic consumers. Suppose

in contrast that firms set prices such that no sophisticated consumer participates in the market

(p + p̂ > v). Then in turns out that the add-on is profitable enough such that firms do not want

to decrease demand by increasing the price of the base good.

Applying the result of Lemma 1.1 (p = 0) to the aggregate profit function yields the following

collusive profit:

πM(p̂) = [α + (1− α)(1− F (p̂))]p̂.

In the following analysis we have to distinguish between an ’inner solution’ in which both types

of consumers buy the product bundle (p̂ < v, F (p̂) < 1) and a ’corner solution’ in which only

myopic consumers buy the product bundle (p̂ ≥ v, F (p̂) = 1). If we have an inner solution,

both consumer groups have positive demand for the product bundle and the product bundle

yields positive utility to some consumers. In contrast, the corner solution is characterized by an

add-on price p̂ that, if it would be fully considered, exceeds every consumers valuation. In this

case only myopics possibly consume the product bundle.

Now we want to derive the global maximum of the profit function. First suppose that firms

play an inner solution. Then, the aggregate profit of firms takes the following form:

πM(p̂) =

[
α + (1− α)

(
1− p̂

v

)]
p̂.

The aggregate profit is maximized by charging the monopoly price p̂M = v
2(1−α)

. Given this

price, profits are given by

πMinner =
v

4(1− α)
. (1.2)

Now consider the corner solution with p̂M > v. In this case firms only sell the product bundle

to myopic consumers. Then the profit function of firms is given by:

πM(p̂) = [α] p̂.

Obviously, it is optimal to charge the highest possible add-on price p̂M = p̄, yielding a profit of:

πMcorner = αp̄. (1.3)
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It will then depend on parameter constellations whether firms will prefer the equilibrium with

the inner solution or the equilibrium with the corner solution.

Note here that the optimal price of the inner solution p̂M = v
2(1−α)

is larger than the maximum

valuation v if α > 1
2
. In this case it holds that 1 − F (p̂M) = 0 and therefore no sophisticated

consumer buys the product bundle. Hence, for α > 1
2

the inner solution is not feasible in the

sense that the derived maximum does not lie in the specified interval. If that is the case, the

corner solution will be the global profit maximum.

To get an intuition for the form of the profit function we have depicted two possible con-

stellations in the following graphs: For a sufficiently low share of myopic consumers
(
α ≤ 1

2

)
,

Inner solution is feasible:

v p̄c

πM(p̂)

p̂

Inner solution is not feasible:

v

πM(p̂)

p̂

Figure 1.1.: Two possible functional forms of the aggregate firm profits.

the inner solution is feasible in the sense that the profit-maximizing price of the inner solution

does not exceed the maximum valuation v. The inner solution then corresponds to the global

maximum of the profit function if the upper bound for the add-on price is not too large, i.e. if

p̄ ≤ p̄c. If, however, the fraction of myopic consumers is large enough, the maximum of the

inner solution is not feasible anymore. In this case, only the maximum of the corner solution

can be optimal.

When examining the profit functions, we see that the aggregate profit for both the inner

solution and the corner solution are increasing in the fraction of myopic consumers α. This

leads to the following result:

Proposition 1.1. Monopoly profits are increasing in the share of myopic consumers α.

This finding mainly stems from the impact that myopic consumers have on the demand func-

tion. Myopic consumers are always more likely to buy the product bundle since they under-
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estimate its total price. Hence, in both the inner and the corner solution, the demand for the

product bundle is increasing in the fraction of myopic consumers. This directly implies that the

monopoly profits of firms are also increasing in the share of myopic consumers.

If firms cartelize and coordinate on monopoly prices, they are able to maximize aggregate

profits, which will then be split up equally among them. Clearly, all firms prefer these monopoly

profits over perfect competition with zero equilibrium profits. Nevertheless, there may be an

individual short-term incentive to deviate from monopoly pricing: A firm may deviate by either

unshrouding the add-on and/or by setting a lower or a higher price than the one that was set

in the collusive phase. Lemma 1.1 implies that if a firm wants to deviate from collusion and

attract further customers, it can only do so by lowering it’s add-on price, but not by lowering its

base good price. Note that it is not obvious whether an optimal deviation involves unshrouding

the add-on. This is because unshrouding potentially has partly negative effects since, if myopes

are turned into sophisticates, they might refrain from buying the product bundle. Therefore, for

given prices, unshrouding is decreasing the demand for the product bundle. In the following,

we will show that despite its negative effect on demand, an optimal deviation from collusion

comprises unshrouding the add-on. The reason is that, due to low base good prices and high

add-on prices, firms generate their profit through add-on sales. However, myopic consumers do

not incorporate the add-on prices into their purchase decisions. Hence, myopes do not react if

the deviating firm changes its add-on price. This creates an incentive to unshroud, since, once

myopes are educated, they react to the change in the add-on price. In the following, we will

show that this effect dominates the aforementioned reduction in demand and a deviating firm

will unshroud the add-on.10

First note that firms will never deviate by increasing the add-on price. If firms play a corner

solution and charge the highest possible add-on price, they are simply not able to raise the price.

If firms play an inner solution and a firm deviates by raising its add-on price, sophisticates will

prefer to buy from the other firms and only myopic consumers possibly buy the product bundle

from the deviating firm. This is because myopes do not take the add-on price into account

and therefore will not change their behavior after a change in the add-on price. Hence, the

10Note here that the result that a deviating firm will always unshroud the add-on may be an artefact of our particular

population distribution. However, while this result is convenient for the analysis, it is not necessary for our

results. To get an intuition for this, recall that if the add-on is unshrouded, firms make zero profits in the

competitive equilibrium. Now suppose that firms initially collude and any firm deviates, but does not unshroud

the add-on. Then, the other firms could unshroud the add-on as part of their grim-trigger strategies. Since

there are at least two firms that do so (N ≥ 3), they have no individual incentive not to unshroud the add-on.

Hence, if any firm deviates, but does not unshroud, the non-deviating firms will react by unshrouding the add-

on and the following non-collusive profits will again be zero. Compared to a situation with only sophisticated

consumers, unshrouding still is less attractive with the existence of myopic consumers because a deviating firm

does not attract all consumers.
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deviating firm will optimally set the maximum add-on price p̂dev = p̄, yielding a deviation

profit of πdev = 1
n
αp̄. It then holds that πdev ≤ 1

n
πM and a deviation yields lower profits than

the profits earned by sticking to the collusive play.11 Therefore, increasing the add-on prices is

not a profitable deviation.

We can conclude that if a firm decides to deviate, it will undercut the collusive add-on price.

Note that it is not possible to undercut the base good price since it is already at its lower bound.

Hence, the firm can only undercut in the add-on price dimension. If a firm undercuts the add-on

price, it attracts all sophisticated consumers. In particular, the deviant firm has two possibilities

to undercut the collusive add-on price:

The first possibility is that the firm undercuts the add-on price and unshrouds the add-on,

thereby educating all myopic consumers. This lures a larger share of consumers to the deviant

firm because the fraction of price sensitive consumers has increased. At the same time un-

shrouding potentially crowds many formerly myopes out of the market because, by taking the

add-on into account and learning about higher than anticipated add-on prices, some myopes

realize that they would receive negative utility from buying and therefore decide to refrain from

the market.

The deviation profit that results if a firm unshrouds the add-on takes the following form:12

πdevi =

[
1− p̂devi

v

]
p̂devi . (1.4)

Maximization of (1.4) yields:

p̂devi =
v

2
.

This price is feasible regardless of the strategies that firms played in the collusive phase (p̂devi ≤
v and p̂devi ≤ p̂M). Inserting the price into the profit function then yields a deviation profit of

πdevi =
v

4
.

The second possibility is that the firm undercuts the add-on price but decides against un-

shrouding the add-on, leaving the fraction of myopic consumers at α. In this case, the deviant

firm will only attract sophisticated consumers because myopes do not take notice of the change

in the add-on price. The deviation profit in this case is equal to:

πdevi =
[α
n

+ (1− α)(1− F (p̂devi ))
]
p̂devi . (1.5)

11This result follows from the assumption that the inner solution was optimal in the collusive play ( v
4(1−α) ≥ αp̄).

12Note that it suffices to consider the case p̂devi ≤ v: If a deviating firm decides to unshroud the add-on, all

consumers are sophisticates, who only consider to purchase the add-on if p̂devi ≤ v. Hence, deviating with the

corner solution cannot be optimal.
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If a firm deviates and decides not to educate consumers, there again could be an ’inner’ so-

lution and a ’corner’ solution. The ’inner’ solution is the case for which 1 − F (p̂devi ) > 0.

Maximization of (1.5) then yields:

p̂devi =
v

2(1− α)

(
1− αn− 1

n

)
,

yielding a deviation profit of

πdevi =
v

4(1− α)

(
1− αn− 1

n

)2

. (1.6)

The ’corner’ solution of the deviation is the case for which 1 − F (p̂devi ) = 0. In this case it is

optimal to set p̂devi = p̄. The deviating firm would attract no additional consumers. It would only

attract myopic consumers such that the total demand for the firm would be 1
n
α. This deviation

might yield a higher profit than (1.6) if the upper bound on the add-on price is extremely high.

The add-on price p̂devi = p̄ would then yield a deviation profit of

πdevi =
αp̄

n
. (1.7)

Closer inspection of (1.7) yields that p̂devi = p̄ can never be a profitable deviation. First note

that playing p̂devi = p̄ and deciding not to educate consumers only corresponds to an actual

deviation from collusive behavior if the colluding firms played the inner solution with profits

of πMinner = v
4(1−α)

. Then it must be the case that these profits are higher than the profits for the

corner solution πMcorner = αp̄. It follows directly that the deviation profit (1.7) must be lower

than the shared collusive profits.

To sum up, if a deviation is profitable, a deviating firm that unshrouds the add-on earns a

profit of πdev1 ≡ v
4
. The maximum profit that a deviating firm can obtain if it does not unshroud

is πdev2 ≡ v
4(1−α)

(
1− αn−1

n

)2. As we formally show in the Appendix it holds that πdev1 > πdev2 .

Hence, the following result applies:

Proposition 1.2. If a profitable deviation exists, a firm that deviates from collusive play will

unshroud the add-on.

As we have mentioned above, there exist two opposing effects of unshrouding. On the one

hand, unshrouding increases the number of sophisticated consumers who notice the deviation.

On the other hand, unshrouding crowds out formerly myopic consumers. At first glance it was

not clear which of these effects is generally stronger, but now we can argue that the positive

effect dominates the negative one.

In the following we want to determine the effect that the existence of myopic consumers has

on the stability of collusion. To do this we determine the critical discount factors. If firms play

an inner solution in the collusive phase, the critical discount factor is given by:

δinner =
n− 1

1−α

n
,
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which is falling in the share of myopic consumers α. If collusion was characterized by a corner

solution, the critical discount factor takes the form:

δcorner =
n− 4αp̄

v

n
,

which is also falling in α. Now we want to show that the critical discount factor is globally

falling in α. Since δ is falling piecewise, it suffices to show that δ has no ’jump’ when the

optimal monopoly strategy changes from the inner solution to the corner solution. At the point

of indifference between inner solution and corner solution, it holds that v
4(1−α)

= αp̄. Then it

immediately follows that for this parameter constellation, it holds that δinner = δcorner. This

suffices to ascertain that the critical discount factor δ is continuous in α. Since δ is also falling

locally in α, we can conclude:

Proposition 1.3. The critical discount factor δ is globally falling in the fraction of myopic

consumers α.

The intuition behind this finding lies in the fact that a deviation from collusion is less reward-

ing with the existence of myopic consumers. First, recall that monopoly profits and, with it,

individual collusion profits are increasing in the fraction of myopic consumers. This is because

myopic consumers underestimate the price of the product bundle and therefore are more likely

to buy it. Hence, for given prices, the total demand is increasing in α. Second, we have shown

that a deviating firm optimally unshrouds the add-on. Since then all consumers are sophisti-

cated, total demand is independent of α and for given prices lower than in the collusive phase.

Hence, the higher the initial share of myopic consumers, the less attractive a deviation gets

when compared to the collusive play, and therefore the more stable is collusion.

Up to now, we assumed that firms always coordinate on monopoly profits and then showed

that collusion is more stable the higher the share of myopic consumers is. Beside the number

of firms n, it is the collusion-to-deviation profit ratio that determines the critical discount factor

and hence, the stability of collusion. When the market contains only sophisticated consumers, it

is obviously optimal to collude with the monopoly prices since a deviating firm can always earn

at least the aggregate collusive profits and hence, collusion can not be stabilized by coordinating

on other than monopoly profits. This does not hold if some consumers are initially myopic. A

deviating firm is then not able to attract the whole demand by undercutting marginally since

either the existing myopic consumers shop randomly or unshrouding leads to a crowding-out

of formerly myopic consumers. Hence, it is not obvious at first glance that the above described

ratio is maximized by coordinating on monopoly profits. Collusion could then possibly be sta-

bilized by coordinating on other than monopoly profits such that a deviation gets less attractive.

Yet if the market contains myopic consumers, it still holds that collusion is most stable if firms

coordinate on monopoly profits.
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Proposition 1.4. Collusion cannot be stabilized by coordinating on other than monopoly profits.

As we have shown above, the critical discount factor δ is falling in α. The central impli-

cation of this result is that the higher the share of myopic consumers α is, the easier it is to

sustain collusion. This implies that firms may have an incentive to raise the fraction of myopic

consumers. If, initially, there does not exist a collusive equilibrium, active shrouding can poten-

tially decrease the critical discount factor sufficiently, such that collusion becomes sustainable.

In addition, shrouding results in higher collusive profits and hence is beneficial for firms even if

collusion is already sustainable without additional obfuscation.

We can now conclude that, in a market with a positive fraction of myopic consumers, the

critical discount factor is always strictly lower than it would be if the whole consumer popula-

tion was sophisticated. This follows directly from the result that the critical discount factor is

globally falling in α.

Corollary 1.1. The existence of myopic consumers facilitates collusion.

Another result that directly follows from closer inspection of the critical discount factors is

the following:

Corollary 1.2. The critical discount factor rises with the number of firms.

The result that collusion is less stable if the number of firms rises is not particularly new.

However, our results indicate that, if the number of firms has an impact on the stability of

collusion, the number of firms also has an impact on the whether or not firms shroud the add-

on. This is because a breakdown of the collusive shrouding equilibrium leads to an unshrouding

of the market. One study that supports this result is Miravete (2007), who presents a study about

the U.S. cellular telephone industry. He shows that the entry of new firms to the market tends

to ’lift the fog’ and leads to more transparent pricing schemes. This finding is in line with our

results that an increase in the number of firms may destabilize collusion, which in turn leads to

unshrouded and transparent markets.

1.3.3. Welfare Analysis and Regulatory Intervention

We will now further analyze the welfare implications of regulatory intervention. We are inter-

ested in the effects that the firm behavior, in particular shrouding the add-on, has on welfare.

We argued before that the regulator may want to prevent collusion and shrouding, but the exact

effects on welfare have not been thoroughly derived yet. In line with many previous authors like

O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999), we deem the true consumer utility to be the relevant measure

of consumer welfare. This true consumer utility stands in contrast to the anticipated consumer
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utility that we interpret as determining the choice of consumers, but as having only a distorted

connection to the real utility of consumers.13

The total welfare is simply the sum of the valuations of all consumers that buy the product

bundle. The price that consumers pay for the product bundle has no impact on welfare because

it simply is a redistribution from consumer surplus to industry profit. If all consumers buy

the product bundle, for example if firms play the unshrouded competitive equilibrium, welfare

would be E[v] = v
2
. If, however, firms play the shrouded collusive equilibrium, not all con-

sumers buy the product bundle, which results in a lower total welfare. Hence, the following

Lemma applies:

Lemma 1.2. The total welfare is higher in the unshrouded competitive equilibrium than in the

shrouded collusive equilibrium.

The result that shrouding is detrimental for welfare is in line with the findings of Gabaix and

Laibson (2006) and Kosfeld and Schüwer (2011). Note, however, that their results stem from

the assumption that there exists a substitution that can replace the add-on. In particular, these

papers assume that the substitution is lost in terms of welfare. However, in many cases it seems

plausible that some part of its price is not completely lost.14 In this case, total welfare would be

independent of the shrouding decisions of firms.

Now we want to determine the effects of firm behavior on the consumer surplus. Obviously,

the case in which firms charge competitive prices is better for consumers than the case in which

firms charge monopoly prices and shroud the add-on. Also note that firm profits are increasing

in the fraction of myopic consumers, which is to the detriment of the consumer surplus. In

addition, the higher the fraction of myopic consumers, the more consumers buy the product

although it yields negative utility to them. Hence, the following Lemma applies:

Lemma 1.3. The consumer surplus is higher in the unshrouded competitive equilibrium than

in the shrouded collusive equilibrium. The consumer surplus is falling in the fraction of myopic

consumers α.

The derived results have wideranging implications for regulatory policies. The most obvi-

ous regulation would be to force firms to offer their products at zero prices. Needless to say,

this might not be enforceable in real world markets. However, there are other kinds of regula-

tions that can also have positive effects on welfare. For example, our results give new insights

into the usefulness of regulations with regard to consumer education and market transparency.

13This implies that myopic consumers do not act according to their own best interest. In other words, their myopia

is not a sign of different taste, but a sign of a particular malfunction of their decision behavior.
14Consider, for example, the case of hotel telephones. If a consumer brings her cell phone with her to save the

costs of the hotel line, the calling costs for the cell phone are not lost in terms of welfare, but are part of third

party firm profits.
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The traditional reason for such regulations was that these should enable consumers to make

wiser purchase decisions, which in turn was supposed to increase consumer welfare. Our paper

presents another reason for such regulations that, in terms of the model, are intended to reduce

the fraction of myopic consumers. If the regulator can unshroud the add-on and thereby force

firms to play the unshrouded competitive equilibrium,15 both consumer surplus and total wel-

fare can be increased. Note here that a regulatory intervention is also increasing the consumer

surplus if the intervention cannot decrease the fraction of myopic consumers to zero. First,

a regulatory intervention that decreases α also increases the critical discount factor δ∗, which

might make collusion infeasible. Second, even if collusion still is stable, a regulatory inter-

vention nevertheless increases consumer welfare since the consumer surplus decreases in the

fraction of myopic consumers.

Another innovation of our model lies in its predictions on the detection of cartels. Traditional

competition policy had to watch out for active arrangements or coordination between firms in

order to detect collusive behavior. Our model predicts that agreements on prices may not be the

only sign of collusion. We have argued that the level of obfuscation may be artificially increased

by firms in order to stabilize collusion. Hence, the regulator can use the degree of obfuscation

in a market as a proxy for the degree of cartelization. This relation seems a useful extension

to traditional antitrust monitoring since obfuscation is usually far easier to detect than active

coordination between firms.

Apart from active consumer education, the regulator can also intervene by reducing barriers

to entry for new firms or by employing other measures that increase the number of firms that

participate in the market. This may inhibit collusion because the critical discount factors for

both the inner and corner solution are increasing in the number of firms.

1.4. Conclusion

We have proposed a model of limited attention in which competitive firms can either shroud

or unshroud the add-on market. We have shown that two kinds of equilibria exist. In one

equilibrium firms collude on monopoly pricing and shroud the add-on. In the other equilibrium

firms set prices competitively and unshroud the add-on. The equilibrium in which firms shroud

the add-on is only stable if the discount factor of the firms is above a critical discount factor.

It turns out that this critical discount factor is decreasing in the fraction of myopic consumers.

Hence, firms might try to increase the degree of obfuscation and thereby increase the fraction of

myopic consumers, which in turn will tend to stabilize collusion. Another incentive to increase

15For example, if the regulator can decrease the fraction of myopic consumers α to zero, the critical discount factor

increases to δ∗ = n−1
n . Hence, if the common discount factor of firms is not sufficiently high, unshrouding the

add-on is likely to destabilize collusion.
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the level of obfuscation is that the profit that firms earn when they collude is increasing in the

fraction of myopic consumers.

These results suggest several implications for welfare analysis and regulatory intervention.

We find that welfare is maximized if firms do not collude and do not shroud the add-on. Hence,

the regulator might employ measurements to increase consumer sophistication. If these mea-

surements are sufficiently efficient, the collusive equilibrium breaks down and only the natural

competitive equilibrium remains.

Our results also suggest new insights into competition policy. We have shown that shrouding

might be used by firms as a tool to stabilize collusion. Hence, the degree of obfuscation in a

market might be a proxy for the degree of collusion and hidden industry agreements. Markets

with high obfuscation then are candidates for further investigation by the antitrust agencies.





2. Gender Differences in Competition and
Sabotage

2.1. Introduction

Although they make up nearly half of the workforce, it is a well-known fact that females are

underrepresented in upper hierarchy levels of companies worldwide. In January 2012, around

three percent of the largest publicly listed companies in the European Union had a female pres-

ident or chairperson, and the share of females on corporate boards was 13.7 percent. A similar

pattern can be observed in the United States: in January 2013 only 21 CEOs of the Fortune500

companies were female, resulting in a share of 4.2 percent.1 Researchers have offered several

explanations for this fact such as labor market discrimination, differences in education, pref-

erences, or biological factors as well as the reluctance of females to enter competitions (e.g.,

promotion tournaments). Many studies have shown that male participants react more strongly

to competitive incentives (e.g., Gneezy, Niederle, and Rustichini (2003)) while females have a

tendency to abstain from competition and prefer wage schemes with absolute instead of rela-

tive compensation (see Croson and Gneezy (2009) for an overview). Furthermore, there exists

evidence that good performance in a tournament and winning per se has a stronger impact on

self-esteem of males than on self-esteem of females (see, e.g., Crocker, Luhtanen, Cooper, and

Bouvrette (2003) or Wieland and Sarin (2012)). One aspect that has not been discussed in the

literature investigating gender differences in tournaments is the question if males and females

differ in their willingness to destroy output and sabotage their opponents to ensure winning the

competition, even though sabotage is not rare in organizations and tournaments are especially

prone to such behavior. In promotion tournaments, sabotage might lead to selecting the less able

candidate for a promotion. If, for instance, males have a higher willingness to sabotage because

they react more strongly to competitive incentives or enjoy winning per se, as indicated by pre-

1See http://ec.europa.eu/justice/gender-equality/files/women-on-boards_en.pdf for the European and

http://www.catalyst.org/knowledge/women-ceos-fortune-1000 for the US data.
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vious findings mentioned above, this might help to explain why females are underrepresented

at leading positions or refrain from entering a competition in the first place.

We fill this gap in the existing literature and study the actions of males and females in a tour-

nament with sabotage opportunities. For this purpose, we conducted a real-effort experiment

where two players participated in a rank order tournament and had the opportunity to sabotage

each other by destroying a certain amount of work of their opponent. To come closer to real

world situations, we introduced a principal to our setting who was paid based on the output of

the contestants. Hence, sabotaging not only affected the opponent but also reduced the payment

of the principal. We conducted four different treatments: the baseline (as described above),

belief, cheating, and gender treatment. In the belief treatment, we elicited beliefs about the

performance in the real effort task as well as the chosen sabotage of the respective opponent to

analyze if those beliefs differ between males and females. The cheating treatment allows us to

check whether social preferences with respect to the principal affected the contestants’ behav-

ior. In the gender treatment, we revealed the gender of the opponent before the tournament to

study if the contestant’s behavior depends on the gender of the respective opponent. Our main

findings can be summarized as follows: We find that (i) the males and females on average per-

formed equally well in the real effort task (except for the gender treatment) but (ii) males chose

significantly higher levels of sabotage than females. Males were therefore much more likely to

win in tournaments with mixed gender participants. Despite this difference, males and females

received similar payments because sabotage was costly. The gender gap is not only present in

actual sabotage choices, but in the stated beliefs about the opponent’s actions as well. Males

not only sabotaged their opponent more severely, they also expected their opponents to inflict

more sabotage on them. If we revealed the gender of the opponent, we also observe a gender

gap in performance. Males performed significantly better in the real effort task than females. In

the sabotage dimension, both females and males believed to be sabotaged more severely from

males, but we do not find any differences in sabotaging behavior with respect to the revealed

gender of the opponent. Our main finding, the gender gap in sabotage, was persistent over all

treatments and cannot be explained for instance by differences in risk attitudes, human values,

or social preferences with respect to the principal.

2.2. Related Literature

Our paper is related to the literature on sabotage in tournaments as well as on gender differences

in competition. In his seminal paper, Lazear (1989) shows that the optimal wage spread is lower

when participants are able to sabotage each other. Hence, the tournament designer optimally
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uses a more equitable prize structure in order to lower the incentives to sabotage the opponent.2

Because company data on sabotage is generally not available for research, empirical studies use

sports data (see, e.g., Garicano and Palacios-Huerta (2006), del Corral, Prieto-Rodriguez, and

Simmons (2010), Balafoutas, Lindner, and Sutter (2012), or Deutscher, Frick, Gürtler, and Prinz

(2013)) or experimental data to investigate the impact of sabotage on tournaments. Harbring

and Irlenbusch have contributed several papers dealing with different prize spreads, a varying

number of participants, and different numbers of tournament prizes (see, e.g., Harbring and

Irlenbusch (2008)) as well as communication in tournaments with the possibility to sabotage

in lab experiments (Harbring and Irlenbusch (2011)).3 While most papers use a chosen effort

setting, we are aware of only a few papers that implement a real-effort tournament with sabo-

tage which are closer to our study. Vandegrift and Yavas (2010) use a forecasting task and give

the contestants the option to raise the forecasting error of their opponent. Players do not know

the performance of their opponent when selecting the costly sabotage. The cost function of

sabotage is linear meaning that the players have to pay a constant fee for each additional unit of

sabotage. Players exert more sabotage if the prize spread is higher or the players are rematched

after each period. In the study of Carpenter, Matthews, and Schirm (2010), the task was to

prepare letters and envelopes. The authors conducted different treatments with piece rate and

tournament incentives, as well as with and without sabotage. They find that output declines in

the tournaments with sabotage compared to treatments with piece rate. The reduction is due to

false reporting of the quality rather than the quantity of the output. Hence, the players preferred

the more subtle form of sabotage and refrained from "undercounting" the total output of an op-

ponent. In contrast to our paper, the players in the setting of Carpenter, Matthews, and Schirm

(2010) selected their amount of sabotage after the production period when they already knew

their own performance. Hence, Carpenter et al. studied a sequential tournament. Recently,

Charness et al. (forthcoming) matched players into groups of three and let them work on a de-

coding task in a flat wage environment. In the absence of monetary incentives, ranking feedback

leads individuals to invest in costly sabotage in order to improve their relative position in the

group. In contrast to our experiment, there are no monetary incentives to sabotage the opponent

and players decide about sabotage after being informed about their relative performance. Note

that neither Vandegrift and Yavas (2010) nor Carpenter, Matthews, and Schirm (2010) explicitly

report results regarding controls for gender while Charness et al. (forthcomining) mention in a

footnote that they do not find gender differences in their setting. Our work differs from these

2For further theoretical work on sabotage in tournaments, see, among others Chen (2003), Kräkel (2005), Münster

(2007), or Gürtler (2008).
3For further experimental evidence on tournaments with sabotage, see, e.g., Harbring, Irlenbusch, Kräkel, and

Selten (2007), Falk, Fehr, and Huffman (2008), or Gürtler, Münster, and Nieken (2013) or the recent surveys

of Dechenaux, Kovenock, and Sheremeta (2012) , Chowdhury and Gürtler (2013) and Amegashie (2013).
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papers because we implemented a principal in our setting which induced a negative externality

of sabotage on an uninvolved player, and we had convex costs of sabotage which were iden-

tical for all agents. Furthermore, our study concentrates on the impact of gender on sabotage

decisions, which is why we conducted different treatments with and without revelation of the

opponents’ gender as well as positive and negative externalities.

Our work is as well related to the growing literature on gender differences in competition.

One strand of this literature analyzes the entry decision and studies the question whether females

prefer different incentive schemes than males when they are able to choose their compensation

scheme. Niederle and Vesterlund (2007) show that females, compared to equally able males,

mostly refrain from competition and instead select a piece-rate scheme, whereas the majority

of male participants enters the tournament. This self-selection effect can be considered to be

very robust since this finding was replicated by several studies using a similar setup (see, e.g.,

Wozniak, Harbaugh, and Mayr (2010), Healy and Pate (2011)) as well as by other studies using

different designs (see, e.g., Vandegrift and Brown (2005), Gneezy, Leonard, and List (2009),

Dohmen and Falk (2011), Price (2012), Buser (2012) and Garratt, Weinberger, and Johnson

(2013)).4

Another strand of this literature studies the question whether females and males react differ-

ently to competitive payment schemes such as rank order tournaments. Gneezy, Niederle, and

Rustichini (2003) conducted an experiment in which participants had to carry out a task (solv-

ing mazes), being paid according to different compensation schemes. They find no significant

performance difference between females and males under a piece-rate scheme, whereas under

a competitive compensation scheme, males solved significantly more mazes than females. This

finding was replicated by Gneezy and Rustichini (2004) in a field study on the competitiveness

of ten year old children. Similar effects can be found in Masclet, Peterle, and Larribeau (2012)

who report that males exert higher levels of effort in a competitive environment than females

with similar ability. Although evidence points toward males reacting more strongly to compet-

itive incentives than females, this finding also seems to depend on the kind of task. Günther,

Ekinci, Schwieren, and Strobel (2010) report no performance differences given a gender-neutral

task while they find females to perform better than males in a "female" task. The authors ex-

plain their finding with the so-called stereotype threat. Further evidence comes from Iriberri and

Rey-Biel (2012) who also find that females only perform worse than males if they believe the

task is one where males have an advantage.5 The gender composition of the group seems to be

4The decision to enter a tournament could also be driven by overconfidence. Several studies report that males

are generally found to be more overconfident than females. See, e.g., Lundeberg, Fox, and Punćcohaŕ (1994),

Beyer and Bowden (1997), Barber and Odean (2001), Bengtsson, Persson, and Willenhag (2005), or Reuben,

Rey-Biel, Sapienza, and Zingales (2012).
5See Barankay (2012) for gender differences regarding the reaction to ranking information which is not tied to

compensation.
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important as well: in Gneezy, Niederle, and Rustichini (2003), the gender gap in performance is

significantly higher in mixed-sex than single-sex tournaments. Moreover, Datta Gupta, Poulsen,

and Villeval (2013) report that males tend to compete less against males than against females,

which might also be affected by the afore-mentioned self-esteem effects.6 Further evidence

that males tend to perform slightly better if they compete against a female opponent comes

from Antonovics, Arcidiacono, and Walsh (2009), Price (2008), Iriberri and Rey-Biel (2012),

or Cotton, McIntyre, and Price (2013),.

While all these papers investigate productive behavior in competitive situations, we are aware

of only one paper which also studies gender effects with respect to unethical behavior in tour-

naments. Schwieren and Weichselbaumer (2010) allow contestants to cheat in order to win a

tournament.7 The players had to solve mazes and in order to cheat could either use an "auto

solve option" or a "path verifying option" (which showed them if the chosen path was wrong).

With a spy software the authors were able to detect the cheating while the players were not

aware that their actions would be observed. Cheating was not costly for the players and the au-

thors find that cheating depends on the performance of a contestant. Lower performing players

cheated more than better players. Even though females on average performed worse than males

one cannot conclude that females in general are also more likely to cheat. Hence, the observed

gender gap in cheating is driven by differences in performance. In contrast to Schwieren and

Weichselbaumer (2010), we studied sabotage decisions in tournaments where sabotaging was

costly. In our setting, exerting sabotage not only harmed the opponent but also resulted in a

lower payment for the principal.8

2.3. Experimental Design

We implemented a simultaneous two-player real-effort tournament with the option to sabo-

tage the opponent. The experiment encompassed four different treatments: baseline, belief,

cheating, and gender treatment (see Table A.1 in the appendix for an overview). We start our

description with the baseline treatment, consisting of 8 working periods which lasted 5 minutes

each.9 One of those periods was randomly selected for payment. In each session, we had 21

participants who were divided into three units. Each unit contained one principal and six agents.

6For results of team tournaments see, e.g., Apesteguia, Azmat, and Iriberri (2012), or Dargnies (2012).
7For further research on cheating in tournaments see, e.g., List, Bailey, Euzent, and Martin (2001), Preston and

Szymanski (2003), Enders and Hoover (2004), Shleifer (2004), and Charness et al. (forthcoming).
8For an extensive overview of gender and competition, see Niederle and Vesterlund (2011) or Croson and Gneezy

(2009) for a more general survey of gender differences in preferences. Furthermore, Dechenaux, Kovenock,

and Sheremeta (2012) provide a recent survey of experimental results in contests and tournaments. For details

on gender see chapter 8.7.
9The instructions of the baseline treatment translated into English can be found in the appendix.
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Each agent was matched with a different agent from his unit at the beginning of every period.

We implemented this stranger matching to prevent reputation effects and reciprocity among the

agents.10 Before the first period started, the participants had the opportunity to get used to the

real-effort task in a trial period that was not payoff relevant. At the beginning of every period,

each agent had to decide how much sabotage to inflict on the opponent by selecting an integer

x ∈ [0, 70] which would be deducted from the other contestant’s achieved points. Exerting sab-

otage (destructive effort) was costly, because in reality sabotaging an opponent tends to result

in opportunity costs of time, the contestant might need to exert some extra effort to cover up

his destructive activity, and there is always the danger of being detected and punished. The cost

function was given by c(x) = x2/14. Next, agents had to carry out the real-effort task in the

five-minute working period. In contrast to chosen effort, real work "involves effort, fatigue,

boredom, excitement, and other affections" (Van Dijk, Sonnemans, and Van Winden (2001), p.

189). Regarding the decision to sabotage and destroy performance, we believe it is important

that performance is based on real work rather than on a chosen number. In line with Carpenter,

Matthews, and Schirm (2010) and Vandegrift and Yavas (2010), we therefore, preferred a real-

effort setting. Similar to Erkal, Gangadharan, and Nikiforakis (2011), the participant’s task was

to encode words as numbers. They were asked to enter a two-digit number for each letter of

a word according to an encryption table that assigned a number to each letter of the alphabet.

Agents received one point for each correctly encoded letter and could proceed to encoding the

next word only if all letters had been encoded correctly. Note that all participants received the

same words in the same order. The points earned by encoding were summed up after each pe-

riod and we refer to them as performance in the remainder of the paper. An agent’s output was

given by the achieved points minus the suffered sabotage. At the end of each period, the agent

with the higher output received 500 taler while the agent with the lower output received 200

taler. In case of a tie the winner was determined by a random draw of the computer. After each

period, agents received information on the achieved points in the encoding task (performance),

their own choice of sabotage, and whether they had won the tournament or not. Note that they

did not learn their own total output (achieved points minus sabotage of the opponent) or the total

output of their opponent at any time during the experiment. Hence, they were not able to deduct

the amount of sabotage inflicted on them from the information they received after each period.

In every period, agents had to decide how much effort to exert and how much sabotage to inflict

on the opponent. In our setting, both choices had to be made without intermediate information

about the achieved points and the sabotage level of their opponent. The contestants, therefore,

could not condition their actions (effort and/or sabotage) on the behavior of their opponent as

it would be possible in a sequential setting (see, e.g., Carpenter, Matthews, and Schirm (2010),

10Note that our design is not a perfect stranger matching because agents could play against each other more than

once. However, they did not know if and when they would meet again.
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and Gürtler, Münster, and Nieken (2013)) In reality, we observe both, simultaneous and sequen-

tial tournaments. While situations where opponents destroy work after observing the actions of

their contestants have the character of a sequential tournament, sales contests or promotion

tournaments where the contestants work in different geographical regions or branches resem-

ble simultaneous tournaments where the contestants have no information about the actions of

their opponents. Our design is similar to Harbring and Irlenbusch (2008), Vandegrift and Yavas

(2010), Harbring and Irlenbusch (2011), or Gürtler, Münster, and Nieken (2013) where con-

testants also select effort and sabotage simultaneously but in contrast to this paper in a chosen

effort setting. The principal’s payment was determined by the average output of the six agents

in the corresponding unit. The principal observed the output of each agent in her unit but not the

amount of sabotage or the points achieved in the encoding task (performance). The agents were

aware that their output determined the payment of the principal and they knew which informa-

tion she was given. We chose to include a principal in the design to study a situation where

sabotage not only reduced the chances of the opponent to win the tournament but also affected

a third party which was not directly part of the competition. In reality, sabotage usually harms

the firm and we wanted to capture this effect in our design. Furthermore, the real effort task of

encoding words as numbers might be rather meaningless if it is carried out without a principal

whose payment actually depended on the realized output. After the experiment, all participants

filled out a questionnaire containing questions about the experiment. Additionally, we collected

socioeconomic information, basic human values and elicited the participants’ risk attitudes us-

ing a question from the GSOEP. This question elicits the general willingness to take risks on

a 11-point scale. We used the Schwartz Human Values Questionnaire as implemented in the

European Social Survey with 21 items to measure basic human values. According to Schwartz

(2000) these values are recognized across different cultures and societies. These are power,

achievement, hedonism, stimulation, self-direction, universalism, benevolence, tradition, con-

formity, and security. For a detailed discussion about human values and gender differences,

please see Schwartz and Rubel (2005) and Adams and Funk (2012).

The belief treatment is identical to the baseline treatment, the only difference being that we

elicited agents’ beliefs about the achieved points (performance) and the amount of sabotage

of their respective opponent. In each period, agents were asked to estimate their opponent’s

achieved points (performance) and sabotage decision before choosing their own amount of sab-

otage. The elicitation of beliefs was incentivized, agents received max {15− Z, 0} taler for

every stated belief being Z points away from the correct value.11 In the gender treatment, again

11Eliciting beliefs might potentially lead to hedging behavior. Blanco, Engelmann, Koch, and Normann (2010)

report that hedging of beliefs in experiments is not "a major problem unless hedging opportunities are very

prominent." In our setting, hedging opportunities are not very prominent because a higher output led to a

payment of 500 taler while a correct belief led to 15 taler. Furthermore, for instance Kräkel and Nieken (2012)

report no differences in the behavior of participants in a tournament setting whether the beliefs have been
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everything else being equal to the belief treatment, the gender of the opponent was revealed

prior to the elicitation of beliefs. At the beginning of each session, all agents had to state their

gender. After the trial period but before each period, each agent was informed about the gender

of his or her opponent on a separate screen. After the agent clicked on the OK button, the ex-

periment proceeded. During the whole period the gender of the respective opponent was shown

on the top of each screen. The gender of the principal was not revealed.

In the cheating treatment, we switched from a sabotage opportunity to a cheating opportunity.

In contrast to the baseline treatment, the chosen amount of points x was now added to the

agent’s own achieved points in the encoding task instead of being deducted from the opponent’s

achieved points.

The experiment was conducted at the BonnEconLab. We used the online recruitment ORSEE

(Greiner (2004)) and programmed the experimental software in z-tree (Fischbacher (2007)).

Each treatment encompassed 4 sessions which lasted 1.5 hours. 336 students enrolled at the

University of Bonn participated in the experiment with 192 females and 144 males.12 The

average earnings were 17.49 euro (including an endowment of 6 euro for agents and 4 euro for

principals) and the exchange rate was 25 taler for one euro (approx. USD 1.25 at the time of the

experiment).

2.4. Results and Discussion

In our analysis, we focus on the behavior of the participants in the role of agents because

the principals had no decision power and only received the produced output (achieved points

minus sabotage of the respective opponent) in our setting. We start the analysis by checking

the achieved points in the encoding task (performance) in the baseline treatment. On average,

females achieved 111.43 points while males achieved 114.87 points. We do not find a significant

difference in performance between male and female agents (p = 0.4183 at subject level; p =

0.2482 at session level).13 Hence, in terms of performance, our results are in line with the

elicited incentivized or not.
12Note that we have to drop one subject in the gender treatment because the subject selected female as gender in the

beginning and male as gender at the end of the experiment. Because the opponents were under the impression

of competing against a female and did not receive information about the performance of the subject, we kept

those observations. The results are qualitatively the same if we drop all subjects that were in the same matching

group (five other agents).
13For all non-parametric comparisons, we report two-sided Mann-Whitney U tests with data pooled over all pe-

riods for each agent. In addition, we also report the results for the data pooled at session level to take into

account that the observations of the agents in one session are not stricly independent of each other. Note that

the subjects were not informed about performance or sabotage levels of their opponents and were matched in

groups of six agents and one principal resulting in three matching groups for each session. Hence, we have
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findings of Niederle and Vesterlund (2007), Günther, Ekinci, Schwieren, and Strobel (2010),

Wozniak, Harbaugh, and Mayr (2010), and Healy and Pate (2011). While we observe similar

performance levels of males and females in the encoding task, we find an improvement of

performance over the course of the experiment for both genders (see Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1.: Mean of achieved points (performance) in each period for males and females in the

baseline treatment

This is supported by the regressions with the achieved points (performance) as the dependent

variable (see columns (2) to (4) of Table A.2 in the appendix).14 We include a dummy variable

for females and control for time trends and risk attitude (lower values indicating a higher risk

aversion). Gender has no significant impact on the achieved points, but the variable period

controlling for a time trend has a significantly positive impact indicating learning effects. We

also included an interaction effect between the female dummy and period to check if males and

females differ regarding performance over time but the interaction is not significant.

Next, we examine the sabotage decisions of the agents in the baseline treatment. On average

males selected 26.63 points of sabotage while females selected 12.99 points of sabotage. The

three groups within each session that did not interact with each other.
14We apply Random Effects GLS regressions to take the panel structure of the data into account and calculate

robust standard errors clustered on session level. Additionally, we ran those regressions with robust standard

errors clustered on matching group level and subject level. The results remain qualitively the same and can be

obtained upon request.
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Figure 2.2.: Mean of sabotage in each period for males and females in the baseline treatment

observation that females selected significantly less sabotage than males is supported by Mann-

Whitney U tests using pooled data over all periods (p = 0.000 at subject level; p = 0.0209 at

session level). A closer look reveals that we have 120 observations of females who selected

zero sabotage, while this is only true for 43 observations of males. Hence, females more often

preferred not to sabotage at all. But even if we only compare those observations where a positive

amount of sabotage was chosen, males were more prone to larger amounts of sabotage than

females (average sabotage for males 32.69 points and for females 19.94 points). We report

the results of Random Effects GLS regressions with robust standard errors clustered on session

level and the amount of sabotage as the dependent variable, see columns (1) to (3) of Table

2.1.15 Because the amount of sabotage could range between zero and 70, we also applied

Random Effects Tobit regressions (see columns (4) to (6) of Table 2.1). The dummy for females

is negative and highly significant in all specifications. As can be seen in Figure 2.2, there

is a slight rise of sabotage during the first periods of the experiment. We control for a time

trend by including the variable period in the regressions in Table 2.1 but it shows no significant

15We also ran those regressions with robust standard errors clustered on matching group as well as subject level.

The results are robust and available upon request. Additionally we ran a two part model (see, e.g. Manning,

Duan, and Rogers (1987)) showing that we have gender differences both in the decision whether to sabotage

or not and the amount of chosen sabotage. The results are available upon request. We thank an anonomous

referee for this suggestion.
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effect. Also the interaction between female and period is not significant. While we do not find

significantly different levels of performance in the encoding task, males selected on average

twice as much sabotage than females.

Random Effects GLS Random Effects Tobit

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Dummy female −13.65∗∗∗ −13.18∗∗∗ −13.20∗∗∗ −18.13∗∗∗ −17.49∗∗∗ −16.76∗∗∗

(4.014) (3.845) (1.965) (5.177) (5.237) (5.724)

Period 0.216 0.213 0.0771 0.173

(0.219) (0.453) (0.255) (0.394)

Risk attitude 0.530 0.530 0.682 0.683

(0.400) (0.400) (0.988) (0.988)

Female x period 0.00483 −0.165

(0.490) (0.517)

Constant 26.63∗∗∗ 22.85∗∗∗ 22.86∗∗∗ 25.39∗∗∗ 21.43∗∗∗ 20.99∗∗∗

(3.557) (3.073) (2.629) (3.989) (6.681) (6.819)

Observations 576 576 576 576 576 576

# of left censored 163 163 163

# right censored 21 21 21

Log Likelihood −1750.0491 −1749.7657 −1749.7149

R2 0.186 0.143 0.143

Dependent variable is sabotage. Standard errors (GLS: Robust standard errors clustered on sessions) in parentheses.
∗∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1

Table 2.1.: Random Effects GLS and Random Effects Tobit Regressions for the baseline treat-

ment with sabotage as the dependent variable

In the following, we discuss several possible explanations for this highly significant gender gap

in sabotage. We examine whether these differences can be explained by risk attitudes, basic

human values, or aspects of social preferences. Furthermore, we analyze the beliefs about the

actions of the respective opponent to see if the gender gap was also present in the beliefs. In

a last step we report the data of the gender treatment to see if the behavior changed when the

gender of the respective opponent was revealed.

Since previous studies report gender differences in the risk attitude (see, e.g., Holt and

Laury (2002), Dohmen, Falk, Huffman, Sunde, Schupp, and Wagner (2011) , and Charness

and Gneezy (2012) we checked the impact of the general risk attitude of the agents (measured

by the question taken from the GSOEP) on the amount of chosen sabotage but find no signif-

icant effect (see columns (2), (3), (5), and (6) of Table 2.1). We do not find any significant

differences between males and females in risk attitudes in our sample either (p = 0.1725 at

subject level). This might be due for instance to the fact, that students are a rather homogeneous
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group regarding other factors such as intelligence or age which are also known to influence risk

attitudes besides gender. Note that we use a question taken from the GSOEP to elicit the general

willingness to take risks. As Dohmen, Falk, Huffman, Sunde, Schupp, and Wagner (2011) have

shown, it is a good predictor of actual risk-taking behavior. Using a representative sample of

450 German subjects, Dohmen, Falk, Huffman, Sunde, Schupp, and Wagner (2011) find that

the survey question predicts risky behavior in an incentivized lottery task and the risky behavior

in different situations.16

Moreover, differences in basic human values might have influenced the sabotage decisions.

We elicited 10 human values using a questionnaire introduced by Schwartz, Melech, Lehmann,

Burgess, Harris, and Owens (2001).17 The ten human values are: Self-direction, stimulation,

hedonism, achievement, power, security, conformity, tradition, benevolence, and universalism.

According to value theory, values are "desirable, trans-situational goals, varying in importance,

that serve as guiding principles in people‘s lives." (Schwartz and Rubel (2005), p. 1010). We

expect power and benevolence to be of particular interest in our setting. Winning a competition

can have an effect on social esteem and personal welfare. Power focuses on social esteem and

is described as "social status and prestige, control or dominance over people and resources"

(Schwartz and Rubel (2005), p. 1). We, therefore, presume that agents with a higher level of

power are more likely to sabotage in order to increase their chances to win the tournament.

Agents with higher levels of benevolence, however, should be less prone to sabotage. Benevo-

lence is described as "preservation and enhancement of the welfare of people with whom one

is in frequent personal contact" (Schwartz and Rubel (2005), p. 2). Schwartz and Rubel (2005)

have shown that males and females differ in the importance they attach to some human values.

While power (as well as stimulation, hedonism, achievement, and self-direction) seems to be

of higher importance to males, benevolence (and universalism) is more important to females in

the general population. Adams and Funk (2012) confirm these differences in the importance

attached to power and benevolence for male and female board members. Hence, based on the

findings in previous papers, we expect females to score higher on benevolence but lower on

power, resulting in lower levels of sabotage.

Furthermore, it might be worthwhile to also take achievement and security into account.

Achievement is described as "personal success through demonstrating competence according

to social standards." (Schwartz and Rubel (2005), p. 1). Hence, the effect of achievement on

sabotage might be ambiguous. If agents scoring high on achievement are interested in personal

success, we would expect a positive impact on sabotage while agents might exert less sabotage

16We have also checked interaction effects between gender and risk attitudes in the regressions but again find no

significant impact.
17Note that we have to drop all observations where agents stated "I do not know" from our sample which leaves

us with 536 observations for the regressions instead of 576.
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if they feel that sabotaging is not in line with social standards. Security stands for "safety,

harmony, and stability of society, of relationships, and of self" (Schwartz and Rubel (2005),

p. 2) and therefore agents scoring high on security should be less prone to sabotage. Similar

to risk attitudes we find no significant differences regarding power, achievement, and security

between males and females in the baseline treatment (p ≥ 0.1368) and only a weakly significant

differences regarding benevolence (p = 0.0910) with a higher level for females. As can be seen

in column (1) of Table A.3 in the appendix, the basic human values except power have no

significant impact on the chosen sabotage. In line with our expectation, higher identification

with power leads to more sabotage. However, we have to be careful to draw this conclusion as

the effect of power is not robust and vanishes if we apply a random effects tobit regression (see

column (3) in Table A.3). Even though in our sample females and males do not differ in the

four basic human values with the exception of benevolence, it is worthwhile to study interaction

effects between the female dummy and the human values. In both, the random effects GLS and

the random effects tobit regression, the interaction between benevolence and female as well

as the interaction with security are significantly different from zero. Nevertheless, even after

controlling for human values, the female dummy is still significant indicating a persisting non-

explained gender gap in sabotage.

Because in our setting sabotage affected the opponent’s expected payoff as well as the princi-

pal’s payoff, differences in social preferences between females and males might help to explain

the gender gap in sabotage. First, sabotage reduced the opponent’s output and therefore his

chances of winning as well as his expected payoff. Hence, social preferences of agents with re-

spect to the opponent might be important. Because a tournament leads to an unequal outcome,

the behavior of agents might be influenced by inequity aversion. As Grund and Sliwka (2005a)

have shown, in a tournament inequity averse agents select higher amounts of sabotage and exert

more effort than self-interested agents if disadvantageous inequity (envy) has a higher impact

on utility than advantageous inequity (compassion). While a direct connection to the theoreti-

cal results of Grund and Sliwka (2005a) is not straightforward because we have no information

about effort cost in our data, we can use their findings as a first guideline. In our experiment,

males choose much higher sabotage levels than females. Regarding performance, there is no

significant gender gap but a tendency that males tend to perform slightly better than females.

In other words, to explain our findings males would have to be far more prone to envy relative

to compassion than females. To the best of our knowledge, no empirical results exist showing

that this holds true. If males had higher costs of effort than females they might also have tried

to compensate for this by sabotaging. However, we have no hints in our data or in the answers

given in the questionnaire that there are systematic differences regarding effort costs or abil-

ity between males and females. Hence, we do not believe that a gender difference in inequity

aversion towards the opponent is the driving factor behind our findings.
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Second, sabotage affected the payoff of another, uninvolved player, namely the principal:

note that in our setting, similar to many real world situations, sabotage led to a negative exter-

nality. Decreasing the output of the opponent not only led to a relative advantage in the tourna-

ment but also reduced the payoff of the principal as sabotage destroyed output. If females were

less selfish and cared about the principal’s payoff to a higher degree than males, they should

have chosen lower levels of sabotage. As several experimental results indicate that females are

less selfish than males (see, e.g., Eckel and Grossman (1998), Andreoni and Vesterlund (2001),

Güth, Schmidt, and Sutter (2007), or Erat and Gneezy (2012)), it might be assumed that gender

differences in social preferences with respect to the principal can help to explain the gender gap

in sabotage.

We use the results of the cheating treatment to investigate whether females and males differ

in their attitude towards the principal. Again, agents had to choose an integer x ∈ [0, 70] prior

to encoding words, but now the chosen amount was added to the agent’s own achieved points

instead of being deducted from his opponent’s achieved points in the encoding task. Note that

x affected the agents’ payoffs in the same way as in the baseline treatment because it also

increased the probability to win the tournament and induced the same cost. The only difference

was that cheating was output-enhancing rather than destructive and therefore imposed a positive

externality on the principal’s payoff. Of course, cheating does not necessarily raise a principal’s

payoff in reality. Nevertheless, one might consider a positive manipulation of output by an agent

as beneficial for the principal, at least in the short run. For instance, doping in sports contests

leads to better performance, which most likely attracts more spectators in the short run (as long

as the doping decision is private information). This in turn might lead to higher profits for the

tournament organizer due to higher revenues from sponsorship and sales of broadcasting rights.

Furthermore, imagine a tournament between two sales persons. If one sales person cheats and

lies to the potential customers, for instance about the date of delivery or certain features of

the product that are not testable (e.g., made of organic materials), and thereby sells more than

otherwise, this will at least in the short run be beneficial for the principal. Another example

is the manipulation of earnings in a cost center of a big company which makes the company

look healthier. As long as the earnings manipulations are not illegal but due to some leeway

and "creative" accounting technics this will also be beneficial for the principal. If a systematic

difference in the attitude towards the principal between females and males was the driving force

behind the observed gender gap in sabotage in the baseline treatment, we should observe a

reversed pattern in the cheating treatment with females choosing a higher amount of x than

males. In other words, if it was the externality that determined the gender gap in sabotage,

a reversal of the externality’s sign should affect the choices of x. Another possible line of

thought is that agents might perceive cheating to be less nasty than sabotaging because it does

not destroy work and therefore cheating has lower moral costs. However, cheating also reduces
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the chances of the opponent to win, hence sabotage and cheating both "hurt" the opponent to

the same extent. Furthermore, Abbink and Herrmann (2011) for instance do not find gender

differences regarding the moral costs of being "nasty."

Again, we find no significant difference (p = 0.8579 at subject level; p = 0.7728 at session

level) regarding the achieved points in the encoding task between males (on average 107.03

points) and females (on average 111.83 points). Note that the performance is similar to the

results in the baseline treatment (p = 0.4525 at subject level; p = 0.4622 at session level) but in

the cheating treatment males achieved on average less points then females while it is the other

way around in the baseline treatment. The average amount of cheating is 25.38 points for male

and 14.86 points for female agents, which again is a significant difference (p = 0.002 at subject

level; p = 0.0433 at session level). Similar to the baseline treatment, males selected significantly

higher amounts of cheating than females (see also Table A.4 in the appendix). Moreover, we

find no significant differences when comparing cheating and sabotage activities in the baseline

and cheating treatment, neither for females (p = 0.6526 at subject level; p = 0.7728 at session

level) nor for males (p = 0.9873 at subject level; p = 1.000 at session level). Hence, the

externality on the principal’s payoff seems to be irrelevant for the agents’ choice of x. In a

setting with three players, two competing agents and one principal, social preferences can be

quite complex and we cannot rule out that some kind of difference in social preferences between

females and males might help to explain the gender gap in sabotage. Nevertheless, the results of

the cheating treatment shows that females and males do not differ in their attitude towards the

principal, which could have been a possible explanation for the diverging sabotage decisions.18

Another driving factor might lie in the expectations about the respective opponent’s actions

and, based on this, the perception of his relative performance. For instance, if females believed

that their opponent’s performance was substantially lower than their own, there would have

been no need for them to invest in costly sabotage to win the tournament. On the other hand,

different expectations about the amount of sabotage by the opponent might have driven males

to select higher amounts of sabotage. For instance, agents might select sabotage based on a

preemptive retaliation motive and select higher levels to "punish" the opponent. The results of

the belief treatment allow us to analyze the agents’ estimations regarding the achieved points

and the sabotage of the opponent.

First, we compare the achieved points as well as the sabotage decisions with the results of

the baseline treatment to see whether the incentivized elicitation of beliefs before each period

affected the competition. On average, females achieved 105.06 points and males 110.06 points

18Note that the principals on average earned less than the agents in the baseline and the cheating treatment and

the payoff difference was lower in the baseline than in the cheating treatment. Hence, agents caring for equal

payoff should have chosen less cheating than sabotage. However, the agents were not informed about the

payoff of the principal.
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in the encoding task. There is no significant difference in performance between male and female

agents (p = 0.4402 at subject level; p = 0.3865 at session level), and the results are similar to

those in the baseline treatment. Concerning the sabotage decisions, females, on average, chose

10.60 points of sabotage, while males selected 25.56. As in the baseline treatment, males chose

significantly higher levels of sabotage than females (p = 0.001 at subject level; p = 0.0202 at

session level). Because the results are perfectly in line with those of the baseline treatment, we

conclude that the elicitation of beliefs prior to the tournament did not change behavior.

Next we inspect the belief about the opponent’s achieved points in the encoding task. We do

not find a significant gender difference (p = 0.335 at subject level; p = 0.2482 at session level).

Females expected their opponents to achieve, on average, 117.84 points and males expected

their opponents to achieve 102.31. The relatively high belief of females is driven by one partic-

ipant who stated an average belief of 518.75. The medians for males and females are identical

with 110 points.

Regarding sabotage, we do find a significant gender gap concerning the beliefs about the

opponent’s decision: females expected, on average, 15.36 points of sabotage to be inflicted on

them, while males believed that the opponents selected 26.13 points of sabotage. The difference

between the beliefs is significant (p = 0.006 at subject level; p = 0.0209 at session level). While

we find no gender gap either in the performance in the encoding task or in the beliefs regarding

the performance, we do find a gender gap both in the amount of sabotage and in the beliefs

about sabotage.

Hence, given no significant differences in the performance dimension, differing beliefs in the

sabotage dimension might help to explain the diverging sabotage decisions: males might have

invested higher amounts of sabotage in order to compensate for the higher expected amount of

sabotage from their opponent or for a preemptive retaliation motive. To test whether beliefs

have an impact on the amount of sabotage, we included beliefs about performance and sabotage

in the regressions reported in Table A.5 in the appendix. While the belief about performance

has no significant effect, a higher belief about sabotage leads to a higher amount of selected

sabotage. This finding supports the argument that agents might select sabotage because of

a preemptive retaliation motive. However, one has to be careful to draw such a conclusion

because the belief might be biased by a preference for consistency. Agents who selected a

high amount of sabotage themselves might also have stated that others inflict larger amounts

of sabotage on their opponents in order to justify their own choice. Moreover, when deciding

on how much to sabotage the opponent, an agent should not only take into account the belief

about sabotage, but also include the beliefs about (the opponent’s and own) performance. In

a next step, we calculate the amount of sabotage which was necessary for each agent to win

the tournament according to the stated beliefs. For some agent i to win, his output needed to

(weakly) exceed the output of his opponent j. Recall that the output of agent i was composed
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of his own performance (denoted by ei) and his opponent’s sabotage decision xj . Hence, agent

i won the tournament if

ei − xj ≥ ej − xi

holds. When deciding how much sabotage to inflict on his opponent, an agent should therefore

take into account the belief about his own performance bi(ei) as well as the beliefs about the

opponent’s performance bi(ej) and sabotage decision bi(xj). Hence, according to his beliefs,

and in order to win, agent i’s sabotage decision needed to satisfy

xi ≥ bi(ej)− bi(ei) + bi(xj) ≡ xi.

Because agents were informed about their own performance after each period, we use their

performance of the previous period as a proxy for the expected own performance.19 Along

with the elicited beliefs bi(ej) and bi(xj), we can calculate the amount xi, necessary to at least

ensure a tie in the tournament. Because we found no significant gender difference in actual

performance or in the beliefs regarding the opponent’s performance but a significant gender

gap in the belief about sabotage, it seems intuitive that xi should be higher for males than for

females. However, it turned out that the xi for males and females were highly similar and we

do not find a significant difference (p = 0.9416 at subject level; p = 0.5637 at session level).20

This might seem puzzling but can be explained as follows: analyzing performance and the belief

about the opponent’s performance isolated from each other, we do not find a significant gender

difference, neither for own performance nor for the beliefs about the opponent’s performance.

Nevertheless, males performed somewhat better (see Figure 2.1) and expected their opponent

to perform on a slightly lower level than females did. Hence, males were more optimistic about

their relative performance in the encoding task than females. On the other hand, they expected

more sabotage from their opponents than females. The more optimistic expectation about the

relative performance balanced the higher expected amount of sabotage leading to almost equal

levels of xi for both genders. Still, we observed males selecting twice as high levels of sabotage

than females, and differing beliefs about the opponent’s sabotage decision alone cannot explain

this finding.21 From the belief treatment we have learned that the gender gap was already

19Note that using the performance of the previous period as a proxy underestimates current performance due to

the strong learning effects. Learning, however, does not differ between females and males (see Table A.2).

Hence, there is no systematic bias against one gender when using lagged perfomance as an indicator of current

performance. The results do not change if we use the performance of the respective instead of the previous

period as a proxy for the expected own performance.
20In order to take into account that agents might learn about the opponent’s behavior and therefore might form

more accurate beliefs towards the end of the experiment, we also investigate the last two periods. The xi’s for

females and males are also not statistically different from each other (p = 0.4605 at subject level; p = 1.000

at session level).
21The interpretation of the beliefs has, of course, to be treated with caution since we have point beliefs and do not

know to what extent the participants considered their stated beliefs to be true.
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present in the beliefs with males expecting to suffer to a much stronger degree from sabotage

than females. In addition, as can be seen in Table A.5, the beliefs indeed help to explain the

gender gap in sabotage to some extent. Yet, if we include beliefs about performance into the

analysis (using lagged performance as a proxy for current performance), we do not find any

difference between females and males in the amount of sabotage that is necessary to win the

tournament.

Another possible explanation we are going to discuss is the so called "joy of winning" effect,

meaning that agents derive some extra (non-monetary) utility of winning the tournament. If

males derive that extra utility from winning the tournament while females do not, this might

explain the gender gap we observe in sabotage. Indeed, several empirical studies suggest that

winning a competition is more important to males than to females.22 Cotton, McIntyre, and

Price (2011) for instance develop a formal model (without the option to sabotage) that is consis-

tent with previous empirical findings. Further evidence comes from Wieland and Sarin (2012).

Note that males who derive some extra utility of winning might also be more likely to exert

higher levels of effort to ensure they will win the tournament. While we do not find signifi-

cant differences regarding performance, males tend to perform on average slightly better than

females in the baseline and the belief treatment.

Concerning sabotage decisions, our results are perfectly in line with the assumption that

males receive some extra utility from winning the tournament. If the status of males depends to

a higher extent on outperforming opponents and feeling superior to others (Crocker, Luhtanen,

Cooper, and Bouvrette (2003)), it is be important to study in what way this depends on the

specific gender of the opponent.

The results of the gender treatment allow us to investigate whether agents changed their per-

formance as well as their sabotage decisions when the gender of the opponent was revealed. In

the encoding task, males, on average, achieved 121.20 points and females 106.05 points, which

is a significant difference in performance (p = 0.0136 at subject level; p = 0.0209 at session

level). However, we find no significant differences when we compare this performance with

the performance in the baseline or the belief treatment. The data indicate that males increased

their performance while females reacted less strongly to the revelation of gender, which is in

line with previous findings in the literature. Given that we observe a significant gender gap in

performance, one might expect that the revelation of the opponent’s gender affected the gender

gap in sabotage as well. On average, males selected 20.69 points of sabotage and females 10.80

points. Note that, although the change is not statistically significant, both genders chose lower

average sabotage levels in the gender treatment compared to all other treatments, but the gender

gap is persistent (p = 0.0020 at subject level; p = 0.0209 at session level). For a more detailed

22See Dohmen, Falk, Fliessbach, Sunde, and Weber (2011) for results from neuroscience that are suggestive for

the existence of a general “joy of winning” effect.
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analysis we have to split the sample and investigate the behavior of males and females with

respect to the gender of their respective opponent separately.

Figure 2.3 gives an overview of both the performance and the beliefs about the performance

of males and females when they face a male or female opponent. First, we notice that for a

given gender of the opponent, males outperformed females. Second, when competing with a

female, both genders performed better than when playing against a male opponent, which is

consistent with previous findings in the literature (see, e.g., Price (2008), Antonovics, Arcidia-

cono, and Walsh (2009), Iriberri and Rey-Biel (2012), or Cotton, McIntyre, and Price (2013),).

The regressions in Table A.6 in the appendix support the impression that the agent’s own gender

influenced the achieved points but the impact of the opponents gender is not significant if we

add additional control variables. Both genders increased their performance slightly but not sig-

nificantly when competing with a female opponent but the effect is prevalent for male agents.23

The performance difference is even more striking if we incorporate the beliefs of male agents.

They expected females to perform worse than male opponents but nevertheless performed better

when competing with a female. Losing a competition against a female opponent seems to be

worse than losing against a male competitor.

Regarding sabotage, males believed to be sabotaged more strongly than females, independent

of the opponent’s specific gender. This is consistent with our finding in the belief treatment.

However, both genders expected a male opponent to choose a higher amount of sabotage than a

female opponent. Both genders anticipated the gender gap in sabotage to some extent, but this

did not lead to higher levels of sabotage when competing with a male opponent. When compar-

ing the average belief about sabotage with the average real amount of sabotage selected by the

opponent, we observe that the average difference is rather low regarding tournaments between

opponents of the same gender (males vs. males 1.22 and females vs. females 1.83). In contrast,

males expected females to exert more sabotage than they actually do (average difference 6.95)

and females underestimate the sabotage inflicted on them by males (average difference -4.60).

As can be seen in Figure 2.4 and Table A.7 in the appendix, the gender of the opponent has no

significant impact on behavior, and the results are similar to those in the baseline and the belief

treatment showing a significant gender gap in sabotage. Note that this gender gap is also per-

sistent if we pool the data over all treatments and insert treatment dummies into the regressions

(see Table A.8 in the appendix). It is worth mentioning that the treatment dummy for the gender

treatment is significantly negative.

The remaining questions are whether it paid, in monetary terms, for males to invest in sab-

23If we execute the regressions for males and females separately, the gender of the opponent has a significant

effect only in the regressions for males. If we further restrict our sample to agents who have competed with

both genders, we have to drop 14 subjects. The results of the regressions are robust with the reduced sample,

but we cannot observe a significant effect when applying a Wilcoxon matched pair signed rank test. The results

can be obtained upon request.
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otage and how the gender gap affected the outcome of the tournament. Since both genders

on average performed equally well in the encoding task (except for the gender treatment) and

males chose a higher amount of sabotage, it is straightforward that males won the tournament

more often (two-sided Fisher’s exact test p = 0.000). Hence, males received the winner prize

more frequently; but because they also had to bear higher costs the effect on earnings is am-

biguous. Average earnings in the baseline and belief treatment of males were 18.28 euro, and

females earned, on average, 18.22 euro. In the cheating treatment (gender treatment), male

agents earned, on average, 17.77 euro (19.22 euro), whereas female agents received 18.11 euro

(17.39 euro).24 We do not find a significant gender difference concerning earnings in any treat-

ment (baseline: p = 0.9586; cheating: p = 0.4286; belief: p = 0.4717; gender: p = 0.5112).

Hence, the reluctance of females to sabotage their opponents (or to cheat) led to less success

in the tournament but did not lead to less earnings compared to males. However, if males de-

rived additional utility from winning the tournament, their overall utility was higher than that

of females.

From the principal’s point of view, sabotage reduced his earnings. Furthermore, the relative

performance signal of the agents was biased by sabotage, and it remains an open question

whether principals would expect more sabotage from males and adjust their expectations about

the performance accordingly. If the outcome of the tournament was used for promotion or

sorting decisions, principals systematically favored male agents. Of all male winners in the

baseline treatment, about 20.40% won the tournament because of sabotage, whereas this share

was 6.62% and thus much lower for females.

2.5. Conclusion

We analyze gender differences in the context of a two-player tournament with real-effort and the

possibility to manipulate output. Males and females systematically differed in their sabotage

decisions, and males selected on average twice as much sabotage as females. The gender gap in

sabotage is large and highly significant in all treatments. As for the performance in the encoding

task, we find no significant difference in the number of achieved points when the gender of the

respective opponent was not revealed.

Due to the higher amount of sabotage by males, they won the tournament more often. But

higher amounts of sabotage also led to higher costs, and therefore average earnings did not

differ significantly between genders. Our data revealed that the gender gap was already present

in the beliefs of the agents. Social preferences with respect to the principal, risk aversion, or

24In order to make earnings comparable between treatments, we adjusted the earnings from the belief and gender

treatment for the incentivized belief elicitation.
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human values, such as for instance the importance of power or benevolence, do not fully explain

the differences in sabotage.

Based on previous findings and the data of the belief and the gender treatment, we believe it is

likely that males derived extra utility from winning the competition and were therefore willing

to invest money to ensure their victory. Females, on the other hand, are usually described as

less status seeking. They were, therefore, not willing to invest that much in sabotage. However,

they were aware that, on average, their opponents would choose higher levels of sabotage and

that males would, on average, choose higher levels of sabotage than female opponents.

Our results show that in the encoding task, the disclosure of the opponent’s gender led to a

higher performance of males compared to females while leaving sabotage almost unchanged.

This raised the total output and this effect was strongest when the opponent was female. Hence,

in our experiment a principal achieved higher output levels in mixed tournaments where the

gender of the opponent is revealed. Of course, in organizations managers should try to prevent

sabotage as it leads to distorted outcomes. Although this recommendation is known in the

literature, we provide an additional reason why sabotage might be harmful for organizations

because it might lead to systematically wrong promotion decisions. In our data about 20% of

the male winners achieved their victory based on sabotage rather than performance. Hence,

20% of all male winners would probably be granted a promotion although they were not the

better performers in the encoding task.

Companies that have established gender quotas, or consider implementing affirmative action

programs, need to take into account that sabotage might bias the results of tournaments and that

the signals might be biased at the expense of females. The reluctance of females to compete

or apply for jobs for which they are well qualified might also be affected by a fear of being

sabotaged. Sabotage reduces the chance to win, and the refusal to enter the tournament might

therefore be a rational decision.



3. Expectation-Based Loss Aversion and
Strategic Interaction

3.1. Introduction

Next to Expected Utility Theory, Kahneman and Tversky’s Prospect Theory (1979) has become

the most prominent approach for modeling risk preferences. Beside probability weighting, the

central building blocks of Prospect Theory are reference dependence and loss aversion—i.e., ev-

ery outcome is coded as a gain or a loss relative to some value-neutral reference point and losses

loom larger than equally sized gains. In a series of papers, Kőszegi and Rabin (2006, 2007,

2009) propose a theoretical framework of how a decision maker’s reference point is shaped by

rational expectations.1,2 In individual decision contexts, their model has been fruitfully applied

to explain a wide range of phenomena that are hard to reconcile with the standard notion of risk

aversion—e.g., often observed price stickiness (Heidhues and Kőszegi, 2008), the prevalence

of flat-rate tariffs (Herweg and Mierendorff, 2013), or the widespread use of bonus contracts

(Herweg, Müller, and Weinschenk, 2010). Without doubt, however, many economically rele-

vant outcomes are not determined by isolated individual decision making but by the interplay

of several individuals who interact strategically. The few contributions that analyze strategic in-

teraction of expectation-based loss-averse players do so in rather specific environments—e.g.,

rank-order tournaments (Gill and Stone, 2010), auctions (Lange and Ratan, 2010), team produc-

tion (Daido and Murooka, 2014). Moreover, these contributions do not consider the possibility

of mixed strategy equilibria and often even restrict attention to specific sets of pure strategy

equilibria, e.g., symmetric equilibria. Thus, up to date, we lack a general understanding of the

1The general feature that the reference point is shaped by forward-looking expectations is shared with the disap-

pointment aversion models of Bell (1985), Loomes and Sugden (1986), and Gul (1991). In the remainder of

the paper, however, whenever we speak of (expectation-based) loss aversion, we do so in the sense of Kőszegi

and Rabin.
2Empirical evidence supporting the theory of Kőszegi and Rabin is provided by Abeler, Falk, Goette, and Huff-

man (2011), Crawford and Meng (2011), Ericson and Fuster (2011), and Gill and Prowse (2012).
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overarching patterns how expectation-based loss aversion affects players’ strategic interaction.

In this paper, we provide a comprehensive analysis regarding strategic interaction under

expectation-based loss aversion. The resulting insights correspond to the following contribu-

tions: First, we develop a coherent analytical framework by extending the equilibrium concepts

of Kőszegi and Rabin (2006, 2007) to finite games and explain the methodology how to de-

rive such equilibria. Second, we identify three major characteristics of the strategic behavior

of expectation-based loss-averse agents that differ from the behavior of agents with standard

expected-utility preferences: decisiveness and adaptiveness for fixed expectations, and reluc-

tance to mix for choice-acclimating expectations. Third, Third, we analyze equilibrium play

under expectation-based loss aversion and address the question of equilibrium existence.

Kőszegi and Rabin (2006) focus on situations where the decision maker ponders a future

decision and forms expectations about her actions before she actually takes action. In these

situations a personal equilibrium (PE), essentially, requires internal consistency, i.e., only to

make plans that one is willing to follow through later on. We define a personal Nash equilibrium

(PNE) as a strategy profile such that each player plays a PE given her opponents’ behavior.

Complementary, Kőszegi and Rabin (2007) consider situations where the decision maker is

confronted with the decision to be made rather unexpectedly. In this case, the action taken

necessarily coincides with the decision maker’s plan. The choice of the most desirable course of

action is referred to as the choice-acclimating personal equilibrium (CPE). We define a choice-

acclimating personal Nash equilibrium (CPNE) as a strategy profile such that all players play a

CPE given the opponents’ behavior.

Expectation-based loss aversion represents an alternative to Expected Utility Theory for mod-

eling risk preferences. When focusing on pure strategies in games without inherent uncertainty,

the game is devoid of risk. As a consequence, we find that equilibrium predictions are identical

under Nash equilibrium, PNE, and CPNE. Once the consequences of players’ actions become

risky, this picture changes significantly. If any player plays a mixed strategy or there is a draw

of nature, then the derivation of equilibria, best-response behavior, and equilibrium play dif-

fer for expectation-based loss-averse players in comparison to their counterparts with standard

expected-utility preferences.

The derivation of (mixed) Nash equilibria for players with standard expected-utility prefer-

ences relies upon the fact that a player’s expected utility is linear in each of the probabilities that

she attaches to her own pure strategies. In consequence, if a player with standard preferences is

willing to play some particular probabilistic mixture over a given set of pure strategies, she is

willing to play any (possibly degenerate) mixture over this set of pure strategies. Furthermore,

if her opponents change their behavior slightly, she typically will not be willing to mix over the

same set of pure strategies anymore. In light of these observations, mixed strategy equilibria un-

der Expected Utility Theory have been controversially discussed and are regarded as intuitively
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problematic.3

We identify three behavioral features of expectation-based loss-averse players which set their

strategic behavior distinctively apart from players with expected-utility preferences. A loss-

averse player’s expected utility from playing a particular pure strategy depends on her expec-

tations regarding her own behavior. Hence, the attractiveness of a pure strategy can only be

assessed for a given plan of action. If a player’s plan assigns rather high (low) probability to a

specific pure strategy, she becomes attached to the idea that the associated outcomes will (not)

occur. Due to this attachment, the player then may actually prefer to play this strategy with cer-

tainty (not at all). Either way, she is not willing to stick to her original plan. We find that there

exists at most one plan of action which balances such diverging attachments and makes different

pure strategies equally attractive. We refer to this behavioral feature as decisiveness, because

there exists at most one mixed PE over a given set of pure strategies. The second distinguish-

ing feature of the strategic behavior of expectation-based loss-averse players is adaptiveness:

if a loss-averse player is willing to mix over a given set of pure strategies and her opponents’

strategies change slightly, she remains willing to mix over the very same set of pure strategies

irrespective of the exact behavioral change. Arbitrary changes of the opponents’ strategies lead

to a change in a player’s expected material utility induced by any of her pure strategies. Since

expectations directly influence her utility, however, there always exists a slight adaption in ex-

pectations that exactly counteracts this change in material utility. Hence, the player is willing to

follow through the adapted plan such that slight arbitrary trembles in her opponents’ behavior

do not wipe out her willingness to mix over the same set of pure strategies. Thus, the con-

cept of a mixed strategy is—in a very literal sense—more robust under loss aversion with fixed

expectations than under standard expected-utility preferences.

For the case of choice-acclimating expectations, in contrast, loss-averse players exhibit a

general reluctance to mix. The reason is that a loss-averse player with choice-acclimating ex-

pectations strongly desires to reduce risk, which she can achieve by choosing a pure strategy

rather than a mixture between several pure strategies. Therefore, a mixture over several pure

strategies decreases her expected utility even if she is indifferent between these. Consequently,

behavior compatible with choice-acclimating expectations never involves mixing over several

pure strategies if the probabilistic consequences of these pure strategies are not identical.

Finally, the characteristics of the strategic behavior of expectation-based loss-averse players

have direct implications for equilibrium play and existence. Since players with fixed expecta-

tions are decisive, a player’s PE correspondence is not necessarily convex valued. In conse-

quence, Kakutani’s fixed point theorem is not applicable and the existence of a PNE is a priori

unclear. For two-player games with two pure strategies for each player, however, we show

that adaptiveness induces the graph of a player’s PE correspondence to be connected. Hence,

3For surveys regarding the interpretation of mixed strategies see Aumann (1985) and Rubinstein (1991).
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in this basic case, a PNE always exists. Furthermore, we show that expecting to play a ma-

terially weakly dominant strategy always constitutes a credible plan. Therefore, whenever a

game features a Nash equilibrium in weakly dominant strategies, existence of a PNE is ensured.

Also, expecting to play any other strategy is not a credible plan. Hence, if there exists a Nash

equilibrium in materially weakly dominant strategies, this constitutes the unique PNE.

For choice-acclimating beliefs the step from players’ CPE correspondences to CPNE is even

more apparent. As players are reluctant to mix over pure strategies in this case, a CPNE can

never involve mixed strategies. Hence, the existence of a CPNE is not guaranteed. More specif-

ically, we show that existence of CPNE can fail even in basic games without inherent uncer-

tainty.4 This insight raises the question if there are conditions that guarantee the existence of

a CPNE. We show that a Nash equilibrium in weakly dominant strategies always constitutes

the unique CPNE of the game, which implies existence for this case. Hence, in public good

games a CPNE always exists—even if there is uncertainty about the other players’ endowment.

More specifically, the tendency to free ride and not to contribute remains an equilibrium under

loss aversion. Similarly, in the Vickrey auction it is a CPNE to bid the true valuation. On the

one hand, the potential non-existence calls into question how suited CPNE is for the analysis of

strategic interaction. On the other hand, the absence of mixed strategy CPNEs complements ex-

isting and future contributions that study strategic interaction of expectation-based loss-averse

players on the basis of pure strategy equilibria in applications like auctions, rank-order tour-

naments, or team production. They can rest assured that a focus on pure strategy CPNEs is

without loss of generality.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 provides a brief overview over the

theoretical literature that applies expectation-based loss aversion à la Kőszegi and Rabin both to

individual decision making and strategic interaction. Section 3.3 formally introduces the class

of games we study while Section 3.4 extends the equilibrium concepts PE and CPE to strategic

interaction. In Section 3.5, we demonstrate the derivation of PEs and CPEs in situations of

strategic interaction and analyze the resulting behavior of expectation-based loss-averse play-

ers. Section 3.6 comments on equilibrium play under expectation-based loss aversion and the

existence of PNEs and CPNEs. We provide a discussion of alternative interpretations of mixed

strategies and multidimensional outcomes in Section 3.7. Section 3.8 concludes.

4As we will lay out in more detail, the potential non-existence of CPNE is rooted in the notion that each player

individually randomizes over the set of her pure strategies. Under the interpretations of mixed strategies ac-

cording to Rosenthal (1979) or Aumann and Brandenburger (1995) a CPNE always exists.
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3.2. Related Literature

By now, a plethora of theoretical contributions analyzes individual (i.e., nonstrategic) decision

making in a variety of economic environments when agents are expectation-based loss averse

à la Kőszegi and Rabin. One strand of research considers risk- and loss-neutral firms selling

to expectation-based loss-averse consumers. Here, Heidhues and Kőszegi (2008) show how

consumer loss aversion can account for focal pricing, i.e., nonidentical competitors charging

identical prices for differentiated products.5 Herweg and Mierendorff (2013) find that uncer-

tainty about their own future demand leads to consumers preferring a flat rate to a measured

tariff, which in turn can make the profit-maximizing contract to be offered by firms a flat rate.

Analyzing product-availability strategies, Rosato (2014b) shows that limited-availability sales

can manipulate consumers into an ex-ante unfavorable purchase by raising the consumers’ ref-

erence point through a tempting discount on a good available only in limited supply.6 Another

strand analyzes optimal incentive provision with expectation-based loss-averse agents. Her-

weg, Müller, and Weinschenk (2010) show that the optimal incentive contract takes the form

of a simple binary payment scheme even if the performance measure is arbitrarily rich. Apply-

ing the dynamic loss-aversion model by Kőszegi and Rabin (2009), Macera (2013) studies the

intertemporal allocation of incentives in a repeated moral hazard model.7 Furthermore, the con-

cept of expectation-based loss aversion à la Kőszegi and Rabin has been applied to questions of

inventory management (Herweg, 2013), task assignment (Daido, Morita, Murooka, and Ogawa,

2013), and incomplete contracting (Herweg, Karle, and Müller, 2014).

Recently, a number of contributions began to address strategic interaction of expectation-

based loss-averse individuals in rather specific environments of economic interest. In the con-

text of rank-order tournaments, Gill and Stone (2010) show that even with symmetric contes-

tants the only stable CPNEs are asymmetric if loss aversion is sufficiently important. Ana-

lyzing the optimal structure of team compensation, Daido and Murooka (2014) find that the

optimal wage scheme can display team incentives even when individual success probabilities

are independent because this reduces the agents’ expected losses. Particular interest has been

drawn to the behavior of expectation-based loss-averse bidders in auctions. Lange and Ratan

(2010) use CPNE as a solution concept for first- and second-price sealed-bid auctions, show-

ing that expectation-based loss aversion can explain overbidding relative to the Nash prediction

5Karle and Peitz (2014) study the implications for competitiveness of the market outcome if some consumers are

initially uninformed about their tastes and form a reference point consisting of an expected match-value and

price distribution. Considering a monopolistic seller, Heidhues and Kőszegi (2014) explain the occurrence of

sales.
6Karle (2014) analyzes how a monopolist can manipulate consumers’ willingness to pay by disclosing verifiable

product information.
7Daido and Itoh (2007) study self-fulfilling prophecies in the form of the Galatea and the Pygmalion effect.
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in induced-value auctions. Extending this work, Belica and Ehrhart (2014) consider how the

results change if PNE is applied. Eisenhuth (2010) demonstrates that for loss-averse bidders

with choice acclimating beliefs, the revenue-maximizing auction is an all pay auction with

minimum bid. All of these papers investigate auctions that have only one period. Analyzing

sequential two-round sealed-bid auctions, Rosato (2014a) shows that prices of identical goods

tend to decline between rounds in a sequential CPNE, i.e., expectations-based loss aversion can

rationalize the empirically well-documented “afternoon-effect”. Applying PNE, Ehrhart and

Ott (2014) show the differences in behavior of loss-averse bidders between English and Dutch

auctions.

Closest in spirit to our paper is Shalev (2000), who also analyzes strategic interaction of loss-

averse individuals. Regarding reference point formation, however, he follows Gul (1991) and

assumes that the reference point corresponds to a lottery’s certainty equivalent in utility terms

given that the lottery is evaluated with respect to that reference point. In consequence, the refer-

ence point is not a lottery over outcomes—as in Kőszegi and Rabin (2006, 2007)—but a single

point. Under this concept of reference point formation, Shalev (2000) gives a general account

of equilibrium existence and compares pure strategy Nash equilibria to equilibria played by

loss-averse players for games with perfect information. Due to the different approaches how

expectations shape a player’s reference point, however, the strategic deliberations of loss-averse

players identified by Shalev (2000) are rather different from those identified in this paper—most

notably, they are neither decisive, nor adaptive, nor reluctant. In consequence, with considera-

tions of loss-averse players regarding the use of mixed strategies resembleing those of players

with standard preferences, equilibrium existence in Shalev (2000) is guaranteed by Kakutani’s

fixed point theorem.

3.3. The Model

For the analysis of strategic interaction between expectation-based loss-averse players we con-

sider finite games with the following elements. First, the set of players denoted by I =

{1, . . . , I} is finite. Second, each player i ∈ I has a finite pure-strategy space S i = {si1, . . . , siM i}.
A pure-strategy profile is denoted by s = (s1, . . . , sI) ∈ S, where S = ×Ii=1S i. Third, there is a

finite set Θ = {θ1, . . . , θN}, where the elements of Θ are realizations of some random variable

θ which is determined by a draw of nature. We denote the probability of θj being drawn by

Q(θj) ≥ 0. Fourth, each player i ∈ I has payoff function ui : S × Θ → U i ⊂ R which maps

any combination of a pure-strategy profile s ∈ S and randomly drawn θj ∈ Θ into a material

payoff ui(s, θj) ∈ R.

In this setting, a mixed strategy σi = (σi(si1), . . . , σi(siM i)) for player i ∈ I is a lottery over

her pure strategies, where σi(sim) denotes the probability of player i playing the pure strategy
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sim. The space of player i’s mixed strategies is denoted by Σi. Accordingly, the space of mixed-

strategy profiles σ = (σ1, . . . , σI) is Σ = ×Ii=1Σi. As usual, we will sometimes refer to the

mixed strategy profile σ as (σi, σ−i), where σ−i ∈ Σ−i = ×j 6=iΣj denotes the mixed-strategy

profile for all players except player i.8

We assume players to be loss averse à la Kőszegi and Rabin (2006). Hence, the overall utility

that player i ∈ I derives from some riskless material payoff u consists of two components:

traditional material utility given by u itself and psychological gain-loss utility. Gain-loss utility

is determined by a comparison of the material payoff u to some reference material payoff ur.

The player feels a gain if the payoff u exceeds the reference payoff ur, otherwise she suffers a

loss. Formally, overall gain-loss utility is given by µ(u− ur), where µ(·) denotes the so-called

value function according to which the deviation from the reference outcome is evaluated. We

assume the value function to be piece-wise linear:

µ(u− ur) =

{
η(u− ur) if u ≥ ur

ηλ(u− ur) if u < ur
. (3.1)

Here, η ≥ 0 denotes the weight the player puts on psychological gain-loss utility relative to

intrinsic material utility and λ > 1 captures loss aversion, i.e., losses loom larger than gains of

equal size.9

A player’s reference point corresponds to a reference lottery over her potential material pay-

offs which is determined by her expectations about her own strategy and the strategies played

by the other players. Let Λi(u) = {(s, θ) ∈ S × Θ |ui(s, θ) = u} denote the set of (s, θ)

combinations that result in some specific material payoff u ∈ U i for player i ∈ I. The

probability of this payoff for player i ∈ I being realized under strategy profile σ is given by

P i(u|σ) =
∑

(s,θ)∈Λi(u) Q(θ)ΠI
j=1σ

j(sj). Hence, if player i expects the opponents to play σ−i

and herself to play σ̂i, she expects payoff u ∈ U i to be realized with probability P i(u|(σ̂i, σ−i)).

Given these expectations, her overall expected utility from playing strategy profile σi is given

by

U i(σi, σ̂i, σ−i) =
∑
u∈U i

P i(u|(σi, σ−i)) · u

+
∑
u∈Ui

∑
ũ∈U i

P i(u|(σi, σ−i)) · P i(ũ|(σ̂i, σ−i)) · µ(u− ũ). (3.2)

The first part of overall expected utility reflects expected material utility, where the expectation

is based on the lottery over feasible material payoffs induced by strategy σi that player i actually

8Clearly, σi might also be a degenerate lottery and thus represent a pure strategy. If we want to be explicit about

player i playing a pure strategy, however, we usually write the strategy profile σ as (si, σ−i).
9Almost all of the contributions cited in Section 3.2 use this piece-wise linear specification of the gain-loss

function.
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plays. The second part reflects expected gain-loss utility, where each material payoff that could

possibly be realized is compared with every other feasible material payoff. Here, each such

comparison is weighted by its occurrence probability based on the expectation σ̂i that player i

holds with regard to her own strategy.10

3.4. Equilibrium Concepts

For the context of individual decision making, Kőszegi and Rabin propose two different notions

of equilibrium for consistent behavior of expectation-based loss-averse individuals. These two

notions differ with regard to the timing when expectations about the decision in question are

formed and when this decision is actually taken.

Personal equilibrium (PE) applies to situations where a person has some time to ponder about

a decision before she is called to make her choice. Here, with the person thinking about—but

not being able to commit to—her choice before making it, she will enter the actual decision with

previously formed and thus fixed expectations regarding her own behavior. At the moment of

choice, however, the individual might prefer to deviate from what she expected to do—maybe

because she relishes the idea of saving some money or effort cost which she originally planned

to invest or to exert, respectively. In this case, the individual should have foreseen that her

course of action will not meet her expectations, such that she should not have expected to act

this way in the first place. Therefore, PE requires internal consistency in the sense that a person

can reasonably expect a particular course of action only if she is willing to follow it through

given her expectations. The following definition extends this idea to a situation of strategic

interaction, where all players have some time to ponder their own behavior before choosing

their strategy of play.

Definition 3.1. A personal Nash equilibrium (PNE) is a vector σ ∈ Σ such that for each player

i ∈ I,

U i(σi, σi, σ−i) ≥ U i(σ̃i, σi, σ−i) , ∀ σ̃i ∈ Σi

According to Definition 3.1, a PNE is a vector of (possibly mixed) strategies such that each

player is willing to follow through with the strategy she expected to play given the other players’

strategies. Thus, in a PNE, every player plays a PE in the sense of Kőszegi and Rabin (2006).

Choice-acclimating personal equilibrium (CPE) addresses situations where a person is called

to make her choice without having much time to contemplate this choice. In this case, the

person’s expectations are not fixed but literally dictated by her behavior. Hence, she expects

exactly those consequences that actually prevail given her chosen course of action. With no

10With regard to sequential games, we abstract from players updating their expectations as play proceeds, i.e., we

do not allow for players experiencing paper gains or paper losses as considered in Kőszegi and Rabin (2009).
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player 2

go straight swerve

player 1
go straight 0,0 3,1

swerve 1,3 2,2

0.5

1

1

α1

1β

Figure 3.1.: Material utility payoff matrix and best response curve for player with standard ex-

pected utility preferences.

scope for expectations to diverge from actual behavior, CPE requires internal consistency in

the sense of the person taking the course of action that maximizes her expected well-being.

Definition 3.2 extends this idea to a situation of strategic interaction, where all players have to

choose their strategy of play without having time to ponder their own behavior in advance.

Definition 3.2. A choice-acclimating personal Nash equilibrium (CPNE) is a vector σ ∈ Σ

such that for each player i ∈ I,

U i(σi, σi, σ−i) ≥ U i(σ̃i, σ̃i, σ−i) , ∀ σ̃i ∈ Σi.

According to Definition 3.2, a CPNE is a vector of (possibly mixed) strategies such that

each player chooses a strategy—and at the same time adopts her expectations about possible

future outcomes according to that choice—that maximizes her expected utility given the other

players’ strategies. Hence, in a CPNE, every player plays a CPE in the sense of Kőszegi and

Rabin (2007).11

3.5. Strategic Behavior of Loss-averse players

In this section, we derive general insights how the reasoning behind the strategic behavior and

its derivation differs for expectation-based loss-averse players compared to their counterparts

with standard expected-utility preferences. In order to convey these insights and their intuition

more vividly, we will repeatedly refer to the simple example of the anti-coordination game

known as “Chicken”, which is depicted in Figure 3.1.

11According Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 all players form their expectations at the same point in time; i.e., all players’

expectations are either fixed or choice acclimating. Amending the above concepts to allow for situations where

some players have fixed expectations while other players have choice-acclimating expectations is straightfor-

ward. In particular, all results in Section 3.5 remain valid under such a modification.
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The story of the Chicken game is well known: Two drivers head for a single-lane bridge from

opposite directions and each player has to decide whether she goes straight for the bridge or

swerves. The first driver to swerve away yields the bridge to the opponent. While her opponent

thereafter will brag about her victory and be celebrated as a daredevil, a man without fear, the

driver who swerved will be publicly regarded as a coward. If both players swerve, there is

nothing to brag about and each driver has to live with the silent shame of having chickened out.

Finally, if neither player swerves, the result is a close-to-fatal crash in the middle of the bridge.

As is reflected in the material utility values in Figure 3.1, the best possible outcome is to be the

public hero and the worst possible outcome is to be in a severe car crash. Furthermore, a life in

public shame is worse than a life in silent shame.

The pure strategy space for player i = 1, 2 is S i = {go straight, swerve}. To ease notation,

we denote σ1(go straight) = α1 and σ2(go straight) = β1, where 0 ≤ α1, β1 ≤ 1. Likewise,

σ1(swerve) = α2 and σ2(swerve) = β2, where α2 = 1 − α1 and β2 = 1 − β1. If one driver

is more likely to go straight (swerve), the other driver maximizes her expected material utility

by swerving (going straight). Only if one driver goes straight with the same probability as she

swerves, the expected material utility from swerving equals the expected material utility from

going straight for the other player, making her indifferent between going straight and swerving.

These observations are summarized in the right panel of Figure 3.1, which depicts player 1’s

best response in terms of the optimal probability α1 to go straight for a given probability β1 to

go straight of player 2.

3.5.1. Redundancy of Pure Strategies

To pave the way for the following analysis of strategic interaction, we next introduce the defi-

nition of a redundant pure strategy. To this end, let

Li(σi, σ−i) =
(
P (u|σi, σ−i)

)
u∈Ui (3.3)

denote the lottery over the set of material utility outcomes for player i which is induced by

player i playing strategy σi and her opponents playing the strategy profile σ−i.

Definition 3.3. Given her opponents’ strategy profile σ−i, player i’s pure strategy sik is redun-

dant if and only if there exists a set of pure strategies S̃ i ⊆ S i \ {sik} and numbers (γ(si))si∈S̃i

such that Li(sik, σ
−i) =

∑
si∈S̃i γ(si)Li(si, σ−i).

A pure strategy sik is redundant if the lottery over material utility outcomes induced by sik
is a linear combination of the lotteries induced by a set of pure strategies not containing sik.

Note that pure strategy sik being non-redundant implies that player i cannot replicate the lottery

over outcomes induced by sik by playing any mixed strategy excluding sik. In this sense, only a
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non-redundant strategy bears importance for player i as its probabilistic outcome consequences

are unique. Note that the pure strategies in our leading example of the Chicken game are never

redundant, because going straight leads to a different material utility outcome than swerving for

every possible strategy σ2 of the other driver.12

The following lemma states a very helpful observation which we will evoke repeatedly in the

formal analysis of strategic behavior of expectation-based loss-averse players.

Lemma 3.1. Let Lj = (pj(u))u∈U with j ∈ {A,B} denote two lotteries over some finite

outcome space U ⊂ R, where pj(u) denotes the probability that outcome u ∈ U is realized

under Lj . Then∑
u∈U

∑
ũ∈U p

A(u)pA(ũ)|u− ũ| +
∑

u∈U
∑

ũ∈U p
B(u)pB(ũ)|u− ũ|

2

≤
∑
u∈U

∑
ũ∈U

pA(u)pB(ũ)|u− ũ|, (3.4)

with (3.4) holding with equality if and only if LA and LB are identical.

Lemma 3.1 states that the expected difference between two draws from different lotteries LA

and LB is larger than the average of the expected difference between two draws from lottery

LA and the expected difference between two draws from lottery LB. Note how Lemma 3.1

relates to the above definition of redundancy: If two pure strategies sik and sim induce lotteries

Li(sik, σ
−i) and Li(sim, σ

−i) for which (3.4) holds with equality, these lotteries are identical and

the pure strategies sik and sim are redundant.

Lemma 3.1 has important implications for an expectation-based loss-averse player’s inclina-

tion to play mixed strategies. Kőszegi and Rabin (2007) refer to
∑

u∈U
∑

ũ∈U p
j(u) pj(ũ)|u− ũ|

as the average self-distance of lotteryLj = (pj(u))u∈U with finite support U .13 The average self-

distance of lottery Lj is inversely proportional to the psychological gain-loss utility associated

with playing (and expecting to play) Lj—inversely because each comparison effectively enters

as a net loss due to loss aversion. Thus, the average-self distance is a measure for the psycholog-

ical disutility arising from being exposed to the riskiness embodied in lottery Lj . The gain-loss

utility from playing (and expecting to play) a probabilistic mixture of two lotteries LA and LB,

on the other hand, comprises not only within-lottery comparisons, but also comparisons across

lotteries, where each comparison again enters as a net loss. In consequence, the gain-loss utility

associated with randomizing between lotteries LA and LB decreases not only in the average-self

distances of LA and LB, but also in the average distance between the lotteries LA and LB, which

12To give an example for redundant strategies in a simple two-by-two game, consider a symmetric version of

Matching Pennies. If player 2 plays heads and tails with equal probability, the probabilistic outcome conse-

quences of both pure strategies are identical for player 1 and the pure strategies are redundant.
13See Definition 5 on p.1063 in Kőszegi and Rabin (2007) for the definition of a lottery’s average self-distance.
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is given by
∑

u∈U
∑

ũ∈U p
A(u)pB(ũ)|u − ũ|. According to Lemma 3.1, however, the latter ex-

ceeds the average of the average self-distances, such that either the gain-loss utility associated

with LA or the gain-loss utility associated with LB is less negative than the gain-loss utility

associated with any randomization over lotteries LA and LB. In this sense, randomizing over

lotteries creates an additional layer of uncertainty that a loss-averse player in tendency dislikes.

This observation suggests that the willingness to play a mixed strategy for an expectation-

based loss-averse player should be limited in comparison to a player with standard expected-

utility preferences. In the remainder of this section, we establish that this conjecture holds for

both fixed expectations and choice-acclimating expectations—albeit to a differing degree.

3.5.2. Personal Equilibrium

We start by deriving the set of PEs for player i given her expectations regarding her own behav-

ior and her opponents’ strategies. Recall that player i’s expected utility U i(σi, σ̂i, σ−i) is linear

in each component σi(sim) of player i’s strategy σi. Hence, the marginal utility ofU i(σi, σ̂i, σ−i)

with respect to σi(sim) does not depend on any component of player i’s strategy σi. In other

words, given the strategy profile of player i’s opponents, σ−i, and her expectations regarding her

own choice of strategy, σ̂i, moving probability mass from one pure strategy sim to some other

pure strategy sik changes expected utility at a constant rate equal to ∂U i/∂σi(sik)−∂U i/∂σi(sim).

Consequently, marginal expected utilities reflect the attractiveness of the associated pure strate-

gies given σ−i and σ̂i.

Marginal expected utilities are then suitable to characterize the set of PEs. Given her oppo-

nents’ strategies σ−i, a pure strategy sim is a PE for player i if and only if the marginal expected

utility with respect to component σi(sim) is among the greatest marginal expected utilities given

σ̂i(sim) = 1 and σ̂i(sik) = 0 for all k 6= m. Hence, sim is at least as attractive as any other pure

strategy since moving probability mass from sim to any other pure strategy weakly decreases

expected utility. Similarly, a mixed strategy σi is a PE if, given player i expects to play σi, she

does not prefer to depart from this plan. Let

Γ(σi) = {sim ∈ S i |σi(sim) > 0} (3.5)

denote the set of pure strategies which are played with strictly positive probability under strategy

σi. The cardinality of Γ(σi), which is denoted by |Γ(σi)|, then specifies the number of pure

strategies that are played with positive probability under σi. Mixed strategy σi constitutes a PE

if, given σ̂i = σi, all pure strategies in Γ(σi) are equally attractive for the player and at least as

attractive as all other strategies. Formally, this is the case if and only if for any s, s′ ∈ Γ(σi)

and s′′ /∈ Γ(σi) we have ∂U i/∂σi(s) = ∂U i/∂σi(s′) ≥ ∂U i/∂σi(s′′).

Denote by

Ri(σ−i) = {σi ∈ Σi |U i(σi, σi, σ−i) ≥ U i(σ̃i, σi, σ−i) , ∀ σ̃i ∈ Σi} (3.6)
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the correspondence of PEs for player i. Proposition 3.1 summarizes two important features of

the PE correspondence which qualitatively set it apart from a best response correspondence of

a player with standard expected-utility preferences.14

Proposition 3.1. Suppose σ̄i ∈ Σi is a mixed strategy PE for player i given the strategy profile

σ−i of her opponents, i.e., σ̄i ∈ R(σ−i) with |Γ(σi)| ≥ 2, that does not involve any redundant

strategies.

(i) Decisiveness: There is no other mixed strategy PE for player i that involves mixing over

the same pure strategies as σ̄i:

@σ̃i ∈ R(σ−i) s.t. σ̃i 6= σ̄i and Γ(σ̃i) = Γ(σ̄i).

(ii) Adaptiveness: Suppose σ̄i puts strictly positive probability on all pure strategies that

yield maximum marginal utility to player i, given she expects to play σ̄i. Then, for every

σ−iε that is “sufficiently close” to σ−i, there exists a mixed strategy PE σ̃i for player i with

Γ(σ̃i) = Γ(σ̄i): there exists ε > 0 such that

||σ−iε − σ−i|| ≤ ε ⇒ ∃σ̃i ∈ R(σ−iε ) with Γ(σ̃i) = Γ(σ̄i).

First, according to Proposition 3.1(i), if a mixed strategy PE involves player i mixing only

over non-redundant pure strategies, no other mixed-strategy PE exists that involves mixing over

the same set of pure strategies. The loss-averse player is decisive: she has at most one credible

mixed plan over a given set of pure strategies. This is in stark contrast to the case of a player

with standard expected-utility preferences, who is willing to play any probabilistic mixture over

a particular set of pure strategies given that there is at least one incentive compatible mixture.

To establish an intuition for this property, recall that for a loss-averse player the expected utility

of each pure strategy depends on what she expected to do beforehand. For example, if she

thought to play some action with rather high probability, she may become attached to the idea

that the associated outcomes will occur and actually prefers to play this action with certainty.

Conversely, if a player deemed playing a particular pure strategy rather unlikely, she may favor

not to play this action at all. As a consequence, there is a unique intermediate expectation σ̂i

such that the player is indeed indifferent between several pure strategies; i.e., the plan σ̂i is the

unique mixed strategy over this set of pure strategies that she is willing to follow through.

14Proposition 3.1 and the following results show that the implications of loss aversion for strategic interaction and

equilibrium play are structurally very different from those of risk aversion under Expected Utility Theory. Since

a change in the degree of risk aversion under Expected Utility Theory essentially only changes the entries of the

game matrix, the behavioral features that we identify for loss-averse players will never prevail for risk-averse

players with standard preferences.
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Second, with regard to Proposition 3.1(ii), whenever a mixed strategy PE exists, then for

every ε-disturbance of the opponents’ strategies another mixed strategy PE over the same set of

pure strategies exists. The loss averse-player is adaptive, since she is able to adjust expectations

as a response to a change in behavior of the opponents, such that she is again willing to play

a mixture over the same set of pure strategies. Again, this result is in contrast to the case

of a player with standard preferences. Suppose that some mixed strategy is a best-response

for player i with standard preferences to a strategy profile σ−i of her opponents. Generically,

an arbitrary slight change in the opponents’ behavior will alter the marginal material utilities

associated with player i’s pure strategies. In consequence, after that change player i will not

be willing to continue mixing over all those pure strategies that she was willing to play with

strictly positive probability before that change. For an expectation-based loss-averse player,

however, it is not marginal material utility alone that determines a pure strategy’s attractiveness

but also marginal psychological utility, where the latter is directly influenced by her expectations

regarding her own behavior. According to Proposition 3.1(ii), there exists an adjustment in

expectations that exactly offsets the effect of the change in her opponents’ behavior on the

attractiveness of player i’s pure strategies. As a result, she is still willing to mix over the same

set of pure strategies.

Illustration: Strategic Behavior for Fixed Expectations

Reconsider the Chicken game introduced at the beginning of this section. According to (3.2),

player 1’s expected utility of playing strategy σ1 = (α1, α2) given the strategy of the opponent,

σ2 = (β1, β2), and the fixed expectation about her own strategy, σ̂1 = (α̂1, α̂2), is given by

U1(σ1, σ̂1, σ2) =3α1β2 + α2β1 + 2β2α2

+η
[
α1β1[−3λα̂1β2 − λα̂2β1 − 2λα̂2β2] + α1β2[3α̂1β1 + 2α̂2β1 + α̂2β2]

+ α2β1[α̂1β1 − 2λα̂1β2 − λα̂2β2] + α2β2[2α̂1β1 − λα̂1β2 + α̂2β1]
]
,

where the first line describes expected material utility, whereas the remaining lines capture

gain-loss utility. The latter contains comparisons of each outcome of the actual lottery to every

outcome of the reference lottery, weighted with the respective occurrence probabilities. Note

that the marginal expected utilities

∂U1(σ1, σ̂1, σ2)

∂α1

= 3β2 + η
{
β2

2 α̂2 + β1β2(1− λ)[3α̂1 + 2α̂2]− λα̂2β
2
1

}
(3.7)

∂U1(σ1, σ̂1, σ2)

∂α2

= 1 + β2 + η
{
α̂1β

2
1 + β1β2[(1− λ)α̂2 + 2α̂1] + β2

2(1− λ)α̂1

}
(3.8)

do not depend on the probabilities α1 and α2 of player 1 actually going straight or actually

swerving, respectively. Hence, if the marginal utility in (3.7) is larger than the one in (3.8)
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Figure 3.2.: Player 1’s set of PEs and set of CPEs if λ = 3 and η = 1.

given that player 1 expects to go straight for sure (α̂1 = 1), actually going straight for sure

(α1 = 1) is a PE. Here, player 1 seeks to increase α1 as much as possible and she is willing to

follow through the plan of going straight for sure. Likewise, swerving for sure (α2 = 1) is a

PE if the marginal utility in (3.7) is smaller than the one in (3.8) given that player 1 expects to

swerve for sure (α̂2 = 1). Finally, for a mixed strategy with 0 < α1, α2 < 1 to be a PE, the

marginal utilities in (3.7) and (3.8) have to be identical for expectations α̂1 = α1 and α̂2 = α2.

The left panel of Figure 3.2 depicts (for λ = 3 and η = 1) the set of values of α1 that

constitute a PE for player 1 in response to player 2 going straight with probability β1. Similar

to a player with standard expected-utility preferences, an expectation-based loss-averse player

has a unique PE if her opponent plays a particular pure strategy with rather high probability.

Given player 2 almost surely swerves (goes straight), the only expectation that player 1 indeed

follows through is to go straight (swerve).

However, the two qualitative differences from Proposition 3.1 also become apparent in Figure

3.1. First, while there exists a unique value of β1 such that a player with standard preferences

is indifferent between all probabilistic mixtures over the two pure strategies, the expectation-

based loss-averse player is decisive: there is at most one mixed strategy that she may play in

response to a particular value of β1. If player 1 thought to swerve with a high probability,

she becomes attached to the idea that no crash will occur and actually prefers to swerve with

certainty. Conversely, if she thought that she will most likely go straight, she relishes the idea

of becoming a local hero and indeed favors to go straight with certainty. To comprehend this

attachment effect, note that d2U1(σ1,σ̂1,σ2)
dαjdα̂j

≥ 0, j ∈ {1, 2}. Hence, the attractiveness of a pure

strategy is increasing in the expectation to play this strategy. As a consequence, there is a unique

intermediate expectation α̂1 such that she is indeed indifferent between both pure strategies and

this plan alone constitutes a mixed PE.

Second, if player 1 has standard expected-utility preferences, she is willing to mix only if
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player 2 goes straight with probability β1 = 1/2. If player 1 is expectation-based loss-averse,

however, she is adaptive. Hence, there exists a non-trivial range [β, 1
2
] such that player 1 may

play some mixed strategy in response to any β1 ∈ [β, 1
2
]. Consider a mixed strategy with

β1 ∈
(
β, 1

2

]
for player 2 such that for player 1 exactly one mixed PE, denoted by σ̃1, exists.

Suppose player 2 slightly reduces her probability to go straight, i.e., β1 decreases. Going straight

then becomes more attractive for player 1 as it is associated with a higher probability to be the

public hero. In consequence, σ̃1 no longer constitutes a credible plan because deviating by going

straight with certainty is profitable. However, expecting to swerve with a higher probability re-

attaches player 1 to swerving and makes both pure strategies equally attractive again. Hence, an

adjusted credible mixed plan with a lower probability to go straight exists and player 1 remains

willing to mix over the same set of pure strategies.

3.5.3. Choice-Acclimating Personal Equilibrium

For this section we assume that each player’s expectation regarding her own behavior is not

fixed when she takes her action but pinned down by the action taken. As a consequence, the

lottery over material utility outcomes induced by player i’s actual action coincides with the

reference lottery over material utility outcomes that player i expected. In this case, it turns

out that a player always prefers not to play a mixed strategy. Consider two distinct (possibly

mixed) strategies of player i that induce different lotteries over material outcomes. By Lemma

3.1, mixing between these two strategies creates an additional degree of riskiness, implying a

negative effect on psychological utility. Hence, a player always prefers to play one of the two

strategies with certainty over mixing between them.

In order to understand the most basic driving forces of player i’s strategic behavior in this

case, consider the following situation: There is no move of nature and all of player i’s opponents

play pure strategies. Player i’s material utility outcome from playing a particular pure strategy

is therefore deterministic. If player i randomizes between two pure strategies which result in

different utility outcomes, the comparison of the material utility outcomes results in a net loss.

Now, consider a deviation from this mixed strategy to one of the pure strategies. As the player

receives exactly the material utility outcome she expected to obtain, this eliminates any net

losses, thereby making the mixture over the pure strategies rather unattractive.

More generally, reducing the number of pure strategies that player i mixes over favorably af-

fects the gain-loss utility by reducing the number of outcome comparisons and thus the number

of net losses that reduce expected utility. This intuition is formally reflected in the following

proposition, which documents a general reluctance to mix in CPE situations.

Proposition 3.2. Reluctance to mix: Suppose σ̄i with |Γ(σ̄i)| ≥ 2 is a CPE for player i given
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the strategy profile σ−i of her opponents. Then

Li(s′, σ−i) = Li(s′′, σ−i) ∀s′, s′′ ∈ Γ(σ̄i).

A loss-averse player is willing to mix only between pure strategies that induce identical lot-

teries over material utility outcomes. Since mixing over such strategies results in a lottery that

is not different from the lottery over material utility outcomes induced by the pure strategies,

the player is willing to play a mixed strategy only if mixing has no effect.

Illustration: Strategic Behavior for Choice-Acclimating Expectations

The expected utility of playing (and expecting to play) σ1 given σ2 is

U1(σ1, σ1, σ2) = 3α1β2 + α2β1 + 2α2β2

− η(λ− 1)
[
3α2

1β1β2 + 2(2α1α2β1β2) + α1α2β
2
1 + α1α2β

2
2 + α2

1β1β2

]
.

Given player 2 goes straight with probability β1, going straight (and expecting to go straight)

with probability α1 is a CPE for player 1 if this maximizes expected utility U1(σ1, σ1, σ2). The

set of CPEs is depicted in the right panel of Figure 3.2. As for a player with standard expected-

utility preferences, swerving (going straight) for sure is the unique CPE given the other player

rather likely goes straight (swerves). Unlike a player with standard expected-utility preferences,

however, she never deliberately plays a mixed strategy. Even if player 1 is indifferent between

playing (and expecting to play) either one of the two pure strategies, she incurs a strictly lower

expected utility from any mixture of these. Playing a mixture creates “additional” uncertainty

about material utility outcomes and, thus, net losses. Note that for 0.19 < β1 < 0.5 the loss-

averse player prefers to swerve for sure although the expected material utility favors going

straight. To understand this, note that the average self-distance of the lottery induced by going

straight strictly exceeds the one induced by swerving. This implies a lower psychological utility

from going straight compared to swerving, which needs to be outweighed by a higher expected

material utility to make the loss-averse player willing to go straight.

3.6. Equilibrium Existence and Behavior

Section 3.5 demonstrated how the strategic behavior of loss-averse players differs from the

behavior of their counterparts with expected-utility preferences. In the following, we discuss

the resulting implications for equilibrium behavior and equilibrium existence for the notions of

PNE and CPNE as introduced in Section 3.4.

We start with the simplest case in which the game is free of any inherent uncertainty, i.e.,

Θ = {θ̃}. In this setting, the set of pure strategy Nash equilibria is identical to the set of
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pure strategy PNEs and also the set of pure strategy CPNEs. Consider PNE first. Given a

player expects to play the pure strategy Nash best response to a given pure strategy profile of

her opponents, any deviation results in not only (weakly) lower material utility but in addition

creates unexpected losses—and therefore is not profitable. Conversely, expecting to play a pure

strategy that is not a Nash best response cannot constitute a PE, because the deviation to the

Nash best response would yield not only a strictly higher deterministic material utility payoff

but also—due to the unexpected gain—strictly higher psychological utility. Hence, for a given

pure strategy profile of her opponents, a particular pure strategy is a PE for player i if and only

if it is a Nash best response. Since these considerations apply to each player, the identity of

the set of Nash equilibria and the set of PNEs follows immediately. For choice-acclimating

expectations the case is even more apparent. Since no uncertainty is involved in the game

as long as the players play pure strategies, there are no gains or losses involved for a player

whose expectations match actual behavior. Hence, her utility from playing any pure strategy

is identical to the utility of a player with standard preferences. Together with the reluctance to

deliberately play mixed strategies (cf. Proposition 3.2), it follows that the set of pure strategy

CPNEs is also identical to the set of pure strategy Nash equilibria.

Proposition 3.3. Suppose there is no inherent uncertainty in the game, Θ = {θ̃}. Then the

following statements are equivalent:

(i) s ∈ S is a Nash equilibrium.

(ii) s ∈ S is a CPNE.

(iii) s ∈ S is a PNE.

We conclude that in simple games without uncertainty—e.g, the Chicken game, the Prisoners

Dilemma, or the Battle of the Sexes—it is possible that loss-averse players behave as if they

had standard preferences. With regard to pure strategy equilibria, the equilibrium behavior

of expectation-based loss-averse players even is necessarily identical to the behavior in Nash

equilibria. This picture, however, changes if there is either uncertainty in the game or if mixed

strategies are taken into account.

3.6.1. Personal Nash Equilibrium

As we have seen in Section 3.5, the existence of two or more pure strategy PEs for a given

strategy profile of the opponents does not imply that every mixture over these pure strategies is

also a PE. Instead, decisiveness implies that there exists at most one such mixture constituting

a mixed strategy PE—cf. Proposition 3.1(i). Therefore, the PE correspondences are not convex

valued, Kakutani’s fixed point theorem is not applicable, and the existence of PNEs is a priori

unclear.
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Nevertheless, we can establish the existence of a PNE and pin down equilibrium play for

two basic cases. First, if there exists a Nash equilibrium in (materially) weakly dominant pure

strategies, this constitutes also the unique PNE. This finding is rooted in the fact that it is always

a credible plan to expect to play a (materially) weakly dominant pure strategy. Here, strategy si

is (materially) weakly dominant if ui((si, s−i), θ) ≥ ui((s̃i, s−i), θ) for all pure strategy profiles

(s̃i, s−i) and all states of the world θ, where for each (s̃i, s−i) the inequality is strict for at least

one θ.15 Intuitively, deviating to a dominated strategy s̃i not only reduces expected material

utility, but, given that the reference lottery over outcomes is induced by the dominant strategy

si, also reduces gains (or turns them into losses) and increases losses.

Second, for games with two players each of whom has two actions the existence of a PNE is

guaranteed. If for a given strategy of her opponent each of a player’s two pure strategies consti-

tutes a PE, there also exists a mixed strategy PE. Essentially, when the strategy of the opponent

changes, adaptiveness induces this mixed strategy PE to change continuously thereby providing

a connection between the sets of pure strategy PEs. Thus, a player’s PE correspondence has a

connected graph. Furthermore, this PE correspondence has full support over the strategy space

of the player’s opponent.16 In consequence, a PNE must exist.

Proposition 3.4. Regarding PNE, the following statements hold:

(i) Suppose (si, s−i) is a Nash equilibrium in (materially) weakly dominant strategies. Then

(si, s−i) is the unique PNE.

(ii) Suppose I = {1, 2} and |S i| = 2 for i = 1, 2. Then there exists a PNE.

Proposition 3.4(i) derives the PNE for several prominently studied games. For example public

good games with monetary, and thus discrete, contributions and payoffs always have a PNE—

even if there is uncertainty about the other players’ endowment. More specifically, the tendency

to free ride and not to contribute remains an equilibrium also under loss aversion. Similarly, in

the Vickrey auction with monetary bids and valuations it is a PNE to bid the true valuation for

loss-averse players.

Illustration: Equilibrium Behavior for Fixed Expectations

Reconsider the Chicken game introduced in Section 3.5. The middle panel of Figure 3.3 depicts

the sets of PEs for both players. According to Definition 3.1, the game’s PNEs lie at the inter-

sections of the two PE correspondences. As implied by Proposition 3.3, the Nash equilibria in

15This definition of dominance is based upon the idea that nature can be interpreted as an additional player in the

game. Hence, if a strategy is weakly dominant for player i, it provides weakly higher utility than any other of

her feasible strategies irrespectively of the opponents’ strategies and nature’s draw.
16See Theorem 1 (p. 422) in Kőszegi (2010).
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Figure 3.3.: Nash equilibria for players with standard preferences, PNEs and sets of CPNEs if

λ = 3 and η = 1.

pure strategies also constitute PNEs. Thus, the game has two pure strategy PNEs in each of

which one driver goes straight for sure and the other driver swerves for sure. Furthermore, there

also exists a mixed-strategy PNE which has both drivers going straight with a 40% chance and

swerving with a 60% chance. Obviously, this mixed strategy PNE differs from the mixed strat-

egy Nash equilibrium, which has both players going straight with a 50% chance. If β1 = 0.5,

expected material utility of both actions is identical for player 1. In this case, the option to go

straight is more risky, though. In particular, the lottery over material utility outcomes induced

by going straight for sure is a mean preserving spread of the one that is induced by swerving for

sure. Since a loss-averse player tends to avoid risks, player 1 is not willing to go straight with

positive probability if β1 = 0.5 but only if player 2 is sufficiently more likely to swerve than to

go straight, which increases the expected material utility from going straight over the expected

material utility from swerving. Overall, this implies a PNE in which the more “risky” option is

associated with higher expected material utility.

3.6.2. Choice-Acclimating Personal Nash Equilibrium

In Proposition 3.2, we identified a general reluctance of agents with choice-acclimating ex-

pectations to deliberately randomize between pure strategies with different probabilistic con-

sequences. This behavioral feature immediately implies that a mixed strategy CPNE can only

exist if for some player two of her pure strategies lead to identical probabilistic consequences.

Corollary 3.1. Suppose that for any player i ∈ I and any strategy profile σ−i of her oppo-

nents each two pure strategies induce different lotteries over material utility outcomes, i.e.,

Li(sik, σ
−i) 6= Li(sim, σ

−i) for all i ∈ I, σ−i ∈ Σ−i, and sik, s
i
m ∈ S i with sik 6= sim. Then the

following statements hold.

(i) A mixed strategy CPNE does not exist.
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(ii) For Θ = {θ̃}, if there exists no pure strategy Nash equilibrium, there exists no CPNE.

Corollary 3.1(i) complements papers that restrict attention to pure strategy CPNEs when

studying the strategic interaction of expectation-base loss-averse players by showing that the

focus on pure strategy equilibria is without loss of generality. The result can be applied to a

large variety of settings. For example, there is no CPNE in which agents randomly choose their

efforts in the team production setting of Daido and Murooka (2014) or in any finite version of

the rank-order tournaments studied in Gill and Stone (2010) and Dato, Grunewald, and Müller

(2015a). Likewise, bidders never deliberately randomize over their bids in any finite version

of the auctions analyzed in Lange and Ratan (2010) and Eisenhuth (2010).17 Corollary 3.1(ii),

which follows from Propositions 3.2 and 3.3, also implies that a CPNE does not exist in all

settings. Take for example a slightly asymmetric Matching Pennies game that has no redundant

strategies, no inherent uncertainty, and no pure strategy Nash equilibrium. Even for this basic

game a CPNE does not exist because loss-averse players do not deliberately mix over pure

strategies. This strongly suggests that with regard to CPNE the question of existence has to be

investigated in any application. According to Corollary 3.1(i), however, this investigation can

be restricted to the question of the existence of pure strategy CPNEs.

While existence of a CPNE is not guaranteed, we can establish sufficient conditions for a

CPNE to exist and identify equilibrium play in these cases. First, Proposition 3.3 yields a

very simple sufficient condition for the existence in games without inherent uncertainty: if

a pure strategy Nash equilibrium exists, it is also a CPNE. Second, equilibrium play in and

existence of a CPNE can also be linked to the existence of a Nash equilibrium in (materially)

weakly dominant pure strategies. Unlike to the case where expectations are fixed, playing a

(materially) weakly dominant pure strategy not necessarily constitutes a CPE. The reason is that,

given a player plays some (materially) weakly dominated strategy, the reference lottery is also

induced by this strategy, which in fact may lead to a smaller net loss than the (materially) weakly

dominant strategy. However, as long as the weight that the player attaches to this net loss does

not exceed the weight on material utility, i.e., η(λ− 1) ≤ 1, the higher expected material utility

associated with the (materially) weakly dominant strategy outweighs any potential reduction in

psychological utility.

Proposition 3.5. Suppose that η(λ− 1) ≤ 1 and that (si, s−i) is a Nash equilibrium in (mate-

rially) weakly dominant strategies. Then (si, s−i) is the unique CPNE.

17To be precise, most of the above applications comprise multidimensional outcomes. In Proposition 3.6, we show

that our results carry over to the case of multidimensional outcomes.
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Illustration: Equilibrium Behavior for Choice Acclimating Beliefs

The right panel of Figure 3.3 shows the set of CPEs of the two drivers in the Chicken game. As

implied by Proposition 3.3, the two pure strategy Nash equilibria of the game also constitute

CPNEs. Moreover, Figure 3.3 also illustrates the non-existence of a mixed strategy CPNE,

which is rooted in a loss-averse player’s reluctance to deliberately mix over pure strategies in

CPE situations. Even if her opponent plays a mixture between swerving and going straight that

induces both actions to be a CPE for a player, she would not be willing to mix between these

two pure strategies. Therefore, in contrast to the case with standard preferences or to situations

with fixed expectations, there exist only two CPNEs in the Chicken game.

3.7. Discussion

3.7.1. Interpretation of Mixed Strategies and Equilibrium Existence

So far, we have seen that the existence of PNE is a priori not clear and the existence of CPNE

may fail even in simple games. Importantly, the possible nonexistence of equilibria relies on

the notion that each individual player indeed mixes over her pure strategies. In the last decades,

however, there have emerged different views on how to interpret mixed strategies. For example

Aumann and Brandenburger (1995) argue that even if every player chooses a definite action

other players may not know which one. In their interpretation a probabilistic mixture repre-

sents a players’ conjecture about her opponents’ choices and not randomness in her opponents’

strategies. Adopting this notion, a CPNE and a PNE in conjectures necessarily exists. To see

this, suppose a player is indifferent between several pure strategies. As her opponents do not

know which of these she will play, their conjectures can involve each of these pure strategies

and all mixtures between them. As a consequence, the set of feasible conjectures is the convex

hull of the set of best responses. Due to the continuous differentiability of utility functions,

Kakutani’s fixed point theorem then is applicable and an equilibrium exists.

Along similar lines, Rosenthal (1979) proposes to interpret players not as individuals per se

but as large populations of individuals. In a game, randomly drawn individuals, one from each

such population, play against each other. In the large population represented by player i a mix-

ture over pure strategies thus is not necessarily generated by individual mixing but may also

reflect the distribution of pure strategy choices in that population. If the distributions over pure

strategy choices in the populations represented by player i’s opponents induce the existence of

several pure strategy best replies for the individuals in the population represented by player i,

each of those individuals is willing to play either one of these best replies. Therefore, when

playing against a random draw from player i’s population, the individuals in her opponents’

populations can in turn rationally expect to face any mixture between the respective pure strat-
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egy best replies. In consequence, playing against a large population is as if playing against a

single player that is additionally willing to play any mixture between pure strategy best replies.

We conclude that there exists a “large population“ equilibrium if the convex hulls of the best

response correspondences intersect. This is again guaranteed by Kakutani’s fixed point theo-

rem such that both a CPNE and a PNE always exist when the large-population interpretation of

mixed strategies is applied.18

Remark 1. Following the reinterpretation of mixed strategies proposed by Aumann and Bran-

denburger (1995) a PNE and a CPNE in conjectures always exist. Similarly, a large population

PNE and CPNE à la Rosenthal (1979) always exist.

3.7.2. Multidimensional Outcomes

Often material outcomes comprise multiple consumption dimensions. For example, winning

an auction may come along with a gain in the good dimension from obtaining the object that

was for sale and a loss in the money dimension from having to pay the winning bid. Therefore,

an important aspect of the behavior of loss-averse agents is how they deal with multidimen-

sional outcomes, in which case a single outcome may simultaneously generate gains and losses

along different dimensions. In this section, we show that our results carry over to the case of

multidimensional outcomes. Each player i ∈ I has payoff function ui : S × Θ → U i ⊂ RR

which maps any combination of a pure strategy profile s ∈ S and a random realization of θ

into a payoff vector which comprises R ≥ 2 different consumption dimensions, ui(s, θ) =

(ui1(s, θ), . . . , uiR(s, θ)) ∈ RR. P i(u|σ) then describes the probability that utility vector u is

realized for player i under the strategy profile σ. Following Kőszegi and Rabin (2006), material

utility and gain-loss utility are assumed to be additively separable over dimensions, yielding

overall utility

U i(σi, σ̂i, σ−i) =
∑
u∈U i

P i(u|(σi, σ−i)) ·
R∑
r=1

ur

+
∑
u∈U i

∑
ũ∈U i

P i(u|(σi, σ−i)) · P i(ũ|(σ̂i, σ−i)) ·
R∑
r=1

µ(ur − ũr). (3.9)

18For an example how these interpretations generate additional equilibria reconsider the large population interpre-

tation for choice acclimating beliefs in the Chicken game. When applying this logic, there is a third equilibrium

which lies at the intersection of the convex hulls of the sets of CPEs. For every individual in the population

corresponding to player 1 going straight and swerving are pure strategy CPEs if 19% of the individuals in the

population representing player 2 go straight and 81% swerve. In this case, every single individual in player

1’s population may either swerve for sure or go straight for sure. This, in turn, implies that population shares

for player 1 that go straight and swerve, respectively, can be exactly such that for each individual in player 2’s

population swerving for sure and going straight for sure are both pure strategy CPEs. Overall, this leads to a

“large population“ CPNE (α1, α2) = (β1, β2) = (0.19, 0.81).
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The gain-loss utility from multidimensional outcome u when having expected ũ is determined

by comparing material utilities for each dimension separately.19 Thus, a particular outcome may

give rise to mixed feelings if it is associated with losses in some dimensions and with gains in

other dimensions.

Nevertheless, the definition of a redundant pure strategy directly carries over to the case of

multidimensional outcomes. Moreover, in case of multidimensional outcomes, we define a pure

strategy to be (weakly) materially dominant if the strategy is (weakly) materially dominant in

every dimension. With these slightly amended definitions, the results from Sections 3.5 and 3.6

carry over to the case of multidimensional payoffs.

Proposition 3.6. Suppose material payoffs are multidimensional. Then the results from Propo-

sition 3.1, Proposition 3.2, Proposition 3.4, Corollary 3.1 and Proposition 3.5 continue to hold.

The fact that our results also hold for multidimensional outcomes is rooted in the separa-

bility of utility across dimensions. Adding payoff dimensions does not eliminate but rather

strengthens the effects of loss aversion. With regard to the basic case of games without inherent

uncertainty, this implies that players with fixed expectations get attached even more strongly

to their plans. Consequently, as the following generalization of Proposition 3.3 shows, more

outcomes can be supported in equilibrium.

Proposition 3.7. Suppose there is no draw of nature, Θ = {θ̃}, and all players’ payoffs are

multidimensional, U i ⊂ RR with R ≥ 2 for all i ∈ I. Then the following statements hold:

(i) s ∈ S is a CPNE if and only if it is a NE.

(ii) s ∈ S is a PNE if it is a NE.

(iii) A pure-strategy profile s ∈ S is implementable as PNE for λ sufficiently large if for each

s̃i 6= si, i ∈ I, there exists some dimension ri(s̃i) = 1, . . . , R such that uiri(s̃i)((s
i, s−i), θ̃) >

uiri(s̃i)((s̃
i, s−i), θ̃).

Without inherent uncertainty in the game, the logic underlying parts (i) and (ii) of Propo-

sition 3.7 is the same as for the corresponding statements regarding one-dimensional payoffs

in Proposition 3.3. In contrast to the case of one-dimensional payoffs, however, under multi-

dimensional payoffs a pure strategy combination that is not a Nash equilibrium might form a

PNE—cf. Proposition 3.7(iii). A deviation from some pure strategy yielding lower material

utility in at least one dimension creates a loss and thus, it is unattractive for a sufficiently strong

degree of loss aversion even if it increases overall material utility. As a consequence, every

pure strategy combination such that for every player i ∈ I any unilateral deviation yields lower

material utility in at least one consumption dimension can be supported in a PNE. This reveals

19Here we assume a universal gain-loss function µ(·) that applies to all consumption dimensions. Allowing for

dimension-specific gain-loss functions µ1(·), . . . , µR(·) would not change our results qualitatively.
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that the common practice in standard game theory to consolidate different consumption dimen-

sions is not without loss of generality if players are loss averse because PNEs are potentially

eliminated.

3.8. Conclusion

This paper provides a comprehensive analysis of the strategic interaction of expectation-based

loss-averse players. Taking mixed strategies into account, we show how the equilibrium con-

cepts of Kőszegi and Rabin (2006, 2007) are applicable to strategic multi-player settings. For

loss-averse players the attractiveness of pure strategies is directly influenced by their expecta-

tions and, thus, a player’s expected utility is not linear in the mixing probabilities she assigns to

her pure strategies. Expectation-based loss-averse players differ in their strategic behavior from

players with standard expected-utility preferences in several respects. First, for fixed expecta-

tions, loss-averse players are adaptive in the sense that mixed strategies may be part of a “best“

response of a player for a nontrivial range of opponents’ strategies. Second, loss-averse players

are decisive with respect to mixed strategies, i.e., for given strategies of the opponents there

is at most one mixed “best response”. Third, for choice-acclimating expectations, loss-averse

players are reluctant to play mixed strategies irrespective of the game.

The strategic behavior has direct implications for resulting equilibria. In two basic cases loss

aversion does not affect equilibrium play compared to standard expected utility: first, if there

is no inherent uncertainty in the game under consideration and payoffs are one-dimensional;

second, if the game is solvable in weakly dominant strategies. This picture changes as soon as

either mixed strategy equilibria are studied or uncertainty is involved. In particular, if expecta-

tions are choice acclimating, mixed strategy equilibria never exist. If expectations are fixed, on

the other hand, players get attached to the strategy that they expected to play even if randomness

is involved in the strategy. Thus, mixed strategy equilibria may exist in this case.

This paper paves the way to a variety of further research questions. First, we showed that loss

aversion may increase the number of equilibria, particularly if payoffs are multidimensional.

Extending the selection criterion preferred personal equilibrium (PPE), as proposed in Kőszegi

and Rabin (2006), to strategic interaction, however, is not as promising as a cursory first glance

seems to suggest. More specifically, while it is evident that at least one PE provides maximal

expected utility for the individual decision context, it may well be the case that there does not

exist a combination of strategies such that all players play their most preferred PE given the

other players’ strategies. Thus, it may well be that no PNE survives the straightforward appli-

cation of PPE to strategic interaction.20 It seems interesting—if not necessary—to investigate

sensible criteria for equilibrium selection for the equilibrium concepts proposed in Section 3.4.

20As an example consider a slightly asymmetric matching pennies game, in which the only PNE involves mixed
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Second, we study games with finite action spaces. Some interesting applications like auctions

or tournaments, however, involve continuous choice variables like effort choices or money bids,

respectively. Although the intuition behind the resulting strategic behavior should be similar in

spirit to the insights gathered in this paper, the technical apparatus involved in the derivation is

somewhat different. An extension of our results regarding mixed strategies would allow a more

comprehensive study of equilibria in these contexts.

strategies. As shown in the proof of Proposition 3.4, given the opponent plays her equilibrium strategy, the two

pure strategies are also PEs. Since at least one of their pure strategies must constitute a CPE, the mixed PE can

never be a PPE and the PNE is not a mutual preferred personal Nash equilibrium.



4. Expectation-Based Loss Aversion and
Rank-Order Tournaments

4.1. Introduction

Relative performance evaluation in the form of rank-order tournaments is commonplace—

electoral competition in politics, contests in professional sport, or promotion tournaments within

a particular corporation or the labor market in general. In the light of the widespread applica-

bility of rank-order tournaments, it is hardly surprising that, beginning with the seminal article

by Lazear and Rosen (1981), economic scholars have studied the strategic interaction of the

contestants participating in this particular form of incentive mechanism for over three decades.

Recently, several theoretical contributions have enriched the canonic tournament model by

incorporating insights gathered in the psychological or experimental economics literature.1 Gill

and Stone (2010) assume that the preferences of contestants are reference dependent and exhibit

loss aversion.2 Applying the concept of choice-acclimating personal equilibrium (CPE) as de-

fined in Kőszegi and Rabin (2007), they assume that a contestant’s reference point is determined

by his rational expectations about outcomes, where these expectations correctly incorporate the

effect of his behavior.3,4 Interestingly, Gill and Stone (2010) find that if the degree of loss

1For example, Santos-Pinto (2010) as well as Ludwig, Wichardt, and Wickhorst (2011) investigate overconfi-

dence of contestants. Furthermore, contestants’ preferences have been modified to capture inequity aversion

(Grund and Sliwka, 2005b; Demougin and Fluet, 2003) or joy of winning (Kräkel, 2008).
2Reference-dependent preferences and loss aversion have been introduced into the economic discourse by Kah-

neman and Tversky (1979) as key aspects of their prospect theory.
3More specifically, following the disappointment aversion concept in Bell (1985), Gill and Stone (2010) posit that

a contestant’s reference point in the money dimension corresponds to the average prize that he will receive in

the tournament given his own and his opponent’s effort choice. Since the tournament outcome is binary—i.e.,

a contestant either wins or loses—this formulation is equivalent to the notion of CPE as introduced in Kőszegi

and Rabin (2007).
4Evidence supporting the reference point formation according to Kőszegi and Rabin is provided by Abeler, Falk,

Goette, and Huffman (2011), Crawford and Meng (2011), Ericson and Fuster (2011), and Gill and Prowse
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aversion among homogeneous contestants is strong, the symmetric equilibrium ceases to exist.

Intuitively, uncertainty about the tournament outcome is maximized in a symmetric equilibrium

in the sense that each contestant faces a 50% probability of being victorious. As expectation-

based loss-averse contestants strongly dislike this uncertainty, in equilibrium they exert rather

different levels of effort, which lead to unequal winning probabilities and thereby reduce un-

certainty. Overall, with reference dependence and loss aversion being widely recognized as

relevant determinants of individual risk preferences, this result is an important caveat to many

of our insights from tournament theory, which typically rest upon the existence of symmetric

equilibria.

In this note, we show under which conditions a focus on symmetric equilibria in rank-order

tournaments with homogeneous contestants seems justifiable even if contestants are expectation-

based loss averse. To this end, we provide two arguments that bolster the existence of symmet-

ric equilibria. First, for contestants with choice-acclimating expectations as in Gill and Stone

(2010), we argue that a symmetric equilibrium exists for moderate degrees of loss aversion. In

fact, for a symmetric equilibrium not to exist, as long as a minimal amount of effort comes

without costs, the contestants’ concern for psychological gain-loss utility must outweigh their

concern for consumption utility. Such a strong degree of loss aversion, however, would also

imply violations of stochastic dominance (Kőszegi and Rabin, 2007).

Second, we reconsider behavior in rank-order tournaments if contestants’ reference points

are shaped by their lagged—i.e., choice-unacclimating—expectations. Under this alternative

assumption, there exist symmetric equilibria for all degrees of loss aversion. Formally, instead

of CPE, we apply the concept of personal equilibrium (PE), as proposed in Kőszegi and Rabin

(2006). Hence, the contestants enter the tournament with a given “strategy” or “game plan”

in mind, such that action is taken for a fixed set of expectations. Contestants having fixed

expectations seems particularly plausible in multistage tournaments, where contestants may

ponder their overall chances of winning when entering the tournament. In this case, they will

surely enough enter every stage, except for maybe the first one, with fixed expectations. Even

in a one-shot tournament, however, fixed expectations may prevail as is suggested by coaches

having to announce their teams’ rosters to the press hours before the start of tonight’s game or

candidates for political office selecting their staff long before the actual campaign.

For fixed expectations, there always exist multiple combinations of individual plans that con-

testants are willing to follow through—both symmetric and asymmetric ones. In order to inves-

tigate the robustness of symmetric equilibria for fixed expectations, we address the question of

equilibrium selection by employing the equilibrium refinement of preferred personal equilib-

rium (PPE), as proposed in Kőszegi and Rabin (2006). Similar to the case of CPE, only strong

loss aversion may eliminate the symmetric equilibrium under this equilibrium notion. In par-

(2012).
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ticular, the degree of loss aversion necessary for the symmetric equilibrium ceasing to exist is

even stronger under PPE than under CPE. Our findings thus resonate well with the observation

in Kőszegi and Rabin (2007) that CPE embodies a stronger notion of risk aversion than PE:

While the strong dislike of uncertainty under choice-acclimating beliefs leads to an asymmetric

equilibrium with a fairly certain tournament outcome, the lagged expectation to compete in a

balanced tournament with a rather uncertain outcome can in fact be a credible plan.

In order to present these findings as concise as possible, we make use of a streamlined ver-

sion of the canonic tournament model. More specifically, in our model agents’ effort choices

affect the probability distribution over output levels but not the output level itself. We thus use

a parameterized distribution formulation to set up our tournament environment rather than a

state-space formulation as done by Lazear and Rosen (1981). Next to tractability, this mod-

eling choice—which according to Hart and Holmström (1987) often “yields more economic

insights” (p.78)—is primarily an educational one, as it allows to delineate how expectation-

based loss aversion enriches the strategic interaction of contestants.5 Nevertheless, to guarantee

a comparison of results on a level playing field, we fully replicate the findings by Gill and Stone

(2010) with regard to tournaments with homogeneous contestants.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we introduce the tournament

environment and contestants’ reference-dependent preferences. This model is analyzed for

choice-acclimating expectations in Section 4.3 and for lagged fixed expectations in Section

4.4. After addressing equilibrium selection in Section 4.5, we conclude in Section 4.6.

4.2. The Model

Two agents A and B compete in a rank-order tournament with winner prize W and loser prize

L < W . Both agents share the Bernoulli utility function u(x) for money, where u′(x) > 0. Let

∆ = u(W ) − u(L). Agent i can exert effort ei ∈ [0, 1] at cost c(ei), where c(0) = c′(0) = 0,

c′(e) > 0 for e > 0, c′′(e) > 0, c′′′(e) > 0, and lime→1 c
′(e) = ∞.6 Given agent i exerts effort

ei, she produces high output πi = π with probability ei and low output πi = π with probability

1 − ei, where π > π. The agent with the higher output wins the tournament and receives the

winner prize W , whereas the agent with the lower output receives the loser prize L. In case that

5This parameterized distribution formulation of rank-order tournaments was used recently also by Kräkel and

Nieken (2015).
6Our assumptions on the effort cost function are slightly different than the assumptions in Gill and Stone (2010),

who posit that c′(0) ≥ 0 and c′′′(ei) ≥ 0. Furthermore, as becomes apparent below, in our model each

contestant’s winning probability is linear in efforts, whereas Gill and Stone (2010) allow for a more general

form of a contestant’s probability to win the tournament. To guarantee a fair comparison of results in the light

of these differences, we fully replicate the findings by Gill and Stone (2010) with regard to tournaments with

homogeneous contestants.
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both agents produce the same output, the winner of the tournament is determined by the flip of

a fair coin. Hence, given effort choices ei and ej , the probability of agent i receiving the winner

prize amounts to

Pi(ei, ej) = ei(1− ej) +
1

2
[eiej + (1− ei)(1− ej)] =

1 + ei − ej
2

.

Both agents have reference-dependent preferences and are expectation-based loss averse à la

Kőszegi and Rabin (2006). Specifically, utility is additively separable across the money dimen-

sion and the effort dimension. Furthermore, in each dimension an agent not only experiences

standard material utility but also psychological gain-loss utility from comparing the actual con-

sumption outcome to a reference point. This reference point is shaped by the agent’s recently

held rational expectations; i.e., she compares the material utility of the actual outcome to the

material utility of each outcome that she expected to possibly occur, where each such compari-

son is weighted with the probability that the agent assigned to the respective reference outcome

given her recent expectations. Formally, given the agents exert efforts ei and ej , respectively,

and agent i expected herself to exert effort êi, then agent i’s expected utility amounts to

U i(ei, êi, ej) = Pi(ei, ej) {u(W ) + η[1− Pi(êi, ej)]µ(∆)}

+ [1− Pi(ei, ej)] {u(L)− ηλPi(êi, ej)µ(∆)}

− c(ei) + ηµ (c(êi)− c(ei)) . (4.1)

Here, η ≥ 0 is the weight a decision maker attaches to gain-loss utility relative to intrinsic utility

and

µ(x) =

x if x ≥ 0

λx if x < 0

is a universal gain-loss function, where λ > 1 captures loss aversion in the sense that a loss

looms larger than an equally sized gain.

As a benchmark, consider the case of loss-neutral contestants for whom η = 0. Given his

opponent’s effort choice ej , according to (4.1) agent i chooses effort ei to maximize the differ-

ence between his expected material utility and his effort cost, U i(ei, êi, ej) = Pi(ei, ej)u(W ) +

[1 − Pi(ei, ej)]u(L) − c(ei), which is strictly concave in ei. Hence, agent i’s best response to

agent j exerting effort ej is characterized by the first-order condition ∂U i(ei, êi, ej)/∂ei = 0,

or, equivalently, c′(ei) = ∆/2. As this first-order condition does not depend on agent j’s effort

choice, we conclude the following:

Observation 1. Suppose η = 0. The unique Nash equilibrium is symmetric with (eA, eB) =

(eNE, eNE), where eNE satisfies c′(eNE) = ∆/2 and is a strictly dominant strategy for each

contestant.
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4.3. Choice Acclimating Personal Equilibrium

In analogy to Gill and Stone (2010), suppose that each agent is called to make her effort choice

without having much time to contemplate this decision. The expectation about agent i’s own

effort choice thus is determined by his actual effort choice, i.e., êi ≡ ei. For a given effort

choice ej of the opponent, expecting to choose and actually choosing effort level ei yields

expected utility

U i(ei, ei, ej) = P (ei, ej)[u(W ) + η(1− P (ei, ej))∆]

+ [1− P (ei, ej)][u(L)− ηλP (ei, ej)∆]− c(ei). (4.2)

In the context of individual decision making, Kőszegi and Rabin (2007) define a choice-acclimating

personal equilibrium (CPE) as a choice of action that maximizes the decision maker’s expected

utility given that his expectations correctly reflect the consequences of his action. Just like

a Nash equilibrium, an equilibrium of the game under the assumption of choice-acclimating

expectations is characterized by mutual best responses, where each agent’s best response con-

stitutes a CPE given the opponent’s choice of effort.

Definition 4.1. The effort choices (ẽA, ẽB) represent a choice-acclimating Nash equilibrium

(CPNE) in the rank-order tournament if and only if for all i ∈ {A,B} and j ∈ {A,B} with

j 6= i,

U i(ẽi, ẽi, ẽj) ≥ U i(ei, ei, ẽj) ∀ei ∈ [0, 1]. (4.3)

To analyze equilibrium play under choice-acclimating expectations, we begin by establishing

some properties of agent i’s expected utility function U i(ei, ei, ej). Differentiation of (4.2) with

respect to ei yields

∂U i(ei, ei, ej)

∂ei
=

∆

2
[1 + η(λ− 1)(ei − ej)]− c′(ei) (4.4)

and
∂2U i(ei, ei, ej)

∂e2
i

=
∆

2
η(λ− 1)− c′′(ei). (4.5)

Since c′′′(ei) > 0, (4.5) implies that U i(ei, ei, ej) has at most one inflection point. Further-

more, as limei→1 c
′(ei) = ∞ implies limei→1 c

′′(ei) = ∞, from (4.4) and (4.5) it follows that

U i(ei, ei, ej) is strictly decreasing and concave as ei becomes sufficiently close to unity. In con-

sequence, U i(ei, ei, ej) is either concave for all ei ∈ [0, 1] or, if an inflection point exists, convex

(concave) for values of ei below (above) the inflection point.

These observations have direct implications regarding the effort levels that are candidates for

being agent i’s best response to effort level ej of his opponent. First, maximum effort ei = 1

never is a best response. Second, U i(ei, ei, ej) has at most one local maximum in the open
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interval (0, 1). We denote this local maximizer (if it exists) by e∗i (ej), which solves the first-

order condition ∂U i(e∗i (ej), e
∗
i (ej), ej)/∂ei = 0 or, equivalently,

c′(e∗i (ej)) =
∆

2
[1 + η(λ− 1)(e∗i (ej)− ej)] . (4.6)

As e∗i (ej) is a local maximizer, it is readily established that de∗i (ej)/dej < 0 and d2e∗i (ej)/de
2
j <

0. Thus, whenever agent i’s best response to agent j’s effort is a strictly positive amount of

effort, a slight increase in agent j’s effort decreases agent i’s best response—i.e., effort choices

are strategic substitutes. Third, and finally, the boundary effort choice ei = 0 always represents

a candidate for a local extreme point of U i(ei, ei, ej). Hence, we have two candidates for agent

i’s best response to effort level ej: the interior local maximizer ei = e∗i (ej) or minimum effort

ei = 0. With

∂ [U i(0, 0, ej)− U i(e∗i (ej), e
∗
i (ej), ej)]

∂ej
=

∆

2
η(λ− 1)e∗i (ej) > 0, (4.7)

exerting zero effort becomes more attractive relative to choosing the interior local maximizer

e∗i (ej) as ej increases. In consequence, we should not be surprised to see minimum effort being

agent i’s best response in particular for high effort levels of his opponent. For low levels of the

opponent’s effort, in contrast, agent i’s best response always involves the interior effort level

e∗i (ej) because ∂U i(0, 0, ej)/∂ei > 0.

Lemma 1. Either agent i’s best response function under choice-acclimating expectations is

given by BRi(ej) = e∗i (ej) for all ej ∈ [0, 1], or there exists ē ∈ (0, 1] such that agent i’s best

response is given by

BRi(ej) =

e∗i (ej) if ej ≤ ē

0 if ej ≥ ē
,

where e∗i (ej) ∈ (0, 1), de
∗
i (ej)

dej
< 0 and d2e∗i (ej)

dej
2 < 0.

While we defer the details of the proof of Lemma 1 to the appendix, the qualitative features

of the best-response function under choice-acclimating beliefs can be summarized as follows.

First, for η(λ− 1) < 1, a player attaches greater weight to expected material utility than to the

expected net loss.7 In this case, exerting no effort at all can never be optimal, such that agent

i’s best response to ej is always given by the interior local maximizer e∗i (ej) (see the left panel

of Figure 4.1). With psychological concerns being of little importance, slightly increasing ef-

fort above zero improves expected utility due to its positive impact on expected material utility.

Second, if η(λ − 1) ≥ 1, psychological concerns are more important than material concerns.

7Herweg, Müller, and Weinschenk (2010) refer to the case where η(λ − 1) < 1 as “no dominance of gain-loss

utility”.
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In this case, total resignation may actually be a best response to high effort levels of the oppo-

nent. By exerting minimum effort a contestant moderates his expectation about the tournament

outcome, which yields a lower expected net loss and, as an added benefit, minimizes effort

cost. More specifically, if effort costs are strongly convex—i.e., 2
∆
c′′(0) > η(λ− 1)—expected

utility is strictly concave for all ej and the best response of agent i decreases continuously to

zero (see the middle panel of Figure 4.1). If, on the other hand, loss aversion is rather strong—

i.e., η(λ − 1) ≥ 2
∆
c′′(0)—agent i’s best response may display a discontinuity (see the right

panel of Figure 4.1). Intuitively, with strong loss aversion, the concern to avoid losses is very

prevalent and each agent’s main objective is to reduce the uncertainty regarding the tournament

outcome. With regard to only psychological gain-loss utility, if the opponent exerts little ef-

fort, a contestant reduces the likelihood to experience a loss by exerting maximum effort, which

yields an almost certain win of the tournament. However, as the opponent’s effort—and thus,

ceteris paribus, his winning probability—increases, there is a threshold for the opponent’s effort

above which uncertainty about the tournament outcome is not minimized by agent i exerting

maximum effort but by exerting minimum effort. This discontinuity in the level of effort that

minimizes uncertainty in the tournament translates into a downward discontinuity in agent i’s

best response function.

ej

BRi(ej)

1

1 ej

1

1

BRi(ej)

ē ej

1

1ē

BRi(ej)

Figure 4.1.: Player i’s best response function for different degrees of loss aversion.

Based on these insights, we can now re-establish the result of Gill and Stone (2010) with

regard to asymptotic stability and nonexistence of symmetric equilibria in our parameterized

distribution formulation of a rank-order tournament.

Proposition 4.1. Any symmetric CPNE must be identical to the unique Nash equilibrium (eNE, eNE).

(i) For η(λ − 1) ∈
[
c′′[c′−1( ∆

2
)]

∆
,

2c′′[c′−1( ∆
2

)]

∆

]
, such a symmetric CPNE will be asymptotically

unstable.

(ii) For η(λ− 1) >
2c′′[c′−1( ∆

2
)]

∆
, such a symmetric CPNE cannot exist.
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With agent i’s best response being decreasing in agent j’s effort level, there can exist at most

one symmetric CPNE. Note that psychological concerns are effectively absent from marginal

utility in Equation (4.4) if both agents exert identical effort, such that in a symmetric CPNE

each agent’s best response balances marginal effort cost with marginal expected money income.

In consequence, given a symmetric CPNE exists, it necessarily coincides with the unique Nash

equilibrium (eNE, eNE). For the symmetric CPNE to be asymptotically stable, the best response

function of player i has to be sufficiently flat at the Nash equilibrium, which is the case if and

only if η(λ − 1) <
c′′[c′−1( ∆

2
)]

∆
. For larger values of η(λ − 1), the best response function of

an agent is sufficiently steep such that the symmetric CPNE becomes asymptotically unstable.

Finally, the symmetric equilibrium ceases to exist if and only if agent i’s best-response function

discontinuously drops to zero before crossing the 45◦-line. This definitely is the case if η(λ −
1) >

2c′′[c′−1( ∆
2

)]

∆
, which yields that playing ei = eNE no longer constitutes a local interior

maximizer but a local minimizer of U i(ei, ei, e
NE).

Whenever a symmetric CPNE does not exist, there exist two asymmetric CPNEs in which

exactly one agent exerts strictly positive effort whereas the other agent resigns and does not

exert any effort.

Proposition 4.2. For η(λ − 1) sufficiently large, two asymmetric CPNEs characterized by

(eCPNEA , eCPNEB ) = (e∗(0), 0) and (eCPNEA , eCPNEB ) = (0, e∗(0)) with e∗(0) > 0 exist. These

asymmetric CPNEs are asymptotically stable.

As noted before, Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 replicate the results provided by Gill and Stone

(2010) in our parameterized distribution formulation of the tournament environment. Further-

more, the slightly more tractable approach allows us to complement these important findings.

In particular, we can specify the exact degree of loss aversion that is necessary and sufficient

for the symmetric equilibrium to cease to exist.

Proposition 4.3. There exists χ ∈
(

1,
2c′′(c′−1( ∆

2
))

∆

)
such that the symmetric CPNE exists if and

only if η(λ− 1) ≤ χ.

Proposition 4.3 demonstrates that a symmetric equilibrium exists for moderate degrees of

loss aversion.8 In fact, the contestants’ concern for psychological gain-loss utility must out-

weigh their concern for consumption utility for the symmetric equilibrium not to exist. Such a

strong degree of loss aversion, however, would also imply violations of stochastic dominance

(Kőszegi and Rabin, 2007). Note that, referring to Proposition 4.1 (i), the symmetric CPNE

may already be asymptotically unstable as it ceases to exist. We thus conclude that a focus

8As shown by Gill and Stone (2010), this picture changes if contestants are heterogeneous with respect to their

ability, in which case all CPNEs are asymmetric.
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on symmetric equilibria in rank-order tournaments may be justifiable if players have choice-

acclimating expectations and and minimal efforts come without costs.9

4.4. Personal Equilibrium

In rank-order tournaments, it is sometimes conceivable to think of agents having time to ponder

their behavior in the tournament before it actually takes place. For example, teams or single

players may often enter the tournament with a given “game plan”, political candidates may

elaborate on their campaign months before it takes place, and workers may try to elicit bits

and pieces of their peers’ strategies for the upcoming promotion tournament to adapt their own

strategy accordingly. In this case agents enter the tournament with fixed expectations about

their behavior. The assumption of fixed expectations is particularly compelling for later stages

in a multi-stage tournament. Sure enough contestants form expectations about their chances to

win the tournament and the resulting necessary efforts latest when they enter the first stage. As

a direct consequence, they begin every following stage with fixed expectations.

Formally, for the case of fixed expectations, we assume that agent i makes her actual effort

choice ei for expectations êi regarding her own behavior. To guarantee internal consistency of

expectations and actual behavior, we apply the concept of personal equilibrium (PE) as defined

in Kőszegi and Rabin (2006); i.e., we require that a person can reasonably expect a particular

course of action only if she is willing to follow it through given her expectations. The following

definition extends this idea of internal consistency to the outcome of tournament play.

Definition 4.2. The effort choices (ẽA, ẽB) represent a personal Nash equilibrium (PNE) in the

rank-order tournament if and only if for all i ∈ {A,B} and j ∈ {A,B} with j 6= i,

U i(ẽi, ẽi, ẽj) ≥ U i(ei, ẽi, ẽj) ∀ei ∈ [0, 1]. (4.8)

Essentially, in a PNE each agent’s effort choice constitutes a PE given her opponent’s effort

choice. In order to identify the set of PNEs in the rank-order tournament, we begin by analyzing

the set of PEs for agent i for a given effort ej of her opponent. To this end, note that a necessary

condition for effort level ẽi to be a PE is that neither a marginal upward deviation nor a marginal

downward deviation is strictly profitable for agent i. Formally,

∂U i(ei, ẽi, ej)

∂ei

∣∣∣∣∣
ei↘ẽi

=
∆

2
{1 + η [1 + (λ− 1)P (ẽi, ej)]} − (1 + ηλ)c′(ẽi) ≤ 0 (4.9)

9There exist alternative specifications to the cost of effort function such that the symmetric CPNE ceases to exist

for a critical value of η(λ − 1) ≤ 1. As suggested by the linear example in Gill and Stone (2010), this holds

true if exerting a minimum amount of effort is sufficiently costly and c′′(·) is small.
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ei

ψ(1)

ψ(ej)

0

θ(ei) θ(ei)

1e(1) e(ej)e(ej) e(1)

Figure 4.2.: Construction of the set ΘPE
i (ej).

and

∂U i(ei, ẽi, ej)

∂ei

∣∣∣∣∣
ei↗ẽi

=
∆

2
{1 + η [1 + (λ− 1)P (ẽi, ej)]} − (1 + η)c′(ẽi) ≥ 0, (4.10)

have to hold simultaneously. Here, ∂2U i(ei,ẽi,ej)

∂e2i
= −(1 + η)c′′(ei) < 0 for all ei < ẽi and

∂2U i(ei,ẽi,ej)

∂e2i
= −(1 + ηλ)c′′(ei) < 0 for all ei > ẽi. Thus, given (4.9) and (4.10) are satisfied,

the expected utility of player i is strictly increasing in ei for ei < ẽi and strictly decreasing for

ei > ẽi. Hence, (4.9) and (4.10) together constitute not only a necessary but also a sufficient

condition for ẽi to be a PE. For agent i, we denote the resulting set of PEs for a given effort

choice ej of her opponents by

ΘPE
i (ej) = {ẽi ∈ [0, 1] | (4.9) and (4.10) are satisfied} . (4.11)

In order to characterize this set, define the functions

¯
θ(ẽi) ≡ 2c′(ẽi)(1 + η)−∆

η(λ− 1)ẽi
2

, (4.12)

θ̄(ẽi) ≡ 2c′(ẽi)(1 + ηλ)−∆
η(λ− 1)ẽi

2
, (4.13)
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and

ψ(ej) ≡ ∆

[
1 + η +

η(λ− 1)

2
(1− ej)

]
, (4.14)

which are illustrated in Figure 4.2. Condition (4.9) can be rewritten as θ̄(ẽi) ≥ ψ(ej). Note

that ψ(ej) is strictly decreasing and that ψ(1) > 0 such that ψ(ej) is strictly positive for all

ej ∈ [0, 1]. Next, consider the function θ̄(ẽi). By our assumptions on the effort cost function,

we have θ̄(0) = 0 and limei→1 θ̄(ei) = ∞. Hence, the intermediate value theorem guarantees

that there exists
¯
ei(ej) ∈ (0, 1) such that θ̄(

¯
ei(ej)) = ψ(ej). Due to the strict convexity of

θ̄(ei),
¯
ei(ej) is uniquely determined and effort levels below

¯
ei(ej) do not constitute a PE for

agent i given her opponent exerts effort ej . Similarly, condition (4.10) can be rewritten as

¯
θ(ẽi) ≤ ψ(ej). By analogous reasoning, we can establish the existence of ēi(ej) ∈ (0, 1) such

that
¯
θ(ēi(ej)) = ψ(ej) and effort levels above ēi(ej) do not constitute a PE for agent i, either.

Finally, since θ̄(ei) <
¯
θ(ei) for all ei ∈ (0, 1], we have

¯
ei(ej) < ēi(ej). This allows us to

establish the following observation.

Lemma 2. Given ej ∈ [0, 1], ΘPE
i (ej) = [

¯
ei(ej), ēi(ej)] ⊆ (0, 1). Furthermore,

¯
ei(ej) and

ēi(ej) are continuous, strictly decreasing, and strictly concave.

According to Lemma 2, agent i can credibly expect only to exert a moderate effort level

herself. For any fixed expectation, increasing the effort beyond this expectation involves a

tradeoff for the agent. On the one hand, an increase in effort improves her chances to win the

tournament and to experience a gain and at the same time it reduces the probability to obtain

the loser prize and to experience a loss. On the other hand, the corresponding increase in effort

implies higher effort costs and leads to a certain loss in the effort-cost dimension. Due to this

tradeoff, expecting to exert a fairly low effort level, ei <
¯
ei(ej) is not a credible plan for agent

i. In this case, the convexity of the effort cost function implies that the latter drawback is rather

small and more than outweighed by the former benefit, such that a deviation to a higher effort

level is profitable. Likewise, expecting to exert a fairly high effort level, ei > ēi(ej), neither

is a credible plan for agent i. In this case, the benefit of reducing effort costs by decreasing

effort beyond this expectation more than outweighs the drawbacks associated with the decrease

in agent i’s winning probability. Agent A’s set of personal equilibria in dependence of agent

B’s effort choice is depicted in the left panel of Figure 4.3.

Finally, we use the preceding characterization of an agent’s set of PEs to derive equilibrium

behavior. According to Definition 4.2, the set of PNEs is given by

ΘPNE = {(eA, eB) ∈ [0, 1]2 | eA ∈ ΘPE
A (eB) and eB ∈ ΘPE

B (eA)}. (4.15)

By the properties of the agents’ PE correspondences listed in Lemma 2, it follows immediately

that there always exists a PNE. Furthermore, as becomes apparent from the right panel of Figure
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Figure 4.3.: The left panel depicts the correspondence of PEs for Agent A. The right panel the

resulting set of PNEs for the tournament.

4.3, which depicts the set of PNEs, next to asymmetric PNEs there always—i.e., for any degree

of loss aversion—exist symmetric PNEs in which both agents exert the same level of effort.

Proposition 4.4. There exist symmetric PNEs in which the agents exert a moderate level of

effort; i.e., there exist
¯
e and ē with 0 <

¯
e < ē < 1, such that (e, e) ∈ ΘPNE for all e ∈ [

¯
e, ē].

The existence of symmetric PNEs for all degrees of loss aversion distinguishes the case of

fixed expectations from the case of choice-acclimating expectations. As stated in Kőszegi

and Rabin (2007), choice-acclimating expectations result in stronger risk aversion than fixed

expectations. For the case of a rank-order tournament, this induces contestants with choice-

acclimating expectations to dislike the uncertainty in a symmetric equilibrium so intensely that

they choose rather different effort levels, with one agent completely resigning and exerting no

effort at all. By resigning this agent reduces his chances to win the tournament but at the same

time he is able to moderate her expectations and thus to dampen the pain of a potential loss.

With fixed expectations, in contrast, exerting an identical, moderate level of effort is a credible

plan for both agents—irrespective of their degree of loss aversion. Here, when expecting to ex-

ert moderate effort, resignation would reduce an agent’s chances to win the tournament without

moderating his expectations, such that resignation would badly disappoint the agent’s hopes of

winning the tournament. This inevitable increase in the likelihood to experience a loss makes

the potential deviation unattractive and a symmetric equilibrium always exists if expectations

are fixed.
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4.5. Preferred Personal Nash Equilibrium

In the previous sections, we showed that expectation-based loss aversion per se does not nec-

essarily lead to asymmetric equilibria. In particular, for the case of fixed expectations there

always exist both symmetric and asymmetric equilibria. The multiplicity of equilibria raises the

question which of the prevalent equilibria is most suitable to describe the contestants’ behavior.

To answer this question in the context of individual decision making, Kőszegi and Rabin (2007)

propose the notion of preferred personal equilibrium (PPE) as an equilibrium refinement. The

PPE is the PE that promises the highest expected utility among all PEs. If players are able to

select their most preferred personal equilibrium given any strategy of the opponent, this concept

can also be adopted for the context of strategic interaction. We define a preferred personal Nash

equilibrium (PPNE) such that every player plays a PPE given his opponent’s strategy.

Definition 4.3. The effort choices (ẽA, ẽB) represent a preferred personal Nash equilibrium

(PPNE) in the rank-order tournament if and only if for all i ∈ {A,B} and j ∈ {A,B} with

j 6= i, ẽi ∈ ΘPE
i (ẽj) and

U i(ẽi, ẽi, ẽj) ≥ U i(ei, ei, ẽj) ∀ei ∈ ΘPE
i (ẽj). (4.16)

Recall that the CPE is an agent’s most profitable action among all his actions provided that

his expectations are consistent with consequences of the action he actually takes. Hence, in the

context of individual decision making, if a CPE constitutes a PE for a player it also is a PPE. By

the same reasoning, a CPNE that constitutes a PNE is also a PPNE. In Section 4.4, we showed

that any symmetric CPNE indeed constitutes a PNE and thus is a PPNE. Proposition 4.3 then

allows us to conclude that there always exists a symmetric PPNE as long as gain loss utility

does not dominate material utility. The persistence of the symmetric PPNE, however, is even

stronger than that of the symmetric CPNE: even if loss aversion dominates material utility so

intensely that the symmetric CPNE ceases to exist, there may still exist a symmetric PPNE.

Proposition 4.5. There exists χ̃ > χ such that for all η(λ − 1) < χ̃ the symmetric Nash

equilibrium is a PPNE.

The stronger persistence of the symmetric PPNE arises because a contestant with fixed ex-

pectations is more limited in his choice of effort—namely to those effort levels that constitute

a PE—than a contestant with choice-acclimating expectations. As explained in Section 4.3, the

symmetric CPNE ceases to exist for high degrees of loss aversion, because one player ultimately

chooses to resign for the purpose of reducing uncertainty in the tournament. As was established

in Section 4.4, however, for fixed expectations not exerting any effort is never a credible plan. If

a player expected not to exert any effort at all, he would always be better off by surprising him-

self and exerting slightly positive effort, which comes without cost (by c′(0) = 0) but strictly
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increases his chances of winning. Thus, a contestant who is restricted to choose an effort level

that constitutes a PE cannot reduce uncertainty to the same extent as a contestant who is not

restricted in this regard. In consequence, possible deviations from the symmetric equilibrium

are less attractive and the symmetric Nash equilibrium is a PPNE for even stronger degrees of

loss aversion than for which it is a CPNE.

We conclude that, if players enter the tournament with a game plan, symmetric equilibria are

quite persistent. In particular, they always exist if players are not able to select among their PEs.

Moreover, even if players have this ability, there always exists a symmetric PPNE as long as

players’ concerns for gain loss utility does not clearly outweigh those for material utility. In this

case, under PNE and PPNE the behavior of expectation-based loss-averse players resembles the

behavior of players with standard utility or players with exogenously given reference points (cf.

Gill and Stone (2010) and Gill and Prowse (2012)).

4.6. Conclusion

Many of our insights about rank-order tournaments build upon the premise that symmetric equi-

libria exist. As shown by Gill and Stone (2010), the existence of symmetric equilibria may fail

if contestants are expectation-based loss averse and have choice-acclimating expectations. In

this note, we complement their work by delineating the circumstances under which a focus

on symmetric equilibria is nevertheless justifiable even if players are expectation-based loss

averse. First, if contestants’ concerns for psychological gain-loss utility do not outweigh mate-

rial consumption utility and a minimal effort comes without costs, the existence of a symmetric

equilibrium is guaranteed. Second, symmetric equilibria also exist for all degrees of loss aver-

sion if players enter the tournament with fixed expectations. Third, while for fixed expectations

also asymmetric equilibria exist, the symmetric Nash equilibrium always prevails if each player

follows his preferred credible game plan and concerns for psychological gain-loss utility do not

outweigh material consumption utility.

This note also adds to the emerging literature that analyzes strategic interaction of expectation-

based loss-averse agents by investigating how the equilibrium concepts of Nash equilibrium,

personal Nash equilibrium, and choice-acclimating Nash equilibrium relate to each other.10

Regarding rank-order tournaments, a desirable next step would be to explore the implications

of expectation-based loss aversion in dynamic tournaments à la Rosen (1986), where choice-

acclimating expectations and lagged fixed expectations do not necessarily represent alternative

10Strategic interaction of expectation-based loss-averse agents has been primarily analyzed in rather specific en-

vironments like tournaments (Gill and Stone, 2010; Bergerhoff and Vosen, 2014), team production (Gill and

Stone, 2015), team compensation (Daido and Murooka, 2014), or auctions (Lange and Ratan, 2010). A more

general approach is presented in Dato, Grunewald, and Müller (2015b).
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modeling choices: as tournament play evolves, choice-acclimating expectations might apply in

the very first round, whereas decisions in later rounds are taken with a fixed set of expectations.





A. Appendices

A.1. Appendix to Chapter I

Proof of Lemma 1.1: Following the derivations in the main text, the aggregate profit of the

colluding firms is equal to:

πM(p, p̂) = [α (1− F (p)) + (1− α)(1− F (p+ p̂))](p+ p̂).

To derive the desired result we need to make two case distinctions:

• Suppose that p+ p̂ ≤ v.

Then it holds that some sophisticates still participate in the market, i.e. 1−F (p+ p̂) > 0.

Now we want to derive the optimal base good price:

∂πM

∂p
= [−αf(p)− (1− α)f(p+ p̂)](p+ p̂) + α(1− F (p)) + (1− α)(1− F (p+ p̂))

!
= 0

⇔ p =
1

2
(v − (2− α)p̂). (A.1)

Recall that we have assumed that some sophisticates participate in the market. Then, if

the add-on price is below its maximum value, the firms can increase their profit by lower-

ing the base good price marginally while increasing the add-on price by the same amount.

This leaves the total price of the product bundle and the demand from sophisticates un-

changed but increases the demand from myopic consumers. Hence, it is profitable to

increase the add-on price p̂ until it reaches its upper bound p̄ or until the base good price

reaches its lower bound. If the add-on price reaches its upper bound, the value of the base

good price (A.1) is:

p =
1

2
(v − (2− α)p̄).

Since we have assumed that v ≤ p̄, the above expression would yield a negative price

of the base good, i.e. p < 0. This is not allowed in terms of the model due to the lower

bound for the base good. Hence, the optimal base good price is pM = 0.

• Suppose that p+ p̂ > v.

This implies that no sophisticated consumer participates in the market, i.e. 1−
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F (p + p̂) = 0. Note here that in this case the profit is strictly increasing in the add-

on price p̂. Hence, firms will set the add-on price equal to the maximum add-on price, i.e.

p̂ = p̄. Maximizing the profit of firms over the base good price then yields:

∂πM

∂p
= −αf(p)(p+ p̄) + α(1− F (p))

!
= 0

⇔ p =
v

2

(
1− p̄

v

)
.

This base good price is negative if v < p̄, as was assumed in Assumption 1. Hence, due

to the lower bound for the base good price, it is again optimal to set pM = 0.

Proof of Proposition 1.2: To prove that an optimal deviation from collusion includes an un-

shrouding of the add-on, we have to compare the different possibilities how firms can collude

and how a firm could deviate from the collusion.

• First consider the case in which the deviating firm decides to unshroud the add-on. As

we have already shown in the main text, the deviating firm will set an add-on price of

p̂devi = v
2

and earn a deviation profit of πdevi = v
4
. The add-on price p̂devi = v

2
is feasible

since v ≤ p̄, which ensures that p̂devi ≤ p.

• Now suppose that the deviating firm does not unshroud the add-on. In this case, we have

to distinguish whether the deviating firm charges an add-on price below v (inner solution)

or an add-on price above v (corner solution).

– If the deviating firm charges an add-on price below v, the optimal add-on price was

πdevi =
[
α
n

+ (1− α)(1− p̂
v
)
]
p̂, yielding a deviation profit of πdevi = v

4(1−α)

(
1− αn−1

n

)2.

Note that, for some parameter constellations, it might be the case that p̂devi =
v

2(1−α)

(
1− αn−1

n

)
> v. In this case, the derived add-on price that a deviating firm

sets is not an inner solution since no sophisticated consumer will buy the product

bundle. It holds that the add-on price of the optimal deviation is feasible if:

p̂devi =
v

2(1− α)

(
1− αn− 1

n

)
≤ v

⇔ α ≤ n

n+ 1
.

Hence, the deviation add-on price of the inner solution πdevi =
[
α
n

+ (1− α)(1− p̂
v
)
]
p̂

is only feasible if α ≤ n
n+1

.

– Now suppose that the deviating firm charges an add-on price above v. In this case,

the profit function of the deviating firm is:

πdevi =
[α
n

]
p̂.
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It is easy to verify that the add-on price that maximizes the above profit function is

p̂ = p̄, which would yield a profit of πdevi = 1
n
αp̄. As already argued in the main

text, this cannot be a profitable deviation since this deviation profit is lower than the

profit under collusion. Hence, it will never be a profitable deviation to charge an

add-on price above v.

In summary, we can conclude that a profitably deviating firm that decides not to unshroud

the add-on cannot do better than obtaining a profit of πdevi = v
4(1−α)

(
1− αn−1

n

)2. How-

ever, recall that the corresponding add-on price is only feasible if α ≤ n
n+1

.

Now we can check what the optimal deviation strategy looks like. Comparing the deviation

profit that a firm can obtain by unshrouding to the one without unshrouding yields:

πdevi,shrouding ≤ πdevi,unshrouding

⇔ v

4(1− α)

(
1− αn− 1

n

)2

≤ v

4

⇔
(

1− αn− 1

n

)2

≤ 1− α

⇔ 2− n
n

+ α

(
n− 1

n

)2

≤ 0

⇔ α ≤ n(n− 2)

(n− 1)2
. (A.2)

Recall that a deviation without unshrouding the add-on can only be profitable if α ≤ n
n+1

.

Hence, when we want to check whether a deviation without unshrouding can be optimal, we

can focus on cases with α ≤ n
n+1

. Then the inequality (A.2) holds if the following relation is

fulfilled:

n(n− 2)

(n− 1)2
≥ n

n+ 1

⇔ n ≥ 3,

which is fulfilled by assumption. Therefore, we can conclude that if a profitable deviation exists,

unshrouding will be part of the optimal deviation strategy.

Proof of Proposition 1.4: Suppose firms coordinate on prices p̂coll, yielding some collusive

profit πcoll: In analogy to the above analysis, the critical discount factor is then given by

δ∗ =
n− πcoll

πdev

n
,

which is decreasing in the collusion-to-deviation profit ratio πcoll

πdev . Hence, the less attractive a

deviation is relative to the collusive play, the more stable collusion is.
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Recall that if a profitable deviation exists, it is optimal to set p̂dev = v
2

and unshroud the

add-on, thereby earning πdevi = v
4
. This deviation profit is feasible only if firms coordinated

on prices p̂coll ≥ v
2

in the collusive play. Then the critical discount factor is minimized by

coordinating on maximum profits, which are πM = v
4(1−α)

or πM = αp̄. Hence, coordinating

on lower profits cannot stabilize collusion.

Now suppose firms coordinate on prices p̂coll < v
2
, which yields an aggregate profit of π(p̂) =

[α + (1 − α)(1 − p̂
v
)]p̂. Playing p̂dev = v

2
does not correspond to an undercutting anymore and

a firm would then optimally deviate by undercutting the collusive price marginally, irrespective

of the (un)shrouding decision. This actually follows from the fact that deviation profits are

increasing in p̂dev for all prices p̂dev < v
2
.

We will now show that a deviating firm still optimally decides to unshroud the add-on, thereby

making use of the fact that the optimal deviation price does not depend on the (un)shrouding

decision:

πdevi,unshrouding > πdevi,shrouding

⇔
[
1− p̂devi

v

]
p̂devi >

[
α

n
+ (1− α)(1− p̂devi

v
)

]
p̂devi

⇔ 1− p̂dev

v
>

1

n

This holds since n ≥ 3 and p̂dev ≤ v
2
. Now we that know that a deviating firm will optimally

unshroud the add-on and undercut the collusive price marginally, it remains to check whether

the critical discount factor can be lowered by coordinating on prices pcoll < v
2
. Since colluding

with the monopoly price leads to a collusion-to-deviation profit ratio of at least 1/(1 − α), it

must hold that

πcoll

πdev
=

[α + (1− α)(1− p̂
v
)]p̂[

1− p̂
v

]
p̂

>
1

1− α

⇔ (1− α)

[
1− (1− α)

p̂

v

]
> 1− p̂

v

⇔
[
1− (1− α)2] p̂

v
> α

⇔ α (2− α)
p̂

v
> α

⇔ p̂ >
v

2− α
,

contradicting the assumption that firms colluded with prices p̂coll < v
2
. Note that it might be

more profitable for a deviating firm to play the corner solution and earn πdev = αp̄ than to

unshroud and undercut the collusive price marginally. But since this would only decrease the

collusion-to-deviation profit ratio and result in a higher critical discount factor, collusion would

be further destabilized. We can therefore conclude, that coordinating on other than monopoly

profits cannot stabilize collusion.
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A.2. Appendix to Chapter II

A.2.1. Appendix

Sessions Groups Subjects Female Beliefs Gender revealed

Treatment

Baseline 4 12 84 51 (60.7%) no no

Belief 4 12 84 47 (56.0%) yes no

Cheating 4 12 84 51 (60.7%) no no

Gender 4 12 84 43 (51.2%) yes yes

Sum 16 48 336 192 (57.1%)

Table A.1.: Overview treatments

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Female −3.436 −3.436 −4.501 −5.256

(7.012) (7.018) (5.391) (3.332)

Period 6.046∗∗∗ 6.046∗∗∗ 5.946∗∗∗

(0.482) (0.482) (1.054)

Risk attitude −1.194 −1.194

(1.789) (1.791)

Female x period 0.168

(1.142)

Constant 114.9∗∗∗ 87.66∗∗∗ 94.00∗∗∗ 94.45∗∗∗

(6.595) (5.241) (7.532) (9.877)

Observations 576 576 576 576

R2 0.002 0.162 0.170 0.170

Dependent variable is achieved points. Robust standard errors

clustered on session in parentheses. ∗∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1

Table A.2.: Random Effects GLS Regressions for the baseline treatment with achieved points

as the dependent variable
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Random Effects GLS Random Effects Tobit

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Female −14.62∗∗ 37.64∗∗ −19.59∗∗∗ 76.31∗

(5.822) (15.00) (5.806) (41.85)

Power 1.326∗∗ 2.731 4.023 7.291∗

(0.538) (1.979) (3.066) (4.132)

Achievement 0.821 −1.505 1.248 −2.848

(2.766) (5.300) (2.987) (3.776)

Benevolence 0.152 3.932 2.273 9.652∗

(2.514) (2.752) (3.479) (5.083)

Security 0.511 4.807 −0.540 6.461

(2.015) (3.764) (2.587) (4.432)

Period 0.117 0.117 −0.0619 −0.0636

(0.262) (0.263) (0.268) (0.268)

Female x power 1.131 0.460

(5.786) (6.331)

Female x achievement 4.360 7.874

(4.606) (5.621)

Female x benevolence −9.168∗∗∗ −16.75∗∗

(2.470) (6.995)

Female x security −7.345∗ −11.98∗∗

(4.365) (5.454)

Constant 15.27 −15.69 −3.265 −62.05∗

(16.39) (16.26) (20.08) (33.55)

Observations 536 536 536 536

# of left censored 153 153

# right censored 21 21

Log Likelihood −1617.572 −1612.0609

R2 0.158 0.230

Dependent variable is sabotage. Standard errors (for GLS Robust standard errors

clustered on session) in parentheses. ∗∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1

Table A.3.: Random Effects GLS and Random Effects Tobit regressions for the baseline treat-

ment with sabotage as the dependent variable
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Random Effects GLS Random Effects Tobit

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Dummy female −10.52∗∗ −9.060∗ −5.800 −15.21∗∗∗ −13.01∗∗ −6.979

(4.442) (5.016) (4.277) (5.405) (5.603) (6.317)

Period −0.268 0.175 −0.778∗∗ 0.0193

(0.452) (0.383) (0.328) (0.504)

Risk attitude 1.127∗ 1.127∗ 1.692 1.692

(0.681) (0.681) (1.277) (1.279)

Female x period −0.724∗∗ −1.368∗∗

(0.323) (0.662)

Constant 25.38∗∗∗ 20.11∗∗∗ 18.12∗∗∗ 23.17∗∗∗ 16.86∗ 13.31

(3.905) (7.002) (6.431) (4.207) (8.604) (8.784)

Observations 576 576 576 576 576 576

# of left censored 186

# right censored 19

Log Likelihood −1787.964 −1784.2817 −1782.1486

R2 0.073 0.088 0.090

Dependent variable is cheating. Standard errors (for GLS Robust standard errors clustered on session)

in parentheses. ∗∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1

Table A.4.: Random Effects GLS and Random Effects Tobit Regressions for the cheating treat-

ment with cheating as the dependent variable
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Random Effects GLS Random Effects Tobit

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Female −12.96∗∗∗ −12.96∗∗∗ −9.797∗∗∗ −15.79∗∗∗ −15.51∗∗∗ −11.06∗∗∗

(1.643) (1.267) (1.302) (4.361) (4.384) (3.905)

Period 0.417 −0.339 0.359 −0.655∗∗

(0.255) (0.349) (0.240) (0.305)

Risk attitude 0.00385 0.0749 0.524 0.649

(0.707) (0.508) (1.038) (0.798)

Female x period 0.481 0.576

(0.343) (0.426)

Belief achieved −0.00705 −0.0117

points (0.0126) (0.00976)

Belief sabotage 0.481∗∗∗ 0.619∗∗∗

(0.0587) (0.0513)

Constant 25.56∗∗∗ 23.67∗∗∗ 14.85∗∗∗ 23.44∗∗∗ 19.01∗∗∗ 8.095

(1.577) (3.144) (3.163) (3.111) (6.497) (5.221)

Observations 576 576 576 576 576 576

# of left censored 139 139 139

# right censored 4 4 4

Log Likelihood −1878.4856 −1877.243 −1809.6775

R2 0.133 0.136 0.461

Dependent variable is sabotage. Standard errors (for GLS Robust standard errors clustered on session)

in parentheses. ∗∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1

Table A.5.: Random Effects GLS and Random Effects Tobit Regressions for the belief treatment

with sabotage as the dependent variable
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Random Effects GLS

(1) (2) (3)

Female −15.88∗∗∗ −15.81∗∗∗ −15.13∗∗∗

(3.993) (4.005) (3.365)

Opponent female 4.854∗ 4.390 6.517

(2.891) (3.024) (4.403)

Female x opp. female −5.070

(3.950)

Period 6.574∗∗∗ 6.370∗∗∗

(0.383) (0.212)

Female x period 0.445

(0.291)

Constant 119.1∗∗∗ 89.67∗∗∗ 89.65∗∗∗

(2.598) (1.506) (2.461)

Observations 568 568 568

R2 0.073 0.299 0.300

Dependent variable is achieved points. Robust standard errors

clustered on session in parentheses. ∗∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1

Table A.6.: Random Effects GLS and Random Effects Tobit Regressions in the gender treatment

with achieved points as the dependent variable
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Random Effects GLS Random Effects Tobit

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Female −9.859∗∗ −8.268∗ −5.550∗ −17.35∗∗∗ −14.47∗∗∗ −10.44∗∗

(4.011) (4.837) (3.093) (5.230) (5.457) (4.130)

Opponent female −0.278 1.030 1.611 −0.390 1.677 2.465

(0.624) (1.356) (1.539) (1.438) (1.810) (1.712)

Female x opp. female −3.013 −1.234 −5.411∗ −3.266

(2.456) (2.427) (2.951) (2.777)

Period 0.357 0.00985 0.350 −0.0748

(0.562) (0.477) (0.255) (0.310)

Belief sabotage 0.520∗∗∗ 0.605∗∗∗

(0.0421) (0.0706)

Belief achieved −0.00561 −0.0140

points (0.00543) (0.0240)

Constant 20.82∗∗∗ 18.63∗∗∗ 9.709∗∗∗ 17.75∗∗∗ 15.27∗∗∗ 6.039∗

(3.089) (5.659) (3.220) (3.698) (3.918) (3.602)

Observations 568 568 568 568 568 568

# of left censored 195 195 195

# right censored 3 3 3

Log Likelihood −1629.4484 −1626.9575 −1592.3773

R2 0.091 0.093 0.460

Dependent variable is sabotage. Standard errors (for GLS robust standard errors clustered on session)

in parentheses. ∗∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1

Table A.7.: Random Effects GLS and Random Effects Tobit Regressions for the gender treat-

ment with sabotage as the dependent variable
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Random Effects GLS Random Effects Tobit

Achieved points Sabotage

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Female −4.696 −4.868 −11.51∗∗∗ −11.33∗∗∗ −16.12∗∗∗ −15.88∗∗∗

(3.531) (3.325) (1.769) (1.694) (2.523) (2.539)

Belief treatment −2.767 0.528 0.376

(5.922) (1.951) (3.482)

Cheating treatment −5.713 −0.709 −1.222

(3.878) (1.348) (3.490)

Gender treatment 0.289 −3.937∗∗ −7.532∗∗

(3.795) (1.848) (3.534)

Period 6.105∗∗∗ 0.177 0.00990

(0.237) (0.189) (0.135)

Risk attitude −0.110 0.561 0.937∗

(0.775) (0.368) (0.556)

Constant 113.6∗∗∗ 88.77∗∗∗ 24.43∗∗∗ 21.77∗∗∗ 22.17∗∗∗ 19.41∗∗∗

(3.006) (5.116) (1.515) (2.553) (1.871) (4.131)

Observations 2, 296 2, 296 2, 296 2, 296 2, 296 2, 296

# of left censored 680 680

# right censored 47 47

Log Likelihood −7069.3929 −7064.7676

R2 0.005 0.178 0.102 0.117

Dependent variable is achieved points / sabotage. Standard errors (for GLS: robust standard errors

clustered on session) in parentheses.∗∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1

Table A.8.: Random Effects GLS and Random Effects Tobit Regressions (only sabotage) with

achieved points / sabotage as the dependent variable for all treatments
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A.2.2. Instructions of the experiment (baseline treatment)

Welcome to this experiment!

You are participating in an economic experiment. All decisions are made privately, meaning

that none of the other participants learns the identity of someone having made a decision. The

payment is private information as well; none of the participants learns how much others have

earned. Please read the instructions carefully. If you have trouble understanding the instruc-

tions, please take a second look at them. If you still have questions, please give us a signal.

Overview

• The experiment consists of 8 identical periods. At the end, one period will be drawn

randomly for payment. After the last period, you will receive an overview of your possible

payments.

• In this experiment, you are randomly assigned to a unit with seven members each. Through-

out the experiment, you will only play with members from your unit. You and the other

participants never learn the identity of the other members.

• There are two types of players: type I and type II. There are six players of type I and one

player of type II in each unit.

• You will learn about your type at the beginning of the experiment. Your type will not

change throughout the whole experiment.

• In each period, every participant encodes words into numbers. You have to replace each

letter of a word with the numbers given in Table 1. You will earn one point for each letter.

• Before the actual 8 periods of the experiment begin, you have the opportunity to become

familiar with the task in a one minute practice period. The practice period only serves

better understanding of the task and does not affect your payment.

• Within a unit, two players of type I are assigned to one group. Please note that the group

members change every period and that the identity of the player remains unknown.

• Within a group, the overall score of both type I players will be compared at the end of

each period. The player with the higher overall score earns 500 tokens, the other player

earns 200 tokens.

• Players of type II do not make any decisions that affect their own payment or the payment

of other players in this experiment.
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• At the end of the experiment, you will complete a short questionnaire. When all par-

ticipants have completed the questionnaire, we will start paying the participants one by

one.

Course of action

• Your task is to encode words into numbers. You have to replace each letter of a word with

the numbers given in Table 1:

– Example: The word hat appears on the screen. According to Table 1, H = 15,

A = 21 and T = 91, so the code for hat is: 152191.

– For each letter, you have to enter the assigned number in a separate box. You can go

from box to box using the tab key.

• Five-digit, six-digit,and seven-digit words will appear. You will earn one point for each

letter. Please note that you will only earn points, if you encode the whole word correctly.

The sum of the points is the obtained score.

• When you have entered the code and pressed OK, you receive a notification whether the

word was encoded correctly. If so, please click on next in order to receive a new word.

If the word was not encoded correctly, please try again until you succeed. You have five

minutes working time per period. Thereafter, working time will stop automatically.

Type I:

• In each period, you will be randomly assigned to some other type I player from your unit

in a group.

• The other player also encodes words into numbers. Note that you will both receive the

same words in the same order.

• At the end of each period, the overall score of both type I players will be compared. The

player with the higher overall score receives the higher payment of 500 tokens. The more

words a player has encoded correctly, the higher the obtained score will be. Please note

that your overall score is only used for comparison with the score of the other player.

Only if your overall score is higher than the score of the other player, you receive the

higher payment of 500 tokens. It does not matter by how many points you outperform the

other player. If your overall score is lower than the score of the other player, you receive

200 tokens.
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• Before a period starts, you have the opportunity to reduce the overall score of the other

type I player by the amount of X. In this way, the other type I player has a disadvantage

when the overall scores are compared at the end of the period. The more points you deduct

from the other player, the higher are your resulting costs. The costs will be deducted from

your payment for this period in any case. An overview of the costs can be found in Table

2.

• In the same way, the other type I player decides whether he wants to reduce your score

before the period starts.

• The overall score of a type I player consists of his obtained encoding score minus the

amount of X the other player has chosen. Please note that the other type I player never

learns which amount of X you have chosen, nor do you receive any information on the

amount of X the other type I player has chosen.

Overall score = obtained encoding score - amount of X (chosen by the other type I
player)

• At the end of each period, we will show you the following information:

– Your obtained encoding score

– The amount of X you have chosen

– Your payment, if this period is drawn.

• Thereafter a new period starts.

Type II:

• Type II players have no influence on the overall score of type I players. You will also

encode words into numbers, but you do not receive a special payment for this. At the end

of each period, you receive an overview of the overall score of all type I players from

your unit. Your payment depends on the average overall score of all six type I players

from your unit. One point equals two tokens.

Payment

• At the end of the experiment, the period that determines your payment is drawn randomly.

• During the whole experiment, the payments are shown in the currency tokens, which will

be converted at the end. The conversion rate is 25 tokens→ 1 Euro.

Type I:
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• The overall score of both type I players from the allotted period influence their payment

and the payment of type II. The type I player from the group with the higher overall score

receives 500 tokens, the type I player with the lower overall score receives 200 tokens.

• The costs for the chosen amount of X in the allotted period will be deducted from the

payment of each player. This yields the overall payment at the end of the experiment. In

addition, each player receives a fix amount of 150 tokens.

Higher overall score: 500 tokens - costs for the score of X + 150 tokens
Lower overall score: 200 tokens - costs for the score of X + 150 tokens

Type II

• The type II player receives the average of the obtained overall score of the six type I

players from his unit in the allotted period as a payment. One point equals 2 tokens.

2x(average of the unit’s overall score) + 100 tokens

Letter Number Letter Number

A 21 N 32

B 54 O 56

C 13 P 10

D 67 Q 23

E 85 R 49

F 31 S 82

G 46 T 91

H 15 U 37

I 98 V 43

J 75 W 52

K 42 X 87

L 27 Y 93

M 19 Z 30

Table A.9.: Overview of the numercical codes used
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There will be no costs if you choose X=0.

X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Costs 0.07 0.29 0.64 1.14 1.79 2.57 3.50 4.57 5.79 7.14

X 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Costs 8.64 10.29 12.07 14.00 16.07 18.29 20.64 23.14 25.79 28.57

X 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Costs 31.50 34.57 37.79 41.14 44.64 48.29 52.07 56.00 60.07 64.29

X 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

Costs 68.64 73.14 77.79 82.57 87.50 92.57 97.79 103.14 108.64 114.29

X 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

Costs 120.07 126.00 132.07 138.29 144.64 151.14 157.79 164.57 171.50 178.57

X 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

Costs 185.79 193.14 200.64 208.29 216.07 224.00 232.07 240.29 248.64 257.14

X 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

Costs 265.79 274.57 283.50 292.57 301.79 311.14 320.64 330.29 340.07 350.00

Table A.10.: Overview of the costs for the score X
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A.3. Appendix to Chapter III

Proof of Lemma 3.1. Suppose U is an outcome space with N ≥ 2 elements, u1 > u2 > . . . >

uN . Furthermore, let LA = {pA1 , pA2 , . . . , pAN} and LB = {pB1 , pB2 , . . . , pBN} denote two proba-

bility distributions over the set U , where pjk denotes the probability that outcome uk is realized

under probability distribution Lj with j ∈ {A,B}. For k = 1, . . . , N , U(k) = {u1, . . . , uk}
denotes the “truncated” outcome space which contains only the k highest elements of U . For

k = 1, . . . , N and j ∈ {A,B}, Lj(k) = (pj1(k), . . . , pjk(k)) denotes the probability distribution

over the truncated outcome space U(k) with pjn(k) = pjn for n < k and pjk(k) =
∑N

n=k p
j
n.

Differentiation of

f(LA(k), LB(k)) =
1

2

k∑
s=1

k∑
t=1

pAs (k)pAt (k)|us − ut|

−
k∑
s=1

k∑
t=1

pAs (k)pBt (k)|us − ut|+
1

2

k∑
s=1

k∑
t=1

pBs (k)pBt (k)|us − ut|

with respect to uk yields

df(LA(k), LB(k))

duk
= [pAk (k)− pBk (k)]2 ≥ 0. (A.3)

For k = 1, U(1) = {u1} and the lotteries LA(1) and LB(1) are degenerate with pA1 (1) =

pB1 (1) = 1. In consequence,

f(LA(1), LB(1)) = 0.

By (A.3),

f(LA(k), LB(k)) ≤ f(LA(k − 1), LB(k − 1)), ∀k ≥ 2, (A.4)

where (A.4) holds with equality if and only if pAk (k) = pBk (k). Hence, for f(LA, LB) =

f(LA(N), LB(N)) = 0 to hold, we must have pAk (k) = pBk (k) for all k = 1, . . . , N . Given

that pAt (t) = pBt (t) for all t = k + 1, . . . , N , then pAk (k) = pBk (k) if and only if pAk = pBk .

Therefore f(LA, LB) = 0 holds if and only if LA and LB are identical, i.e., pAk = pBk for all

k = 1, . . . , N . Conversely, if pAk 6= pBk for some k = 1, . . . , N , then f(LA, LB) < 0.

Proof of Proposition 3.1. With U i(σi, σ̂i, σ−i) being a linear function of the components of σi,

the derivative of U i(σi, σ̂i, σ−i) with respect to σi(sik) is linear in the components of σ̂i:

MU i
k(σ̂

i, σ−i) :=
∂U i(σi, σ̂i, σ−i)

∂σi(sik)
= qik1(σ−i)σ̂i(si1) + ...+ qikM i(σ−i)σ̂i(siM i) + bik(σ

−i)
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with

qikm(σ−i) =∑
θ∈Θ

Q(θ)

{ ∑
s−i∈S−i

( ∏
(sj)j 6=i∈S−i

σj(sj)
)[∑

θ̃∈Θ

Q(θ̃)
( ∑
s̃−i∈S−i

(∏
j 6=i

σj(s̃j)
)
µ(u((sik, s

−i), θ)−u((sim, s̃
−i), θ̃))

)]}

and

bik(σ
−i) =

∑
θ∈Θ

Q(θ)
[ ∑
s−i∈S−i

(∏
j 6=i

σj(sj)
)
u((sik, s

−i), θ)
]
,

where S−i = ×j 6=iSj . The coefficients qikm(σ−i) as well as bik(σ
−i) are continuous functions of

the components of player i’s opponents’ strategies. Defining aikm(σ−i) = qikm(σ−i) − bik(σ−i),

we can rewrite the system of M i linear equations that represent player i’s marginal utilities in

matrix notation as follows:
MU i

1(σ̂i, σ−i)
...

MU i
M i(σ̂i, σ−i)

 =


a11(σ−i) . . . a1M i(σ−i)

...
...

aM i1(σ−i) . . . aM iM i(σ−i)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:A(σ−i)


σ̂i(si1)

...

σ̂i(siM i)

 , (A.5)

where the matrix A(σ−i) depends only on the strategies of player i’s opponents.

Suppose a mixed strategy σ̄i with |Γ(σ̄i)| = m ≥ 2 is a PE for player i given her op-

ponents’ strategy profile σ−i. W.l.o.g., assume that σ̄i assigns strictly positive probability to

the first m pure strategies in S i, i.e., σ̄i(sik) > 0 for k = 1, . . . ,m and σ̄i(sik) = 0 for

k > m, where
∑m

k=1 σ̄
i(sik) = 1. As described in the text, MU i

k(σ̂
i, σ−i) reflects the attrac-

tiveness to play pure strategy sik. Since σ̄i is assumed to be a PE, MU i
1(σ̄i, σ−i) = . . . =

MU i
m(σ̄i, σ−i) = ū ≥ maxk>mMU i

k(σ̄
i, σ−i). With σ̄i(sik) = 0 for k > m, the mixing proba-

bilities σ̄i(si1), . . . , σ̄i(sim) are thus a solution of the following system of linear equations:
ū
...

ū

 =


a11(σ−i) . . . a1m(σ−i)

...
...

am1(σ−i) . . . amm(σ−i)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:A′(σ−i)


σ̂i(si1)

...

σ̂i(sim)

 . (A.6)

Based on these observations, we will prove the two parts of the statement in turn.

(i) The proof proceeds in two steps: first, we show that the statement holds if matrix A′(σ−i)

has full rank; second, we show that no pure strategy in Γ(σ̄i) being redundant implies full rank

of matrix A′(σ−i).

STEP 1: Suppose matrix A′(σ−i) has full rank. Then the system of linear equations in (A.6)

has a unique solution, which (by hypothesis) is given by the vector (σ̄i(si1), . . . , σ̄i(sim)) with∑m
k=1 σ

i(sik) = 1. In contradiction to the statement, suppose that there exists a different PE,
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(σ̃i(si1), . . . , σ̃i(siM i)) 6= (σ̄i(si1), . . . , σ̄i(siM i)), that mixes over the same set of pure strategies,

i.e., σ̃i(sik) > 0 for k = 1, . . . ,m and σ̃i(sik) = 0 for k > m, where
∑m

k=1 σ̃
i(sik) = 1. By the

logic described above, the vector (σ̃i(si1), . . . , σ̃i(sim)) solves a system of linear equations
ũ
...

ũ

 =


a11(σ−i) . . . a1m(σ−i)

...
...

am1(σ−i) . . . amm(σ−i)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=A′(σ−i)


σ̂i(si1)

...

σ̂i(sim)

 . (A.7)

By full rank of A′(σ−i), we must have ũ 6= ū, because otherwise (σ̃i(si1), . . . , σ̃i(sim)) =

(σ̄i(si1), . . . , σ̄i(sim)). Hence either ū or ũ differs from zero. Suppose, that ũ 6= 0. In con-

sequence, (A.7) implies that (σ̄i(si1), . . . , σ̄i(sim)) = ( ū
ũ
σ̃i(si1), . . . , ū

ũ
σ̃i(sim)). But then 1 =∑m

k=1 σ̄
i(sik) = ū

ũ

∑m
k=1 σ̃

i(sik) implies
∑m

k=1 σ̃
i(sik) 6= 1—a contradiction. The same line of

reasoning applies for ū 6= 0.

STEP 2: Suppose matrix A′(σ−i) does not have full rank, i.e., one of the row vectors of

matrix A′(σ−i) is a linear combination of the other row vectors. Let the k-th row vector be

denoted by ak(σ−i) = (ak1(σ−i), . . . , akm(σ−i)). Suppose, w.l.o.g., that the last row vector

am(σ−i) can be expressed as a linear combination of the row vectors a1(σ−i), . . . , am−1(σ−i),

i.e., am(σ−i) =
∑m−1

k=1 γkak(σ
−i) for some numbers γ1, . . . , γm−1. Therefore

MU i
m(σ̂i, σ−i) = am1(σ−i)σ̂i(si1) + . . .+ amm(σ−i)σ̂i(sim)

=

[
m−1∑
k=1

γkak1(σ−i)

]
σ̂i(si1) + . . .+

[
m−1∑
k=1

γkakm(σ−i)

]
σ̂i(sim)

=
m−1∑
k=1

γk
[
ak1(σ−i)σ̂i(si1) + . . .+ akm(σ−i)σ̂i(sim)

]
=

m−1∑
k=1

γkMU i
k(σ̂

i, σ−i)

holds for every σ̂i with Γ(σ̂i) ⊆ Γ(σ̄i). Since MU i
k(σ̄

i, σ−i) = ū for k = 1, . . . ,m, this

immediately implies
∑m−1

k=1 γk = 1. Since marginal utilities of pure strategies are constant

given σ̂i and σ−i, for any σi with Γ(σi) ⊆ Γ(σ̄i) we thus have

U i(σi, σ̂i, σ−i) = MU i
1(σ̂i, σ−i)σi(si1) + . . .+MU i

m(σ̂i, σ−i)σi(sim)

=
m−1∑
k=1

MU i
k(σ̂

i, σ−i)
[
σi(sik) + xγkσ

i(sim)
]

+MU i
m(σ̂i, σ−i)(1− x)σi(sim),

for all x ∈ [0, 1]. Consider the mixed strategy σix̃ = (σix̃(s
i
1), . . . , σix̃(s

i
M i)) with

σix̃(s
i
k) =


σ̄i(sik) + x̃γkσ̄

i(sim) if k ≤ m− 1

(1− x̃)σ̄i(sim) if k = m

0 if k > m

,
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where

x̃ = min

{
1 , min

k∈{k̃ | 1≤k̃≤m−1 , γk̃<0}

{
− σi(sik)

γkσi(sim)

}}
.

Note that
∑m−1

k=1 γk = 1 implies
∑M i

k=1 σ
i
x̃(s

i
k) = 1. By choice of x̃, we also have σix̃(s

i
k) ≥ 0

for all k = 1, . . . ,m and σix̃(s
i
k) = 0 for at least one k = 1, . . . ,m. Overall, strategy σix̃ yields

utility U i(σix̃, σ̂
i, σ−i) = U i(σ̄i, σ̂i, σ−i) for all σ̂i with Γ(σ̂i) ⊆ Γ(σ̄i). With

GLi(σi, σ̂i, σ−i) ≡
∑
u∈Ui

∑
ũ∈Ui

P i(u|(σi, σ−i)) · P i(ũ|(σ̂i, σ−i)) · µ(u− ũ),

we obtain that U i(σix̃, σ
i
x̃, σ

−i) = U i(σ̄i, σix̃, σ
−i) if and only if

E[Li(σ̄i, σ−i)]− E[Li(σix̃, σ
−i)] = GLi(σix̃, σ

i
x̃, σ

−i)−GLi(σ̄i, σix̃, σ−i). (A.8)

Likewise, U i(σ̄i, σ̄i, σ−i) = U i(σix̃, σ̄
i, σ−i) if and only if

E[Li(σ̄i, σ−i)]− E[Li(σix̃, σ
−i)] = GLi(σix̃, σ̄

i, σ−i)−GLi(σ̄i, σ̄i, σ−i). (A.9)

(A.8) and (A.9) together imply

GLi(σix̃, σ̄
i, σ−i)−GLi(σ̄i, σ̄i, σ−i)−GLi(σix̃, σix̃, σ−i) +GLi(σ̄i, σix̃, σ

−i) = 0 (A.10)

⇔ 1

2

∑
u∈U i

∑
ũ∈U i

P i(u|(σ̄i, σ−i)) · P i(ũ|(σ̄i, σ−i)) · |u− ũ|

−
∑
u∈Ui

∑
ũ∈U i

P i(u|(σ̄i, σ−i)) · P i(ũ|(σix̃, σ−i)) · |u− ũ|

+
1

2

∑
u∈U i

∑
ũ∈U i

P i(u|(σix̃, σ−i)) · P i(ũ|(σix̃, σ−i)) · |u− ũ| = 0.

By Lemma 3.1, this holds if and only if Li(σ̄i, σ−i) and Li(σix̃, σ
−i) are identical. Let w.l.o.g.

the strategy being played with positive probability under σ̄i and with zero probability under σix̃
be sim. From Li(σ̄i, σ−i) and Li(σix̃, σ

−i) being identical it follows that

m∑
j=1

σ̄i(sij)L
i(sij, σ

−i) =
m−1∑
j=1

σix̃(s
i
j)L

i(sij, σ
−i)

⇔Li(sim, σ−i) =
m−1∑
j=1

σix̃(s
i
j)− σ̄i(sij)
σ̄i(sim)

Li(sij, σ
−i).

The lottery that is induced by the pure strategy being played with zero probability under σix̃ and

with positive probability under σ̄i is a linear combination of the lotteries that are induced by

the other pure strategies being played with positive probability with γ(sij) =
σi
x̃(sij)−σ̄i(sij)

σ̄i(sim)
for

j = 1, . . . ,m− 1 and γ(sij) = 0 for j = m. Hence, pure strategy sim is redundant.
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(ii) By Step 2 of part (i) of this proof, we can conclude that A′(σ̄−i) has full rank. The

function z(σ̂i, σ−i), defined by

z(σ̂i, σ−i) =


a11(σ−i) . . . a1m(σ−i)

...
...

am1(σ−i) . . . amm(σ−i)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=A′(σ−i)


σ̂i(si1)

...

σ̂i(sim)

−


ū
...

ū

 , (A.11)

is a C1 function and its Jacobian with respect to the first m components of σ̂i is invertible in

an environment of its zero σ̄i. As a consequence of the implicit function theorem there exists

a C1 function g : Σ−i → Rm such that z(g(σ−i), σ−i) = 0 in an environment of σ̄i. Consider

any σ−iε such that ||σ−iε − σ−i|| ≤ ε for some small ε > 0. By hypothesis, MU i
1(σ̄i, σ−i) =

. . . = MU i
m(σ̄i, σ−i) > maxk>mMU i

k(σ̄
i, σ−i), σ̄i(sik) > 0 for k ≤ m, and σ̄i(sik) = 0 for

k > m. Then the components of g(σ−iε ), which we denote by (σ̂iε(s
i
1), . . . , σ̂iε(s

i
m)), are also

strictly positive. Hence, for the mixed strategy σiε = (σiε(s
i
1), . . . , σiε(s

i
M i)) with

σiε(s
i
k) =


σ̂i
ε(sik)∑m

j=1 σ̂
i
ε(sij)

if k ≤ m

0 if k > m
, (A.12)

A(σ−iε )σiε yields a vector of marginal utilities with MU i
1(σiε, σ

−i
ε ) = . . . = MU i

m(σiε, σ
−i
ε ) =

ū∑m
j=1 σ̂

i
ε(sij)

> maxk>mMU i
k(σ

i
ε, σ
−i
ε ). Thus, σiε ∈ R(σ−iε ) with |Γ(σiε)| = m.

Proof of Proposition 3.2. Suppose σ̄i ∈ Σi is a mixed CPE with σ̄i(sik) > 0 for k = 1, . . . ,m

(where m ≥ 2) and σ̄i(sik) = 0 for k > m. (Assuming that player i mixes over the first m pure
strategies is without loss of generality, because we can always relabel strategies.) Furthermore,
for 1 ≤ m′,m′′ ≤ m and m′ 6= m′′, let the two strategies σm′ and σm′′ be defined by

σm′(s
i
m′) = σ̄i(sim′) + σ̄i(sim′′), σm′(s

i
m′′) = 0, σm′(s

i
k) = σ̄i(sik) for k 6= m′,m′′ (A.13)

and

σm′′(s
i
m′) = 0, σm′′(s

i
m′′) = σ̄i(sim′) + σ̄i(sim′′), σm′′(s

i
k) = σ̄i(sik) for k 6= m′,m′′, (A.14)

respectively. Thus, σ̄i can be expressed as a convex combination of strategies σm′ and σm′′ ,

σ̄i = βσm′ + (1− β)σm′′ ,

where β = σ̄i(sim′)/[σ̄
i(sim′) + σ̄i(sim′′)]. Since

U i(σ̄i, σ̄i, σ−i) = U i(βσm′ + (1− β)σm′′ , βσm′ + (1− β)σm′′ , σ
−i),
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player i strictly prefers playing either strategy σm′ or σm′′ instead of playing σ̄i if

βU i(σm′ , σm′ , σ
−i) + (1− β)U i(σm′′ , σm′′ , σ

−i)

> U i(βσm′ + (1− β)σm′′ , βσm′ + (1− β)σm′′ , σ
−i)

⇔βGLi(σm′ , σm′ , σ−i) + (1− β)GLi(σm′′ , σm′′ , σ
−i)

> GLi(βσm′ + (1− β)σm′′ , βσm′ + (1− β)σm′′ , σ
−i)

= β2GLi(σm′ , σm′ , σ
−i) + (1− β)2GLi(σm′′ , σm′′ , σ

−i)

+ β(1− β)[GLi(σm′ , σm′′ , σ
−i) +GLi(σm′′ , σm′ , σ

−i)]

⇔−GLi(σm′ , σm′ , σ−i) +GLi(σm′′ , σm′ , σ
−i)

+GLi(σm′ , σm′′ , σ
−i)−GLi(σm′′ , σm′′ , σ−i) < 0 (A.15)

⇔1

2

∑
u∈U i

∑
ũ∈U i

P i(u|(σim′ , σ−i)) · P i(ũ|(σim′ , σ−i)) · |u− ũ|

−
∑
u∈Ui

∑
ũ∈Ui

P i(u|(σ̄im′ , σ−i)) · P i(ũ|(σim′′ , σ−i)) · |u− ũ|

+
1

2

∑
u∈U i

∑
ũ∈U i

P i(u|(σim′′ , σ−i)) · P i(ũ|(σim′′ , σ−i)) · |u− ũ| < 0.

By Lemma 3.1, this last inequality holds if and only if P i(u|σm′ , σ−i) 6= P i(u|σm′′ , σ−i) for

some u ∈ U i. With

P i(u|σm′ , σ−i) =
M i∑
k=1

σm′(s
i
k)P

i(u|sik, σ−i)

and

P i(u|σm′′ , σ−i) =
M i∑
k=1

σm′′(s
i
k)P

i(u|sik, σ−i),

by (A.13) and (A.14) we have

P i(u|σm′ , σ−i) 6= P i(u|σm′′ , σ−i)

⇔ σm′(s
i
m′)P

i(u|sim′ , σ−i) 6= σm′′(s
i
m′′)P

i(u|sim′′ , σ−i)

⇔ P i(u|sim′ , σ−i) 6= P i(u|sim′′ , σ−i).

Hence, for σ̄i to be a CPE it must hold that P i(u|sim′ , σ−i) = P i(u|sim′′ , σ−i) for any outcome

u ∈ U i. Overall player i is only willing to mix between two actions if they induce the same

lotteries over outcomes.

Proof of Proposition 3.3. (i) ⇔ (ii): Suppose the pure strategy profile (si, s−i) constitutes a

Nash equilibrium (NE). Player i’s expected utility from playing and expecting to play some
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pure strategy sik equals her material utility outcome under strategy profile (sik, s
−i) and state of

the world θ̃, i.e., U i(sik, s
i
k, s
−i) = ui((sik, s

−i), θ̃). By the definition of NE, ui((si, s−i), θ̃) ≥
ui((sik, s

−i), θ̃) for all k = 1, . . . ,M i, such that U i(si, si, s−i) ≥ U i(sik, s
i
k, s
−i) for all k =

1, . . . ,M i. Together with Proposition 3.2, i.e., the reluctance to play mixed strategies, this

implies that the strategy played by player i in a given pure strategy NE also is a CPE for player

i given the strategies of her opponents. Hence, any pure strategy NE is a CPNE by Definition

3.2.

Conversely, suppose the pure strategy profile (si, s−i) constitutes a CPNE. By Definition 3.2,

then U i(si, si, s−i) ≥ U i(sik, s
i
k, s
−i) for all k = 1, . . . ,M i, which implies that ui((si, s−i), θ̃) ≥

ui((sik, s
−i), θ̃) for all k = 1, . . . ,M i. Thus, the strategy played (and expected to be played)

by player i in a pure strategy CPNE is a Nash best response given her opponents’ strategies.

Hence, any pure strategy CPNE is a NE.

(i) ⇔ (iii): Suppose the pure strategy profile (si, s−i) constitutes a NE. Given player i ex-

pects to play pure strategy si, deviating to any other pure strategy sik 6= si cannot be profitable

for a loss-averse player. The reason is that she would incur not only (weakly) lower mate-

rial utility—ui((si, s−i), θ̃) ≥ ui((sik, s
−i), θ̃) for all k = 1, ...,M i by definition of NE—but

also (weakly) lower psychological utility—she expected to obtain the maximum material util-

ity ui((si, s−i), θ̃) with certainty. By the same reasoning, deviating to a mixed strategy which

involves some pure strategies that yield (weakly) lower material utility also is not profitable,

because also psychological utility would be lower as any comparison with the deterministic

reference point results in a (weak) loss. Thus, U i(si, si, s−i) ≥ U i(σi, si, s−i) for all σi ∈ Σi,

i.e., a strategy played by player i in a given pure strategy NE also is a PE for player i given the

strategies of her opponents. Hence, any pure strategy NE is a PNE by Definition 3.1.

Conversely, suppose the pure strategy profile (si, s−i) constitutes a PNE. Furthermore, in

contradiction, suppose that (si, s−i) does not constitute a NE. Then for some player, say player i,

there must be some pure strategy sik that yields strictly higher material utility than pure strategy

si given s−i, i.e., ui(sik, s
−i, θ̃) > ui(si, s−i, θ̃). A deviation to pure strategy sik, however,

represents a strictly profitable deviation for a loss-averse player i because it induces strictly

higher material utility and also a strictly positive deterministic gain. This, however, contradicts

the assumption that strategy profile (si, s−i) constitutes a PNE. Hence, any pure strategy PNE

is a NE.

Proof of Proposition 3.4. We prove both parts of the proposition in turn:
(i) We are going to show that U i(si, si, s−i) ≥ U i(σi, si, s−i) for all σi ∈ Σi. To this end,
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note that

U i(si, si, s−i)− U i(σi, si, s−i) =
∑

s̃i∈Γ(σi)

σi(s̃i)
{∑
θ∈Θ

Q(θ)
[
ui((si, s−i), θ)− ui((s̃i, s−i), θ)

]
+
∑
θ∈Θ

Q(θ)
∑
θ̃∈Θ

Q(θ̃)
[
µ
(
ui((si, s−i), θ)− ui((si, s−i), θ̃)

)
− µ

(
ui((s̃i, s−i), θ)− ui((si, s−i), θ̃)

)]}
.

(A.16)

With ui((si, s−i), θ) ≥ ui((s̃i, s−i), θ) for all s̃i ∈ S i, s−i ∈ S−i, and θ ∈ Θ, it follows that

U i(si, si, s−i)− U i(σi, si, s−i) ≥ 0 for all σi ∈ Σi by µ(·) being strictly increasing.

For the reverse direction, it suffices to show that U(si, σi, σ−i) > U(σi, σi, σ−i) for all σi ∈
Σi \ {si}. Irrespective of nature’s draw and opponents’ play the deviation to the (materially)

weakly dominant strategy yields a weakly higher material utility. Hence, all losses are reduced

or turned into gains and all gains are improved. Moreover, given any σ−i there is a strict

improvement in at least one gain or loss in material utility for at least one draw of nature. The

(materially) weakly dominant strategy is, thus, strictly preferred in terms of expected material

and psychological utility.

(ii) Denote by L1(s1
1, σ

2) and L1(s1
2, σ

2) the payoff lotteries for player 1 that are induced if

he plays s1
1 and s1

2, respectively. Since σ1(s1
2) = 1− σ1(s1

1), the utility of player one of playing

σ1 when expecting to play σ̂1 is given by:

U1(σ1, σ̂1, σ2)

= σ1(s1
1)E[L1(s1

1, σ
2)] + (1− σ1(s1

1))E[L1(s1
2, σ

2)] +GL1(σ1, σ̂1, σ2)

= σ1(s1
1)E[L1(s1

1, σ
2)] + (1− σ1(s1

1))E[L1(s1
2, σ

2)]

+ σ1(s1
1)σ̂1(s1

1)GL1(s1
1, s

1
1, σ

2) + (1− σ1(s1
1))σ̂1(s1

1)GL1(s1
2, s

1
1, σ

2)

+ σ1(s1
1)(1− σ̂1(s1

1))GL1(s1
1, s

1
2, σ

2) + (1− σ1(s1
1))(1− σ̂1(s1

1))GL1(s1
2, s

1
2, σ

2)

Taking the derivative with respect to σ(s1
1) yields:

∂U(σ1, σ̂1, σ2)

∂σ1(s1
1)

= E[L1(s1
1, σ

2)]− E[L1(s1
2, σ

2)] + σ̂1(s1
1)GL1(s1

1, s
1
1, σ

2)− σ̂1(s1
1)GL1(s1

2, s
1
1, σ

2)

+ (1− σ̂1(s1
1))GL1(s1

1, s
1
2, σ

2)− (1− σ̂1(s1
1))GL1(s1

2, s
1
2, σ

2)

= E[L1(s1
1, σ

2)]− E[L1(s1
2, σ

2)] +GL1(s1
1, s

1
2, σ

2)−GL1(s1
2, s

1
2, σ

2) (A.17)

+ σ̂1(s1
1)[GL1(s1

1, s
1
1, σ

2)−GL1(s1
2, s

1
1, σ

2)−GL1(s1
1, s

1
2, σ

2) +GL(s1
2, s

1
2, σ

2)]

Suppose that s1
1 and s1

2 are not redundant for all σ2 ∈ Σ2. By Lemma 3.1 the coefficient of σ̂1(s1
1)

is then strictly positive. Whenever ∂U(σ1, σ̂1, σ2)/∂σ1(s1
1) = 0 for some σ̂1(s1

1) ∈ [0, 1], player

1 is indifferent between all her mixed strategies given she expects to play σ̂1(s1
1). Hence, it is a

PE for her to play σ1(s1
1) = σ̂1(s1

1). To characterize the complete set of PEs for player 1, define
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the function

h(σ2(s2
1)) =

E[L1(s1
2, σ

2)]− E[L1(s1
1, σ

2)]−GL1(s1
1, s

1
2, σ

2) +GL1(s1
2, s

1
2, σ

2)

GL1(s1
1, s

1
1, σ

2)−GL1(s1
2, s

1
1, σ

2)−GL1(s1
1, s

1
2, σ

2) +GL1(s1
2, s

1
2, σ

2)

such that ∂U(σ1, σ̂1, σ2)/∂σ1(s1
1) R 0 if and only if σ̂1(s1

1) R h(σ2(s2
1)). Hence, if h(σ2(s2

1)) ∈
(0, 1), then σ1(s1

1) = h(σ2(s2
1)) is a PE. In this case, also σ1(s1

1) = 0 and σ1(s1
1) = 1 are both

PEs because ∂U(σ1, σ̂1, σ2)/∂σ1(s1
1) > 0 for σ̂1(s1

1) = 1 and ∂U(σ1, σ̂1, σ2)/∂σ1(s1
1) < 0 for

σ̂1(s1
1) = 0. If h(σ2(s2

1)) > 1, then ∂U(σ1, σ̂1, σ2)/∂σ1(s1
1) < 0 for σ̂1(s1

1) ∈ [0, 1]. Hence, the

only PE is σ1(s1
1) = 0. Similarly, if h(σ2(s2

1)) < 0, ∂U(σ1, σ̂1, σ2)/∂σ1(s1
1) > 0 for σ̂1(s1

1) ∈
[0, 1]. Hence, the only PE is σ1(s1

1) = 1. Finally, by the same token, if h(σ2(s2
1)) ∈ {0, 1}, then

σ1(s1
1) = 0 and σ1(s1

1) = 1 are both PEs. The correspondence describing all PEs for player 1 is

thus given by:

R1(σ2(s2
1)) =


0 if h(σ2(s2

1)) > 1

{0, h(σ2(s2
1)), 1} if h(σ2(s2

1)) ∈ [0, 1]

1 if h(σ2(s2
1)) < 0

Define R = {(σ2(s2
1), R1(σ2(s2

1)))|σ2(s2
1) ∈ [0, 1]}. In the next step, we prove that there exists

a subset L ⊆ R such that L is connected and includes the points (0, R1(0)) and (1, R1(1)). We

distinguish three cases. (Case 1 is illustrated in Figure A.1.)

Case 1: Suppose h(0) ≥ 1. Hence, 0 ∈ R1(0). If h(σ2(s2
1)) ≥ 0 for all σ2(s2

1) ∈
[0, 1], then L = {(x, 0)|x ∈ [0, 1]} ⊆ R is connected and we are done. Otherwise, if

h(σ2(s2
1)) < 0 for some value σ2(s2

1) ∈ (0, 1), then there exists σ2
II ∈ (0, 1) and σ2

I ∈
[0, σ2

II) such that σ2
II = minσ2(s21)∈(0,1){σ2(s2

1) |h(σ2(s2
1)) = 0} and σ2

I = maxσ2(s21)∈[0,σ2
II)

{σ2(s2
1) |h(σ2(s2

1)) = 1}. Since h(σ2(s2
1)) is a C1 function, the set {(x, 0)|x ∈ [0, σ2

II]} ∪
{(x, h(x))|x ∈ [σ2

I , σ
2
II]} ∪ {(x, 1)|x ∈ [σ2

I , σ
2
II]} ⊆ R is connected. If h(σ2(s2

1)) ≤ 1

for all σ2(s2
1) ≥ σ2

II, then the set L = {(x, 0)|x ∈ [0, σ2
II]} ∪ {(x, h(x))|x ∈ [σ2

I , σ
2
II]} ∪

{(x, 1)|x ∈ [σ2
I , 1]} is connected and includes the point (0, R1(0)) as well as (1, R1(1))—so

we are done. Otherwise, if h(σ2(s2
1)) > 1 for some value σ2(s2

1) ∈ (σ2
II, 1], then there exists

σ2
IV ∈ (σ2

II, 1] and σ2
III ∈ (σ2

II, σ
2
IV) such that σ2

IV = minσ2(s21)∈(σ2
II,1]{σ2(s2

1) |h(σ2(s2
1)) = 1} and

σ2
III = maxσ2(s21)∈[σ2

II,σ
2
IV){σ2(s2

1) |h(σ2(s2
1)) = 0}. The set {(x, 0)|x ∈ [0, σ2

II]}∪{(x, h(x))|x ∈
[σ2

I , σ
2
II]} ∪ {(x, 1)|x ∈ [σ2

I , σ
2
IV]} ∪ {(x, h(x))|x ∈ [σ2

III, σ
2
IV]} ∪ {(x, 0)|x ∈ [σ2

III, σ
2
IV]} ⊆ R

is a connected set. If h(σ2(s2
1)) ≥ 0 for all σ2(s2

1) ≥ σ2
IV, the set L = {(x, 0)|x ∈ [0, σ2

II]} ∪
{(x, h(x))|x ∈ [σ2

I , σ
2
II]} ∪ {(x, 1)|x ∈ [σ2

I , σ
2
IV]} ∪ {(x, h(x))|x ∈ [σ2

III, σ
2
IV]} ∪ {(x, 0)|x ∈

[σ2
III, 1]} ⊆ R is connected and includes the point (0, R1(0)) as well as (1, R1(1))—so we are

done. Otherwise, if h(σ2(s2
1)) < 0 for some value σ2(s2

1) ∈ (σ2
IV, 1), we can proceed in the

same way as we did from σ2
II onward and merge sets in the same manner as before to construct

a set L that is a connected subset ofR including the point (0, R1(0)) as well as (1, R1(1)).
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1

1σ2
I σ2

II σ2
III σ2

IV

σ2(s2
1)

σ1(s1
1) h(σ2(s2

1))

L

Figure A.1.: Illustration of the construction of the set L

Case 2: Suppose h(0) ≤ 0. The derivation of the set L goes along the same lines as in Case

1, starting right after σ2
II.

Case 3: Suppose h(0) ∈ (0, 1). If h(σ2(s2
1)) ∈ (0, 1) for all σ2(s2

1) ∈ [0, 1], then the set L =

{(x, h(x))|x ∈ [0, 1]} ⊆ R is a connected set—so we are done. Otherwise, if h(σ2(s2
1)) ≥ 1

(≤ 0) for some σ2(s2
1) ∈ (0, 1], then the construction of the set L works in analogy to Case 1

(Case 2).

Thus, given that s1
1 and s1

2 are not redundant, there always exists a connected subset L ⊆ R
including some points (0, R1(0)) and (1, R1(1)).

Suppose now s1
1 and s1

2 are redundant for some strategy σ̃2 of player 2. For this strategy of

player 2 both pure strategies of player 1 induce the same lotteries and she is indifferent between

any mixture over her two pure strategies, i.e., R(σ̃2(s2
1)) = [0, 1]. The construction of the set

L is then analogous to the case of non-redundant strategies. For every strategy of player 2 for

which the pure strategies of player 1 are redundant, however, L = [0, 1].

With analogous reasoning applying for player 2, the graphs (x,R1(x)) and (x,R2(x)) must

have an intersection in R2. This intersection constitutes a PNE.

Proof of Proposition 3.5. Suppose that (si, s−i) is a Nash equilibrium in (materially) weakly

dominant strategies. First, we are going to argue that a loss-averse player i has no strictly

profitable deviation such that (si, s−i) is a CPNE. Thereafter, we are going to show that any
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strategy profile (σi, σ−i) in which some player does not play her (materially) weakly dominant

pure strategy with probability one is not a CPNE.

As a preliminary result, we are going to establish that U i(si, si, σ−i) > U i(s̃i, s̃i, σ−i) for all

s̃i ∈ S i/{si} and σ−i ∈ Σ−i. To this end, we denote by χ((ŝ−i, θ̂)|σ−i) := Q(θ̂) (Πj 6=iσ
j(ŝj))

the probability that the particular combination of player i’s opponents’ strategy profile ŝ−i =

(ŝj)j 6=i and the state of the world θ̂ is realized. Furthermore, define X := Σ−i ×Θ. Then

U i(s̃i, s̃i, σ−i) =
∑

(ŝ−i,θ̂)∈X

χ((ŝ−i, θ̂)|σ−i)ui((s̃i, ŝ−i), θ̂)

−η(λ− 1)

2

∑
(ŝ−i,θ̂)∈X

χ((ŝ−i, θ̂)|σ−i)
∑

(s̃−i,θ̃)∈X

χ((s̃−i, θ̃)|σ−i)|ui((s̃i, ŝ−i), θ̂)−ui((s̃i, s̃−i), θ̃)|.

(A.18)

DefiningX+(ŝ−i, θ̂) ≡ {(s̃−i, θ̃) 6= (ŝ−i, θ̂)|ui((si, ŝ−i), θ̂) ≥ ui((si, s̃−i), θ̃)} andX−(ŝ−i, θ̂) ≡
{(s̃−i, θ̃)|ui((si, ŝ−i), θ̂) < ui((si, s̃−i), θ̃)}, differentiation of (A.18) yields

dU i(s̃i, s̃i, σ−i)

dui((s̃i, ŝ−i), θ̂)
=

χ((ŝ−i, θ̂)|σ−i)
{

1−η(λ−1)

[ ∑
(s̃−i,θ̃)∈X+(ŝ−i,θ̂)

χ((s̃−i, θ̃)|σ−i)−
∑

(s̃−i,θ̃)∈X−(ŝ−i,θ̂)

χ((s̃−i, θ̃)|σ−i)
]}

.

(A.19)

Together
∑

(s̃−i,θ̃)∈X+(ŝ−i,θ̂) χ((s̃−i, θ̃)|σ−i)−
∑

(s̃−i,θ̃)∈X−(ŝ−i,θ̂) χ((s̃−i, θ̃)|σ−i) ≤ 1−χ((ŝ−i, θ̂)|σ−i)
and η(λ− 1) ≤ 1 imply that dU i(s̃i,s̃i,σ−i)

dui((s̃i,ŝ−i),θ̂)
> 0. With si being (materially) weakly dominant, we

have ui((si, ŝ−i), θ̂) ≥ ui((s̃i, ŝ−i), θ̂) for all (s̃i, ŝ−i) ∈ S i × S−i and θ̂ ∈ Θ, where for each

(s̃i, ŝ−i) ∈ S i/{si} × S−i the inequality is strict for some θ̂ ∈ Θ. It then follows from (A.19)

that U i(si, si, σ−i) > U i(s̃i, s̃i, σ−i).

Now, consider the Nash equilibrium in (materially) weakly dominant strategies (si, s−i). As

we showed before (by setting σ−i = s−i), there is no profitable pure strategy deviation for player

i. Furthermore, as we established in the proof of Proposition 3.2, player i’s expected utility

from playing some mixed strategy σi is at most as large as her maximum expected utility from

that mixed strategy’s pure strategy components, which themselves do not constitute profitable

deviations. Hence, given her opponents play their (materially) weakly dominant strategies s−i,

si is a best response for player i, such that (si, s−i) is a CPNE.

Finally, suppose there exists some CPNE (σ̃i, σ̃−i) different from (si, s−i). Since (σ̃i, σ̃−i)

differs from (si, s−i), there must exist some player, say player i, who does not play her (ma-

terially) weakly dominant pure strategy si with certainty. If player i plays some pure strategy

s̃i 6= si, then playing si is a strictly profitable deviation (see above). If player i plays a mixed

strategy, then, for this mixture to be a CPE, she has to randomize only over pure strategies
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that induce the same probabilistic consequences—cf. Proposition 3.2. The probabilistic con-

sequences of player i’s (materially) weakly dominant strategy si, however, are unique; i.e.,

Li(si, σ−i) 6= Li(s̃i, σ−i) for all s̃i 6= si. Therefore, if player i plays a mixed strategy in the

CPNE, this mixed strategy must not involve si. But then playing si is a strictly profitable de-

viation for player i, because, as follows from the proof of Proposition 3.2, the expected utility

from playing some mixed strategy is at most as large as the maximum expected utility from that

mixed strategy’s pure strategy components. Thus, overall, (σ̃i, σ̃−i) is not a CPNE.

Proof of Proposition 3.6. We will show that the results from Proposition 3.1, Proposition 3.2,

Proposition 3.4, Corollary 3.1 and Proposition 3.5 remain to hold in turn:

Regarding Proposition 3.1 for multidimensional outcomes:

(i) The coefficients qikm(σ−i) for multidimensional outcomes differ from their counterparts

for one-dimensional outcomes only in the sense that every comparison of of two outcomes is

replaced by a sum of possible gains and losses instead of just one gain or loss. In the same

way, the coefficients bk(σ−i) only differ in the sense that the material utility from an outcome is

replaced by a sum over material utilities in different dimensions. Continuity of the coefficients,

however, is maintained and therefore the matrix A(σ−i) for multidimensional outcomes has

qualitatively identical properties to the one for one-dimensional outcomes.

Step 1 from the proof follows directly. It remains to show that non-redundancy of all pure

strategies contained in Γ(σ̄i) implies full rank of matrix A′(σ−i)—cf. Step 2—which boils

down to showing that one pure strategy contained in Γ(σ̄i) is redundant given that

GL(σix̃, σ̄
i, σ−i)−GL(σ̄i, σ̄i, σ−i)−GL(σix̃, σ

i
x̃, σ

−i) +GL(σ̄i, σix̃, σ
−i) = 0

⇔ 1

2

∑
u∈Ui

∑
ũ∈Ui

P i(u|(σ̄i, σ−i)) · P i(ũ|(σ̄i, σ−i)) ·
R∑
r=1

|ur − ũr|

−
∑
u∈U i

∑
ũ∈U i

P i(u|(σ̄i, σ−i)) · P i(ũ|(σix̃, σ−i)) ·
R∑
r=1

|ur − ũr| (A.20)

+
1

2

∑
u∈Ui

∑
ũ∈Ui

P i(u|(σix̃, σ−i)) · P i(ũ|(σix̃, σ−i)) ·
R∑
r=1

|ur − ũr| = 0

holds, which is the analogue to (A.10) for multidimensional outcomes. Let Λi
r(u) = {(s, θ) ∈

S × Θ |uir(s, θ) = u} denote the set of (s, θ) combinations that result in some specific payoff

ur ∈ U ir for player i ∈ I in dimension r. The probability of ur being realized for player i given

the strategies σi and σ−i then is P i(ur|σ) =
∑

(s,θ)∈Λi
r(u) Q(θ)ΠI

j=1σ
j(sj) and (A.20) can be
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rewritten equivalently as
R∑
r=1

[
1

2

∑
ur∈Ui

r

∑
ũr∈U i

r

P i(ur|(σ̄i, σ−i)) · P i(ũr|(σ̄i, σ−i)) · |ur − ũr|

−
∑
ur∈Ui

r

∑
ũr∈U i

r

P i(ur|(σ̄i, σ−i)) · P i(ũr|(σix̃, σ−i)) · |ur − ũr|

+
1

2

∑
ur∈U i

r

∑
ũr∈U i

r

P i(ur|(σix̃, σ−i)) · P i(ũr|(σix̃, σ−i)) · |ur − ũr|
]

= 0

By Lemma 3.1, this holds true if and only if the lotteries over material utility outcomes induced

by σ̄i and σix̃ are identical for every dimension r = 1, . . . , R. Then the lottery that is induced

by the pure strategy being played with zero probability under σix̃ and with positive probability

under σ̄i is a linear combination of the lotteries that are induced by the other pure strategies

being played with positive probability for every dimension. Note that the weights of the linear

combination have to be identical for every dimension since they are determined solely by σ̄i

and σix̃. Thus, the lottery over multidimensional outcomes induced by the pure strategy being

played with probability zero under σix̃ is a linear combination of the lotteries that are induced

by the other pure strategies being played with positive probability, implying redundancy of σix̃.

(ii) The matrix A′(σ−i) for the case of multidimensional outcomes does not qualitatively

differ from the matrix for the case of one-dimensional outcomes and hence, the proof is identical

to the proof of Proposition 3.1(ii).

Regarding Proposition 3.2 for multidimensional outcomes:

The proof for multidimensional outcomes equals the proof of Proposition 3.2 up to (A.15),

where multidimensionality has to be considered. Denoting the probability of ur being real-

ized for player i given the strategies σi and σ−i by P i(ur|σi, σ−i), the analogue to (A.15) for

multidimensional outcomes is

βU i(σm′ , σm′ , σ
−i) + (1− β)U i(σm′′ , σm′′ , σ

−i) >

U i(βσm′ + (1− β)σm′′ , βσm′ + (1− β)σm′′ , σ
−i)

⇔
R∑
r=1

[
1

2

∑
ur∈U i

r

∑
ũr∈U i

r

P i(ur|(σim′′ , σ−i)) · P i(ũr|(σim′′ , σ−i)) · |ur − ũr|

−
∑
ur∈U i

r

∑
ũr∈Ui

r

P i(ur|(σim′ , σ−i)) · P i(ũr|(σim′′ , σ−i)) · |ur − ũr|

+
1

2

∑
ur∈Ui

r

∑
ũr∈U i

r

P i(ur|(σim′ , σ−i)) · P i(ũr|(σim′ , σ−i)) · |ur − ũr|
]
< 0.

By Lemma 3.1, this last inequality holds if and only if

P i(ur|σm′ , σ−i) 6= P i(ur|σm′′ , σ−i)

⇔ P i(ur|sm′ , σ−i) 6= P i(ur|sm′′ , σ−i)
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for some ur ∈ U ir. Hence, for σ̄i to be a CPE P i(ur|sm′ , σ−i) = P i(ur|sm′′ , σ−i) must hold true

in every dimension r = 1, . . . , R for each outcome ur ∈ U ir. Overall player i is only willing to

mix between two actions if they induce the same lotteries over utility vectors.

Regarding Proposition 3.4 for multidimensional outcomes:

(i) Define U i
r(σ

i, σ̂i, σ−i) as the expected utility derived in dimension r from playing σi and

having expected to play σ̂i given σ−i. U i(σi, σ̂i, σ−i) is additively separable across dimensions,

i.e., U i(σi, σ̂i, σ−i) =
∑R

r=1 U
i
r(σ

i, σ̂i, σ−i). Hence, according to the proof of Proposition 3.4(i),

U i
r(s

i, si, s−i) ≥ U i
r(σ

i, si, s−i) for all σi ∈ Σi and any r = 1, . . . , R. It follows directly that

U i(si, si, s−i) ≥ U i(σi, si, s−i) for all σi ∈ Σi. For the reverse direction, according to the proof

of Proposition 3.4(i), we have U i
r(s

i, σi, σ−i) > U i
r(σ

i, σi, σ−i) for all σi ∈ Σi \ {si} and any

r = 1, . . . , R, which implies U i(si, σi, σ−i) > U i(σi, σi, σ−i) for all σi ∈ Σi \ {si}.
(ii) The proof is identical to the proof of Proposition 3.4(ii).

Regarding Corollary 3.1 for multidimensional outcomes:

(i) The result follows directly from the fact that Proposition 3.2 continues to hold for multi-

dimensional payoffs.

(ii) The result follows from Corollary 3.1(i) together with Proposition 3.7(i).

Regarding Proposition 3.5 for multidimensional outcomes:

According to the proof of Proposition 3.5, U i
r(s

i, si, s−i) ≥ U i
r(σ

i, σi, s−i) for all σi ∈ Σi

and any r = 1, . . . , R. It follows directly that U i(si, si, s−i) ≥ U i(σi, σi, s−i) for all σi ∈ Σi.

For the reverse direction, according to the proof of Proposition 3.5 we have U i
r(s

i, si, σ−i) >

U i
r(σ

i, σi, σ−i) for all σi ∈ Σi \ {si} and any r = 1, . . . , R, which implies U i(si, si, σ−i) >

U i(σi, σi, σ−i) for all σi ∈ Σi \ {si}.

Proof of Proposition 3.7. (i) The proof is identical to the corresponding proof of Proposition

3.3.

(ii) Suppose pure strategy sik is a Nash best response to s−i. A deviation to any strategy

profile σi ∈ Σi yields a weakly lower expected material utility. In addition, it creates possible

gains and losses, where the overall size of losses dominates the overall size of gains. With

losses looming larger than gains, no deviation from a Nash best response can be profitable for a

loss-averse player.

(iii) Suppose that for each s̃i ∈ S i \ {si}, where i ∈ I, there exists ri(s̃i) such that

uiri(s̃i)((s̃
i, s−i), θ̃) < uiri(s̃i)((s

i, s−i), θ̃). For λ sufficiently large, the impact of the loss in di-

mension ri(s̃i) caused by the unilateral deviation from si to s̃i dominates possible gains in other
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dimensions and a potentially higher material utility, such that U i(si, si, s−i) ≥ U i(s̃i, si, s−i)

for all s̃i ∈ S i holds for all players i ∈ I. Therefore s can be implemented in a PNE for λ

sufficiently large.
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A.4. Appendix to Chapter IV

Proof of Lemma 1. First, we establish the comparative static results listed in the lemma. Given

that e∗i (ej) is a local maximizer of U i(ei, ei, ej), we have ∂2U i(e∗i (ej), e
∗
i (ej), ej)/∂e

2
i < 0.

Implicit differentiation of the condition ∂U i(e∗i (ej), e
∗
i (ej), ej)/∂ei = 0 then yields

de∗i (ej)

dej
= −∂

2U i(e∗i (ej), e
∗
i (ej), ej)/∂ei∂ej

∂2U i(e∗i (ej), e
∗
i (ej), ej)/∂e

2
i

=
∆
2
η(λ− 1)

∂2U i(e∗i (ej), e
∗
i (ej), ej)/∂e

2
i

< 0 (A.21)

and

d2e∗i (ej)

de2
j

=

∆
2
η(λ− 1)c′′′(e∗i (ej))

de∗i (ej)

dej

[∂2U i(e∗i (ej), e
∗
i (ej), ej)/∂e

2
i ]

2
< 0. (A.22)

Next, we derive player i’s best response function BRi(ej) for each of the following cases: (i)

η(λ − 1) < 1; (ii) 1 ≤ η(λ − 1) ≤ 2
∆
c′′(0); (iii) 1 ≤ 2

∆
c′′(0) < η(λ − 1); (iv) 2

∆
c′′(0) < 1 ≤

η(λ− 1)

Case (i): η(λ− 1) < 1

Recall that the derivatives of the expected utility function are given by

∂U i(ei, ei, ej)

∂ei
=

∆

2
[1 + η(λ− 1)(ei − ej)]− c′(ei) (A.23)

and
∂2U i(ei, ei, ej)

∂e2
i

=
∆

2
η(λ− 1)− c′′(ei). (A.24)

As η(λ− 1) < 1, we have that ∂U i(0, 0, ej)/∂ei > 0, i.e., U i(ei, ei, ej) is strictly increasing for

small values of ei irrespective of ej . As explained in the text, this implies that U i(ei, ei, ej) has

an interior local maximum that is also its global maximizer. Hence, BRi(ej) = e∗i (ej) for all

ej ∈ [0, 1]. ||

Case (ii): 1 ≤ η(λ− 1) ≤ 2
∆
c′′(0)

By c′′′ > 0 and ∂2U i(0, 0, ej)/∂e
2
i ≤ 0, we have ∂2U i(ei, ei, ej)/∂e

2
i < 0 for all ei ∈ (0, 1]; i.e.,

expected utility is strictly concave. First, consider ej < 1
η(λ−1)

such that ∂U i(0, 0, ej)/∂ei > 0.

In this case, there exists a unique value e∗i (ej) ∈ (0, 1) such that ∂U i(e∗i (ej), e
∗
i (ej), ej) = 0.

By strict concavity of U i(ei, ei, ej), e∗i (ej) is the global maximizer of U i(ei, ei, ej). For all

ej ≥ 1
η(λ−1)

, we have ∂U i(0, 0, ej)/∂ei ≤ 0. By strict concavity of U i(ei, ei, ej), we then have

∂U i(ei, ei, ej)/∂ei < 0 for all ei ∈ (0, 1] and the global maximizer of U i(ei, ei, ej) is given by

ei = 0. Thus, ē = 1
η(λ−1)

. ||

For cases (iii) and (iv), define the following functions to make the proof more tractable,

θ(ei) = c′(ei)−
∆

2
η(λ− 1)ei and ψ(ej) =

∆

2
[1− η(λ− 1)ej], (A.25)
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such that

∂U i(ei, ei, ej)

∂ei
= ψ(ej)− θ(ei) and

∂2U i(ei, ei, ej)

∂e2
i

= −θ′(ei). (A.26)

Regarding the function ψ(ej), note that ψ(0) > 0, ψ′(ej) < 0, and dψ(1)
dη(λ−1)

= −∆
2
< 0.

Furthermore, ψ(1) Q 0 if and only if η(λ− 1) R 1.

Concerning the function θ(ei), first note that θ(0) = 0. Furthermore, θ′′(ei) > 0, i.e., θ(ei) is

strictly convex, and θ′(0) Q 0 if and only if η(λ− 1) R 2
∆
c′′(0). Finally, with limei→1 c

′(ei) =

∞ and limei→1 c
′′(ei) = ∞, we have limei→1 θ(ei) = ∞ and limei→1 θ

′(ei) = ∞. Hence,

if η(λ − 1) > 2
∆
c′′(0), the global minimizer emin ∈ (0, 1) of θ(ei) is implicitly defined by

θ′(emin) = c′′(emin)− ∆
2
η(λ− 1) = 0, in which case θ′(ei) ≶ 0 if and only if ei ≶ emin. Also,

demin

dη(λ−1)
= ∆

2c′′′(emin)
> 0, limη(λ−1)→∞ emin = 1, and dθ(emin)

dη(λ−1)
= −∆

2
emin < 0. Note that emin

is an inflection point such that U i(ei, ei, ej) is strictly convex for ei < emin and strictly concave

for ei > emin. See Figure A.2 for a graphical representation of θ(ei) and ψ(ej).

Case (iii): 1 ≤ 2
∆
c′′(0) < η(λ− 1)

In this case, ψ(1) < 0. With limη(λ−1)→ 2
∆
c′′(0) θ(emin) = θ(0) = 0 and dψ(1)

dη(λ−1)
≤ dθ(emin)

dη(λ−1)
< 0,

we have ψ(1) < θ(emin) < 0 < ψ(0). Hence, there exist
¯
ej and ēj , where [

¯
ej, ēj] ⊂ (0, 1),

implicitly defined by ψ(
¯
ej) = 0 and ψ(ēj) = θ(emin). For each ej ∈ [

¯
ej, ēj) there exist two

values of ei, one strictly smaller and the other strictly larger than emin, such that ψ(ej) = θ(ei)

or, equivalently, ∂U i(ei, ei, ej)/∂ei = 0. The smaller of these ei values is a local minimizer and

the larger one, denoted by e∗i (ej), is a local maximizer of U i(ei, ei, ej). Expected utility from

exerting effort e∗i (ej) amounts to

U i(e∗i (ej), e
∗
i (ej), ej) = U i(0, 0, ej) +

∫ e∗i (ej)

0

[ψ(ej)− θ(ei)]dei. (A.27)

With U i(e∗i (¯
ej), e

∗
i (¯
ej),

¯
ej) > U i(0, 0,

¯
ej), U i(e∗i (ēj), e

∗
i (ēj), ēj) < U i(0, 0, ēj), and

d[U i(0, 0, ej)− U i(e∗i (ej), e
∗
i (ej), ej)]

dej
= −

∫ e∗i (ej)

0

ψ′(ej)dei =
∆

2
η(λ− 1) > 0, (A.28)

there exists ē ∈ (
¯
ej, ēj) such that the global maximizer of U i(ei, ei, ej) is e∗i (ej) > 0 for ej ≤ ē

and ei = 0 for ej ≥ ē. ||

Case (iv): 2
∆
c′′(0) < 1 ≤ η(λ− 1)

Again, U i(ei, ei, ej) is convex for ei < emin and concave for ei > emin. First, consider

ej ∈ [0, 1
η(λ−1)

). In this case, with ψ(ej) > 0, U i(ei, ei, ej) is strictly increasing for small

values of ei; i.e., ∂U i(0, 0, ej)/∂ei > 0. There exists a unique value of ei, denoted by e∗i (ej)

and strictly smaller than 1, such that ψ(ej) = θ(e∗i (ej)). With ψ(ej) ≷ θ(ei)—or, equiva-

lently, ∂U i(ei, ei, ej)/∂ei ≷ 0—if and only if ei ≶ e∗i (ej), e∗i (ej) is the global maximizer of

U i(ei, ei, ej).
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ei

θ(ei)

ψ(0)

ψ(1)

ψ(
¯
ej)

ψ(ē)
ψ(ēj)

emin 1

Figure A.2.: Graphical representation of the derivation of ē

Next, consider ej ∈ [ 1
η(λ−1)

, 1]. Note that for ej > 1
η(λ−1)

, U i(ei, ei, ej) is strictly decreasing

for small values of ei—i.e., ∂U i(0, 0, ej)/∂ei < 0. For η(λ − 1) = 1, ψ(1) = 0 such that

ψ(1)−θ(emin) > 0. For η(λ−1)→∞, emin → 1 such that limη(λ−1)→∞ ψ(1)−θ(emin) = −∞.

From

d[ψ(1)− θ(emin)]

dη(λ− 1)
= −∆

2
(1− emin) < 0 (A.29)

then follows the existence of a threshold χ′ > 1, such that ψ(1) Q θ(emin) if and only if

η(λ− 1) R χ′. For η(λ− 1) < χ′, there are two values of ei, one strictly smaller and the other

strictly larger than emin, such that ψ(1) = θ(ei). The larger of these ei values, which we denote

by e∗i (1), is strictly smaller than 1 and a local maximizer of U i(ei, ei, 1). With

U i(e∗i (1), e∗i (1), 1) = U i(0, 0, 1) +

∫ e∗i (1)

0

[ψ(1)− θ(ei)]dei, (A.30)

and U i(0, 0, 1) = u(L), we obtain

dU i(0, 0, 1)− U i(e∗i (1), e∗i (1), 1)

dη(λ− 1)
=

∆

2

∫ e∗i (1)

0

(1− ei)dei > 0, (A.31)

where we made use of ψ(1)− θ(e∗i (1)) = 0. Furthermore, for η(λ− 1) = 1 we have ψ(1) = 0

such that U i(0, 0, 1)−U i(e∗i (1), e∗i (1), 1) = −
∫ e∗i (1)

0
[−θ(ei)]dei < 0. For η(λ−1) = χ′, on the

other hand, we have U i(0, 0, 1)−U i(e∗i (1), e∗i (1), 1) = −
∫ e∗i (1)

0
[θ(emin)−θ(ei)]dei > 0. Hence,

by the intermediate value theorem, there exists χ′′ ∈ (1, χ′) such that U i(e∗i (1), e∗i (1), 1) Q

U i(0, 0, 1) if and only if η(λ− 1) R χ′′.
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By (A.28), we have d[U i(0,0,ej)−U i(e∗i (ej),e∗i (ej),ej)]

dej
> 0, where e∗i (ej) is defined as before.

Hence, if η(λ−1) < χ′′ and, thus, U i(e∗i (1), e∗i (1), 1) > U i(0, 0, 1), thenU i(e∗i (ej), e
∗
i (ej), ej) >

U i(0, 0, ej) for all ej ∈ [0, 1]. In this case, BRi(ej) = e∗i (ej) for all ej ∈ [0, 1]. If, on the other

hand, η(λ − 1) ≥ χ′′, there exists ē ∈ (0, 1] such that e∗i (ej) is the best response to ej ∈ [0, ē]

and ei = 0 is the best response to ej ∈ [ē, 1]. ||

Proof of Proposition 4.1. A symmetric equilibrium must be interior. First, (eA, eB) = (0, 0)

cannot constitute a CPNE since ∂U i(ei,ei,0)
∂ei

|ei=0 > 0. Analogously (eA, eB) = (1, 1) is not

a CPNE since ∂U i(ei,ei,1)
∂ei

|ei=1 < 0. Hence, a symmetric CPNE must be characterized by a

solution to the first-order condition, which (given ei = ej) boils down to

c′(e∗) =
∆

2
⇔ e∗ = c′−1

(
∆

2

)
= eNE. (A.32)

(i) The symmetric CPNE exists if and only if the best response to ej = eNE is given by

e∗i (ej). Then the best response curves of player i and j in the symmetric equilibrium are both

decreasing with identical slope. The symmetric equilibrium therefore is asymptotically unstable

if and only if

de∗i (ej)

dej

∣∣∣∣∣
ej=eNE

< −1 ⇔ η(λ− 1) >
c′′(eNE)

∆
. (A.33)

(ii) A symmetric equilibrium cannot exist if U i(ei, ei, e
NE) is strictly convex at ei = eNE , i.e.

∂2U i(ei, ei, ej)

∂e2
i

∣∣∣∣∣
ei=eNE

R 0 ⇔ η(λ− 1) R
2c′′(eNE)

∆
. (A.34)

Proof of Proposition 4.2. According to the proof of Proposition 4.1 (ii), a finite value of η(λ−1)

exists for which the symmetric CPNE ceases to exist. For any value of η(λ − 1) above this

threshold, the two asymmetric CPNE (eCPNEA , eCPNEB ) = (e∗(0), 0) and (eCPNEA , eCPNEB ) =

(0, e∗(0)) exist. To see this, note that for a symmetric CPNE not to exist, each agent’s best

response function must display a downward discontinuity ē ∈ (0, 1) with e∗i (ē) = e∗j(ē) > ē.

Since e∗i (ej) is decreasing in ej we conclude that BRi(0) = e∗i (0) > e∗i (ē) > ē, such that

BRj(e
∗
i (0)) = 0. Overall, given agent i plays his best response to zero effort, exerting zero ef-

fort is indeed a best response for agent j. The considered asymmetric CPNEs are asymptotically

stable because BRi(ej) = 0 for ej ∈ [ē, 1] and ē < BRj(0) < 1.

Proof of Proposition 4.3. As outlined in the text, for a given effort level ej of the opponent,

agent i’s best response is either minimum effort ei = 0 or (in case it exists) the interior
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local maximizer ei = e∗i (ej). Furthermore, given ej = eNE , ei = eNE always satisfies

∂U i(eNE, eNE, eNE)/∂ei = 0. Finally, as established in the proof of Proposition 4.1,

∂2U i(eNE, eNE, eNE)

∂e2
i

R 0 ⇔ η(λ− 1) R
2c′′(eNE)

∆
. (A.35)

Finally, we have 2
∆
c′′(eNE) > 1, which follows from c′(0) = 0, c′′ > 0, and c′′′ > 0 together

with c′(eNE) = ∆
2

and eNE < 1.

For η(λ − 1) ≤ 1, we know that ei = eNE constitutes not only a local but also the global

maximum of U i(ei, ei, e
NE): Using the notation from Lemma 1, with ψ(eNE) > 0, we have

θ(ei) R ψ(eNE) if and only if ei R eNE . In consequence, ∂U i(ei, ei, e
NE)/∂ei R 0 if and only

if ei Q eNE , such that ei = eNE constitutes the global optimizer of U i(ei, ei, e
NE). In particular,

note that U i(eNE, eNE, eNE) > U i(0, 0, eNE).

For η(λ − 1) ≥ 2c′′(eNE)
∆

, on the other hand, ei = eNE is not a candidate for agent i’s

best response to ej = eNE: With ∂2U i(eNE, eNE, eNE)/∂e2
i ≥ 0, ei = eNE is either a local

minimum or an interior inflection point of a strictly decreasing function. In either case, since

∂2U i(0, 0, eNE)/∂e2
i > 0, it follows that ∂U i(0, 0, eNE)/∂ei < 0, such thatU i(eNE, eNE, eNE) <

U i(0, 0, eNE).

To conclude the argument, note that

∂
[
U i(eNE, eNE, eNE)− U i(0, 0, eNE)

]
∂η(λ− 1)

= −∆eNE
2

4
< 0, (A.36)

i.e., as η(λ − 1) increases, U i(eNE, eNE, eNE) − U i(0, 0, eNE) monotonically decreases at a

constant rate. By the intermediate value theorem, there exists χ ∈ (1, 2c′′(eNE)/∆) such that

U i(eNE, eNE, eNE) ≥ U i(0, 0, eNE) if and only if η(λ− 1) ≤ χ. For η(λ− 1) < 2c′′(eNE)/∆,

we have ∂2U i(eNE, eNE, eNE)/∂e2
i < 0. Hence, for η(λ− 1) ∈ (1, 2c′′(eNE)/∆), ei = eNE is

a local maximizer of U i(ei, ei, e
NE) and thus, next to ei = 0, the only candidate for agent i’s

best response to ej = eNE . Thus, the symmetric CPNE exists if and only if η(λ− 1) ≤ χ.

Proof of Lemma 2. The fact that the set ΘPE
i (ej) is an interval is established in the text. It thus

remains to establish the comparative statics with regard to the boundaries of this set. Differen-

tiation of
¯
θ(ēi(ej)) = ψ(ej) with respect to ej yields

dēi(ej)

dej ¯
θ′(ēi(ej)) = ψ′(ej) < 0 (A.37)

and

d2ēi(ej)

de2
j ¯

θ′(ēi(ej)) +

(
dēi(ej)

dej

)2

¯
θ′′(ēi(ej)) = ψ′′(ej) = 0 (A.38)

Due to the convexity of
¯
θ,

¯
θ(0) = 0, and ψ(ej) > 0, we must have

¯
θ′(ēi(ej)) > 0, such that

(A.37) implies dēi(ej)

dej
< 0. Since furthermore

¯
θ′′(ēi(ej)) > 0, (A.38) implies d2ēi(ej)

de2j
< 0.
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By analogous reasoning, differentiation of θ̄(
¯
ei(ej)) = ψ(ej) with respect to ej yields d

¯
ei(ej)

dej
<

0 and d2

¯
ei(ej)

de2j
< 0

Proof of Proposition 4.5. According to Proposition 4.3, a symmetric CPNE exists if and only

if η(λ − 1) ≤ χ̄. This symmetric CPNE is identical to the Nash equilibrium and, thus, also a

PNE and a PPNE. It remains to show that there exists χ̃ > χ̄ such that the same holds true for

η(λ − 1) ∈ (χ̄, χ̃]. For this purpose, note that the smallest effort level that is a PE is strictly

positive. For η(λ− 1) = χ̄, we have that U i(eNE, eNE, eNE) = U i(0, 0, eNE) > U i(ei, ei, e
NE)

for all e /∈ {0, eNE}. As playing ei = 0 is not a PE, (eNE, eNE) is the unique PPNE in this case.

For η(λ − 1) marginally larger than χ̄, ei = eNE remains a local maximum of U i(ei, ei, e
NE)

and only effort levels marginally close to zero provide a higher utility when the player expects

to play them than expecting to play and playing eNE . As the smallest effort that constitutes a

PE is strictly larger than 0, however, there is no PE that provides higher utility than expecting

and playing ei = eNE . As a consequence, there exists χ̃ > χ̄ such that (ei, ej) = (eNE, eNE) is

a PPNE for all η(λ− 1) ∈ [χ̄, χ̃].
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